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"A word should be constructed so that a person who knows the thing may receive all the assistance which the name can give in remembering what he knows, while he, who knows it not, may receive as much knowledge respecting it as the case admits of by merely being told its name."—John Stewart Mill.

* * *

"The most perfect language would be one combining the excellencies of several languages into one."—Lord Bacon.

* * *

"I have not, in translating the Bible, taken any special dialect of the German, but the best forms thereof, which I could find."—Martin Luther.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

BY PETER HENDRICKSON.

(For fifteen years Professor of Modern Languages in Beloit College.)

It is the earnest solicitation of the author to which I have yielded in consenting to write a few introductory remarks to this volume. The consideration that a name more known to fame would serve his purpose better has little weight with the author. His faith in his cause is as boundless as his love for it; and he is content to rest his cause on its own merits.

It is Gladstone, we believe, who has estimated that in a not very remote future the English language will be spoken by one thousand millions of the human race.

Such a prediction, coming from such a source, may well stir the heart and arouse the pride of every one who calls the English his mother tongue. Indeed, the unification of the whole human race is a thought prominent in our time. But speculations on this theme, no matter how agreeable they may be, would carry us beyond our purpose, and we must confine ourselves to matters which more nearly concern the present.

A glance at the rapid extension of the area over which the English language has become dominant, leaves no doubt of the greatness of its opportunities. The English may already be called a world-language, as the English-speaking race is a world-winning race.
INTRODUCTORY.

But in the future, its extension will not depend, so much as heretofore, upon conquests or discoveries, nor wholly upon the changing currents of commerce. It must show its inherent fitness to rule, not by its political institutions, or the tonnage of its vessels, but by its power over the minds of men. It must gain its supremacy by the willing consent of the world.

But in order to do this, it must, as it seems to us, make a preliminary conquest which shall restore it to supremacy over itself. What is meant by this, space will not permit us fully to elucidate here. But we may say, briefly, that no one gets willing obedience where he imposes unnecessary burdens. To gain cheerful acceptance, a language should not require to be conquered separately and in succession by all the senses. When it has become familiar to the ear it should not be a stranger to the eye. It should have no masks and no mysteries. It should be friendly to the understanding, and deal kindly with the memory. It should inspire confidence and gain strength by its simplicity and directness. Can any one be blamed for being suspicious of a language whose noblest word, knowledge (nolej), wears a dress twice too large for it?

Truthfulness and practical common sense are marks of the highest enlightenment. But these will condemn a vicious taste which clothes an otherwise common thing with reverence simply because it is unfamiliar. Almighty is as vulgar to the perverted taste as omnipotence is to the simple Anglo-Saxon mind. The prime requisite, to gain the respect of others, is to have respect for one's self. We do not respect him who borrows of others when he has abundance of his own. Ken used to be a strong and familiar word to
our ancestors. How would *star-ken* have served for astronomy? or *man-ken* for anthropology? Our author proposes *lore*, and would substitute *plant-lore* for botany. How would a child fare with "*nolaj of plantlore*" for *knowledge of Botany*? Would it lessen his respect for his mother tongue?

A writer in "Scribner’s Magazine," about fifteen years ago, in speaking of the difficulty the Japanese found in adapting their old forms of speech to the flood of new ideas which suddenly had come upon them, says that "they were talking of adopting ours, but did not like our irregular verbs and arbitrary pronunciation." Shall we class that among the lost opportunities? The writer adds: "It is a pity that we cannot meet them half way, and give our language a little of that simple euphony which would make its acquisition easier for them as well as our own infant learners. The punitory miracle at Babel has set up barriers all about us. How shall we beat down the wall for our allies in Japan?" Yes; how shall we? This is a question that must be answered, and the sooner the better. It has been delayed long enough.

We are constantly improving everything that we use, except what we use most—our language. Every tool in every trade is made better and more convenient, year by year. But language is a tool we cannot lay aside long enough to have repaired. This is the prime difficulty in the way of language reform. There have been made isolated attempts for centuries to improve the old, or to invent a new language, and fit it for universal adoption. All have met the same fate, and for the same reason. The changes proposed have been too radical. But in spite of all failures,
similar efforts are multiplying, and it seems as if the civilized world were on the eve of some great movement in this direction. It is, as they say, "in the air."

Among the attempts most recently made in this direction, is Volapük, which has gained the ear of the world in larger measure than any other, but its race is probably soon run. To attempt to make a special language for a special purpose, like commerce, travel or diplomacy, must, in the nature of the case, be a failure. In travel, in diplomacy, and even in trade, men want to express their thoughts with ease, with grace, with force and freedom. This they will never be able to do with a mechanically constructed language, which is no one's mother tongue, which has no history to make it respected, and no literature to make it loved. A language without a past will be a language without a future. To create a new language for a special convenience is an extravagant folly; and to get away from the language on which a people's mind has fed and grown, and by which its thoughts and feelings have been expressed through generations, is as impossible as to run away from one's shadow. But this does not imply that errors and defects have become sacred because they are in the realm of speech.

Our language is like a tangled forest into which seeds have been wafted by every wind, and which have grown in disordered and bewildering luxuriance. The child is lost in its mazes and labyrinths, and the man is bewildered with its abundance. Instead of this it should be like a royal garden, where nature and art had mutually aided each other; where the grafting knife and pruning hook had been guided by
a cunning hand, and where every path leads to some familiar spot, from whence a child could always find its way home.

In a recent editorial discussing the merits of Volapük, the CHICAGO TRIBUNE, which has always been friendly to language reform, says:

"But the fact that learned men have devoted time to the invention and propagation of a proposed universal language, shows how deep is the realization of its necessity by thinking people, whatever their vernacular; and the main principle kept in mind in the construction of Volapük, and used with unquestionable advantage by its advocates—its fonetic character—indicates precisely the direction in which some living language must be modified in the process of becoming universal. There is nothing in the history of civilization to encourage the belief that any language, however attractive, can be artificially extended. Conquest, not followed by commerce, cannot do it."

In closing the same article, the writer says:

"By fonetic changes, consistent with the genius of the language, sound and spelling can be unified; and in time, as it becomes more and more the universal language, it will fall into an artistic mold in which simplicity will preserve its essence without diminishing its power or impairing its beauty."

This expresses, with striking accuracy, the aim of the author of the present work, though it implies a leaving to chance one essential feature of the reform for which the author has sketched the outline of a definite plan. There is not in the history of our language adequate ground for the belief that it "will fall into an artistic mold" if only its "sound and spelling have become unified," any more than that the forest will of itself become a park. In addition to a simplified, fonetic spelling, the thought and taste of the time need to be directed towards the purification
of its vocabulary. There is need of a clearer conviction of the fact that the true economy, as well as the source of power, lies in development from within, rather than accretions from without.

The leading purpose of the author is mental economy. This is to be reached through three main channels. (1) By simple and correct spelling; (2) by a gradual purification of our vocabulary, aiming to enrich our store of words from our own Anglo-Saxon and allied sources, making the words self-developing and self-explaining; and (3) by the largest practical regularity of grammar.

In these changes, however, one thing should not be lost sight of, namely, that no change can be considered practicable, and no reform commendable, which secures any advantage, no matter how desirable, at the expense of symmetry, euphony and force; and this, I think, the author has no where lost sight of, though he has probably in some directions gone farther than most readers will consent to follow.

This is natural. Every reformer must, in the nature of the case, be more or less an iconoclast (this word I have smuggled in, for it has met the author's especial disapproval.) A reformer who does not for a time go ahead of the masses, would have too little force to arouse either sympathy or opposition, and should more properly be classed among politicians than reformers.

The present effort is remarkable, I think, in one essential particular. It is not the dream of an isolated idealist or recluse. It is a growth in the author's mind out of his own needs, and is a voice directly from the people—from that combination of our popu-
lation which is characteristic of our great interior. This will be more plain to the reader by a few references to the life of the author.

Elias Molee was born in Racine County, Wisconsin, in 1845, and is the son of one of the earliest immigrants to that State from Norway. He grew up among American, German, Irish and Scandinavian neighbors. While the language in the district school which he attended was English, he would daily hear three or four languages spoken on the play-ground. As with so many thousand other children in our land similarly situated, there arose a struggle in his mind and heart between the two rivals, the language of the hearth, his mother's tongue, and the language of the school. The influence of such circumstances upon the mental habit and the character of a child can be understood only by him who has intelligently experienced it. Upon a dull mind, I think this constant strain has an enfeebling effect. It disturbs and disquiets the whole nature. Neither mind nor heart are fully absorbed or at rest any where. Upon the alert and critical mind, it has quite another influence. It arouses curiosity, stimulates observation, exercises the judgment and expands the mind. It acted thus upon the young mind of the author. He became ambitious to learn all these languages. He acquired the English in the school, the Norwegian-Danish at home, but the German was not so easily laid hold of. He therefore, while yet a small lad, gained permission of his father to go to a German who kept a country store on the borders of a German and American settlement, to seek employment. His earnestness, the already acquired mastery over two languages, and his
desire for the language of "das Vaterland" in addition, was just the recommendation that gained favor in the sight of the German storekeeper. From that time to this, one thought has been uppermost in his mind. The spelling of the English language impressed him as a cruelty to the native-born child and more than that to the foreign-born. Wherever he found in any of the other languages some feature in which he thought it excelled the English, he longed to see it appropriated by his adopted language, the English. We are here building up an American nationality out of elements contributed by various nations. It will be a grand nation. Why cannot our language also draw to itself the best features of allied tongues and conquer the world?

Shall the American nation, with its grand opportunities, with a future before it like that of no other people, continue its career without an effort to brush off the defects which cling to its speech? Shall this practical, common sense people, that in other things so well understand the value of time, let every generation of its multiplying millions through all ages, waste at least three years of its best time in the often vain effort to learn to spell? Shall the ever-questioning, quickly-absorbing mind of the child forever struggle with sounds and words which suggest no thought and bear the likeness of no known image on earth or in heaven, while the rich treasures of thought and feeling are waiting on all hands to inspire and fructify it? Shall the wealth of exact science, which is the boast and glory of our age, be denied to the multitudes who have neither the time nor the means to spend years in learning dead languages, from
whose exhumed relics the jargon is constructed which is called the nomenclature of science? These and similar questions it is which, since childhood, have given the author no rest, until after thirty years of quiet picking, gathering and arranging, he has finally rehabilitated an "American" or Teutonic-English language, which is harmonious in its parts, beautiful in its simplicity, pliable in every limb, well sounding to the ear, and capable of a growth and self-development adequate to any measure of intellectual expansion. Such, at least, is the hope and faith of its author.

His thirst for a more thorough knowledge of languages early led him to the Norwegian College at Decorah, Iowa, where, besides modern languages, he acquired some knowledge of the classics. From there he went to the American Academy at Albion, where he graduated. Later he prosecuted his linguistic studies at the University of Wisconsin, constantly in consultation with scholars in regard to the one theme about which all his thoughts centered.

The gaining of a livelihood has always been a secondary consideration with him, so that, in order that this obtrusive necessity should divert his attention as little as possible, he has in recent years settled down on a farm in Dakota, and thus, hampered with less care, been enabled to complete the preliminary sketch of his work.

Like that of all men who are gifted with the power of concentrating their energies for a life-work upon one theme, so the author's mind has been focused upon this thought till it burns with a steady flame, and is inspired with a faith that will listen to no sug-
gestion of defeat. His enthusiasm is not demonstra-
tive, but it is nevertheless contagious. And though
my conviction may in part be due to this contagion,
I cannot deny that the system here proposed seems
to me, in its essential features, the only conceivable
method by which the English language can be restored
to a supremacy over itself, and be made entirely
worthy of the commanding position which we trust
its future destiny may have in store for it.

There is one thought which I would urgently
commend to the mind of the unprejudiced reader.
This is no scheme gotten up to create a sensation or
to gain selfish ends. Whatever judgment the world
may pass upon it as a system, let it be assured that
this is a work of conscientious devotion to a noble
purpose. It is a cause to which the author has un-
reservedly devoted his whole life. He is a native-
born, patriotic and loyal citizen of this country, and
seeks only its glory and its gain. This work must not
be classed with the injudicious attempts to crowd a
foreign language into our schools, or as in any way
calculated to detract from our language by emphasiz-
ing the superiority of any other. The plan proposed
is largely one of mutual concession, but in all essen-
tials the English stands unshaken on its foundation,
yielding to no other except where it seems to result
in manifest advantage. The plan should arouse no
national jealousies; its aim and spirit is to draw all
together into a more natural and conscious union.

Ours is a composite nationality, yet largely in a nas-
cent state. The process of welding together the dif-
ferent elements is the real national life now in pro-
gress within the borders of these free States. On the
surface is the scum of politics and the noise of bread-
winning, but below, in the calm, unseen deep, goes
on the slow process of absorbing and assimilating into
unison the diverse elements of population which
gather within our borders. Any apparent harmony,
any temporary prosperity, will be evanescent and de-
lusive unless there is constant progress towards a
more perfect union of the various elements now con-
tributing materials towards the forming of the ulti-
mature homogeneous *American People*. The controlling and molding power exerted by the genius and the free institutions of our early settlers is beyond doubt the mightiest influence ever felt in the history of mankind. This power will also in the future be adequate to shape the destinies of our country. But it may not be unreasonable to assume that a gradual simplification of our language in the lines here proposed will facilitate the outer unification and strengthen the consciousness of inner relationship between the representatives of the Teutonic race, of which our population in the main consists.

There are a number of subordinate features connected with the proposed plan of reform to which I am not prepared to assent. The same will, no doubt, be the case with a majority of the readers. Our vocabulary is so largely recruited from the Latin that an attempt at a total expurgation of words of this origin would seem not only futile but enfeebling. A language, as well as any other institution, must bear the traces of its history. This is neither a shame nor a disadvantage. But a too ready sacrifice of its own for that which is alien is a fatal weakness. A return to a healthy measure of self-reliance and self-development, without aiming pedantically to erase all traces of its history, will give new clearness and force to our English language. The effort should not be to blot out its history, but to relieve the language of its inherent weaknesses and assumed burdens. No word should be condemned, no matter what its origin, unless a substitute can be found equally as good of purer lineage. But the very principal of historical necessity will of itself in time produce modifications in the direction here suggested. This reform itself springs forth as a new shoot from our historical soil. In some way or other the language of the future American will reveal the elements from which the nationality is compounded. The question here presented is: shall the change be a conscious effort directed by intelligent purpose, or shall it be left to mere chance?

The author does not insist on the minor details of
his scheme. He is more conservative than reformers as a class. His system of numerals will probably not meet favor; his alphabet will need improvement; the introduction of new sounds is objectionable. Everything may be regarded as suggestions submitted for intelligent discussion, rejection or approval, except the three main features—a more regular grammar, a freer return to native sources for additions to our vocabulary, and a simple spelling. It is an invitation to the intelligent men and women of our land to join in a conscious effort to make the American language more homogeneous, more pliable, less exacting on the powers of the learner, and more truly an exponent of our history as a composite nationality. Such changes would facilitate its progress and justify its claims to larger dominion.

Its introduction, if favorably received, should not be a revolutionary one. The changes proposed should be set before the minds of the people and the rising generation as an ideal towards which efforts more or less emphatic should be directed, beginning with the reform of spelling, and correcting the taste as regards the use of Anglo-Saxon words. The bondage to a dictionary should be ended, and a larger liberty in the forming out of our own material any word whose meaning would be evident from its parts. The change would be so gradual as to involve no serious inconvenience.

These remarks must, in a measure, be apologetic. The author is conscious of defects in the method of presenting his thoughts. His English is at times inaccurate and unclear. For this he craves the reader's indulgence. It is in part due to circumstances which at present could not be controlled. He is a scholar in the field in which he labors; but as he has spent so much time in meditating on what the English language ought to be and might have been, he may be pardoned for not always remembering what it is. But this will not detract materially from the value of his work in the minds of those who are in earnest about an important cause.
CHAPTER p.*

MANY SPEAKERS NO SIGN OF GOODNESS OF LANGUAGE.

The fact that a language is spoken over a great extent of territory or spoken by a great number is no indication of superiority or inferiority as a medium of communication. The Chinese is an inferior language and yet is spoken by the greatest number on account of numerous births and ancient conquests and annexations. From the little country of Spain with only a few millions inhabitants her language spread over Mexico, the West Indian Islands, Philippine Islands, and all South America, except Brazil. The cause was war and discovery. The little insignificant country of Portugal has succeeded in planting her language in many extensive tracts of territory in Africa and all over the Empire of Brazil, an empire which equals

* For an explanation of the use of small letters instead of Arabic or Roman characters, see alphabetic numerals in grammar.
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that of the United States in area, excepting Alaska. Again the cause has been war and discovery. The same may be said with regard to the Russian language.

The English owe the possession of the Dominion of Canada to the discovery of foreigners, namely John and Sebastian Cabott, two Flor-entines, who had resided for some time in England, and who sailed out under the English flag in a north-westerly direction A. D. 1497, discovered Labrador and other parts further south. They brought back as specimens of the products of the country 2 Indians and 3 turkeys. Cheap acquisition! Canada proper was wrung from France by important help from the American colonists. Holland discovered New York in 1609. They commenced settlement in 1613 at New York and later in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware. By war and treaty England has taken from the little enterprising Dutch sailor people the following countries: New York (then called New Amsterdam), Australia (then called New Holland), Tasmania (then called Van Diemens Land), and the Cape Colony in Africa. The Dutch, through their diligence and daring, went ahead and discovered, but the English took it away from them. The English have been hard on the
Dutch and on the Irish. That is one cause of the spread of the English language. This tongue got a start in the United States, and those who came here afterwards learned the language as a matter of necessity. In this way the language has obtained a strong foot-hold, although only a minor portion of the inhabitants of the United States can trace their ancestors back to English origin.

The spread of the French language is owing not to war nor colonization, but in a small degree. Fashion and imitation are potent factors that have been at work here. Louis XIV. of France had the most elegant court of Europe. This he could have, being at the head of the richest and most powerful nation at that time. Other courts, dazzled by this splendor, imitated the French manners and language. Imitation was more powerful and more unreasonable then than now. It was further found necessary to adopt the French as a language of diplomacy and international communication, because it was felt that Frenchmen were unable and unwilling to learn any other languages. This linguistic inability of the French is proverbial in Europe. Even the French Minister at Berlin during 1870–71, at so important a time as the Franco-German war, could not speak German, and was
hence less prepared for his calling than a foreign commercial traveler. The French is not a good people's language. Herbert Spencer criticizes it very severely in his "Study of Sociology." It employs a double nominative and a double negative, as, "votre frère où est-il?" and "il n'est pas; a clumsy comparison of adjectives, as, le plus beau for finest. It is very badly spelt, very irregular and, as Prof. G. P. Marsh says, very full of idiotic expressions where words mean something entirely different from what they appear to mean. It has no neuter gender and is very mixed and arbitrary. The language is pronounced with an ill-sounding nasal twang. Rev. Schleyer, author of Volapük, says French sounds very badly in singing. Yet in spite of all these defects, French became fashionable through the elegance and wealth of the royal courts of France. The common people has never stood very high for intelligence, and never will, because it takes to much time and money for poor children to master the arbitrary spelling and mixed and non-self-explaining words of the French language. The French tongue, as we shall show further on, is only a little better as a means of popular education than the present English.
CHAPTER b.
A LIFTING LANGUAGE.

That a language may lift a people up into knowledge and self-respect on a large scale, it must be self-explaining, pure and homogeneous like the ancient Greek, Irish, modern German and Skandinavian. That is, a good language must be readily understood on a wide variety of subjects with the least resort to dictionaries. It must above all things be expressive and transparent. There is only one way of making the language such, and that is to proceed from the known to the unknown; to build from within. Discard borrowing and take to self-development, so that the common words, which all understand, may help to explain and remember the less frequent words. For instance, the Greeks took the following common words to build higher self-explaining ones, as, *ichthus* was the regular common name for *fish*. Every Greek child knew what *ichthus* (fish) meant, also that *logos* meant *learning* or *lore*; now, when the wonderfully wise Greeks wanted to give a name to a certain kind of *learning* or *logos*, which had for its subject matter *fishes* or *ichthuses*, they said with a beautiful simplicity *ichthyologial*, A. S. *fisc-lar* (fishlore), German *fischlehre*, Skandinavian *fiskelære*, American *fish-
lore. How expressive and picturesque! How poetical *ichthyologia* must have been to the ancient Greek man and woman who spoke every day of *fish* as *ichthus* and of *lore* or *learning* as *logos* or *logia*. *Ichthyologia* was just as expressive to them as *shoemaker, schoolhouse* and *breastbone* (sternum) are to our children. What would *Plato* or *Socrates* have said if some Greek clown had borrowed the English *fishlore* or the German *fischlehre*? They would certainly have said *fishlore* or *fischlehre* is not in harmony with our common Greek words. We must build from our own known words, so that our Greek children and laboring men and students of other branches of knowledge can readily understand and remember what they hear spoken on the strangest subjects. We must therefore, fellow-citizens of Greece, develop from our own material and say *ichthyologia*. How expressive this word is! How full of open spreading vowels to make the word euphonious. The Greeks would never have mounted up high with the English language, for the spirit moves early in a harmonious, thought-aiding and homogeneous speech. The Greeks had *Demosthenes*, the greatest among orators, *Homer*, the greatest poet. Pope says Homer had the finest ear and he always preferred in his verses
open spreading vowels of which the Greek language is so full. Aristotle was one of the greatest philosophers. Even such a scholar as the learned Irishman, Bishop Whateley, is pleased, even to his day, when he can show in his rhetoric and logic agreement with Aristotle. The Greeks were as brave as they were wise. Think of their struggles at Marathon, Thermopylae and Plataea! Herodotus was the greatest historian, Euclid the greatest mathematician and Socrates the purest moralist. What enhances our admiration for the Greeks is the fact that they had no other people to copy after or borrow from. They started theatres and wrote comedies and tragedies. Who is not filled with admiration and gratitude at hearing such names as Miltiades, Themistocles, Perikles, Demosthenes, Socrates, Epaminondas, Alexander, Plato, Plutarch, Strabo, Thucydides, Aristophanes, Æschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Herodotus and Homer? The Roman literature is little more than a copying after the Greeks. The Greeks had a harmonious, self-developed, euphonious, self-explaining language, like the German and Irish. The Germans excel in learning in our time, as the Greeks did of old. No people using a mixed, arbitrary language has got to the front, and never will, because un-
derstanding and remembering is made too difficult on a large scale. The ancient sons of the "Emerald Isle" stood very high for learning in olden times, before they forgot so much of their own euphonious and self-developed Irish tongue. People came from all parts of Europe to acquire wisdom and eloquence from Irish scholars. After the Irish tongue had been oppressed by the English law and language, they have gradually sunk in intelligence. This is not to be wondered at. England also stands low with regard to literacy. The Atlantic States in our country have gradually retrograded during the last fifty years and are continuing to go downwards. Even those who do go to school part of the year, enough to learn to read easy pieces, understand far less of what they read than those people that are blessed with self-developed and self-explaining home words, as the Germans, Skandinavians and the former Irish. I shall show further on that under equal advantages or adversities the English speaking people will inevitably fall behind as a people in popular education. England and the United States have hitherto enjoyed special advantages. England by her extended commerce and foreign colonies has subsisted to a great extent on the sweets of other lands. She has drawn largely
on the future by her immense "national debt," which every one calls an evil to the people at large. The United States have possessed a land that is probably the best country of its extent in the world. Long navigable rivers, abundant timber, plenty of coal, iron, gold, silver and green pastures, and over and above all, a virgin soil, few wars and a comparatively small population, and yet the English speaking people stands the lowest among the Germanic nations in literacy. Not because they are less talented, less strong and enduring, but because the English is an unfortunate language. 97 per cent. of the people in Germany, Scandinavia, Holland and Iceland, over ten years old, can read and write, and that is the highest point reached in literacy by any people on the globe. There are always a few cripples or weak persons who cannot be taught. In the northern States where there is found the greatest proportion of foreigners, there is most wealth and intelligence. In the South, where the Old Natives are less mixed by immigration, the white population stands far below the whites of the North. It must also be remembered that the greatest amount of ignorance has come to the United States from English speaking countries, not from Germany, Skandinavia and Holland. En-
lish wastes the time of children in mastering the cruel spelling which the majority of laboring people forget in after-life. It wastes the time in memorizing the definitions in school-readers and in searching for the meaning of words through expensive dictionaries. They soon forget the meaning of those arbitrary borrowed words, because they are not ingrafted into the mind in childhood by means of the ever recurring common words. 53 per cent. of English words are taken from all the languages of the world and thrown together in one chaotic mass. The only parallel to this much borrowing are the Turks who have taken half of their words from the Arabian and Persian. They having taken so much from one source makes it more homogeneous and self-explaining than English. There is no honor in borrowing. It is the easiest method possible by which to enrich language.

Mere borrowing requires neither love, learning nor ingenuity. It is only necessary to take without pay what others have made ready. But to so develop our own material, whatever that may be, that our language will vividly express all ideas of ancient or modern times possessed by ourselves and others, with clearness and euphony, that is something which requires love,
learning, patience and talent. Then we will have a language that we can call our own, a language we can understand on all subjects, something we can love because it is our own and good to us, something that is kind to our understanding and memory. The impure English cannot be loved as the pure German, Scandinavian and Irish, because English is so unkind, so arbitrary and so much mixed that it belongs in particular to no people. This mixture of languages was forced onto England by William the Conqueror after the defeat of the English at the battle of Hasting A. D. 1066. The English speak, therefore, as a conquered people. They speak as they do because they were conquered by the Norman French in 1066. The foreign conquerors learned the most common words of the people, as, father, mother, son, daughter, house, ox, cow, land, stone, etc.; but when they wanted to express higher intellectual ideas, they dragged in their own Norman French words. This accustomed the people to arbitrary-word mixing and soon wore off the feeling of incongruity.

The value of a lifting language, a language that could elevate the masses by self-explaining and thought-quickening words, was probably never thought of or cared for in those days of
selfishness, violence and ignorance. I have given you a slight indication of how the ancient Greeks and the modern Germans and Scandinavians develop from within out of their own well-known material, so that even rare words explain themselves. Now let me show you a few Irish words.

CHAPTER t.

THE IRISH LANGUAGE.

Fear (pr. fahr), man.
Feasa, of knowledge.
Fearfeasa, prophet, that is knowledgeman.
Fear, man.
Thiga, of a house.
Fearthiga, householder.
Fear, man.
Fean, music.
Fearfean, musician, literally, music-man.
Bean, woman, female.
Siga, spirit.
Beansiga, a fairy woman.
Brat, garment.
Taisa, of death.
Brattaisa, winding-sheet, lit. death-sheet.
Cu (koo), dog.
Mara, sea.
Cumara, otter, lit. sea-dog.
Laoc, calf.
Laocmara, seal, lit. sea-calf.
Mac, son.
Alla, cliff.
Macalla, echo, lit. cliff-son.
Tira, wold, turf.
Mactira, wolf, lit. wold-son (son of the turf).
Teac, house.
Osta, entertainment.
Teacosta, hotel, lit. entertainment-house.
Buan, enduring, lasting.
Caom, mild, gentle.
Claon, inclined.
Cuma, grief, Ger. kummer.
Crom, bent, Ger. krumm.
Deag, good.
Dearb, true.
Mo, my.
Dian, vehement.
Grad, love.
Diangrad, vehement love.
The plurals and genetive case end frequently on vowels. It has a very full inflectional system. Adjectives and nouns have plural signs mostly on vowels.

Ban, white; pl. bana. La, day; leitha, days.
Min, smooth; pl. mine. Mi, month; miosa, months.
An, the; bo, cow; dub, black. Ua, grandson; ui, grandsons.
An bo dub, the black cow, Seamrog, shamrock; pl. or the cow black.
Na ba duba, the black seamroga.
cows. Clearseach, harp; clearseaca,
Cu, hound; ca, hounds. harps.
Dia, God; deitha, gods. Cno, nut; cna or cnai, nuts.

It is full of short words as well as long clear compounds, as, do, to; fa, under; le, with; o or na, from; and fearfeasa, prophet; laocmara, seal (sea-calf).

The Irish language has a separate passive form, as the Greek, Latin and modern Skandinavian, as buailtear me (I am struck; Skan. jeg bankes).

The complexity of the language is a drawback in Irish as in German, it makes it more difficult for its admirers to acquire.

The Irish tongue has the same self-development, the same crystal transparency as the Greek and German. It is more full of open spreading final vowels, which help to make the
language musical. It is to be deplored that such a clear popular language has been so oppressed.

"Ah! the pleasant Tongue, whose accents were music to the ear.
Ah! the magic Tongue, that round us wove its spell so soft and dear.
Ah! the glorious Tongue, whose murmur could each Celtic heart enthrall.
Ah! the rushing Tongue, that sounded like the swollen torrent's fall!"

*Rev. M. M., Ballads of Ireland.*

"Sweet Tongue of our monarchs, our saints and our sages,
Sweet Tongue of our heroes and free-born sires,
When we cease to preserve thee our glory expires."

*Anon.*

Ulrich J. Bourke, President of St. Jarlath's College, Tuam, says of Irish: "It is flexible and harmonious as Greek, soft as Italian, and expressive as German."

The Most Rev. Daniel O'Connor, Bishop of Slades, aptly says: "Oh! would that our copious, melodious, soul-inspiring, and heart-moving language were received and had become universal! And why should it not? Should it not be our pride and our boast to have such a language, while other countries rejoice in their jargon—in their compound of various lan-
Great many societies are being formed in Ireland to preserve and revive the old language. Holland has its own language with 4 million speakers, Norway 2, Sweden 4½, Portugal 4. Ireland having about 6 millions, and an island country, could easily have her own language for home use. Scholars must study foreign languages anyhow in all civilized nations. *Rev. Bourke* says very forcibly in his Irish Grammar: “If we do not cherish the language for its own sake, why, let us do it for our own. We know the language of a nation is the exponent of a people's antiquity, the index of their refinement, the mouth-piece of their history, the type of their freedom, the echo of a nation’s greatness and fame—shall we then let our language die?”

*Bishop O'Connor* says: “Are not Scotland and Wales to be admired for their patriotism? and are they not a reproach to us? But why do their languages prevail among them? Because they are used as the common language of the country; because they are taught at school and encouraged by nobility and gentry, instead of being ashamed of their mother tongue—as, I am sorry to say, we are generally found to be of ours—or, rather, are sought to be made so, by
those who are interested in suppressing it as a mark of our nationality."

"Unless this shame of the language of our ancestors cease to exist and a kindred feeling be cultivated generally, and especially by the middle classes of our countrymen, in vain do you labor."

"If I could take the liberty, I would recommend that in every parish in Ireland there should be an Irish teacher, and that as the ear governs the tongue, it may be familiarized by hearing the language spoken at school, at home and abroad; if it were only thus to employ some poor men and women to speak nothing but Irish in the hearing of children, who, in a short time, would acquire a facility in a common place colloquial way."

Rev. Bourke says: "Every nation cherishes its own language; it cherishes it even in death. The Greeks loved their language the more, the more it was banished by the Turkish foe. From the ashes of thraldom they have brought it forth—though bearing another name—fresh and youthful as the phœnix rising in its newly creative power, after a literary slumber through ages of woe. The Jew in his exile loves, as did his captive sires of old, to sing out in his own sweet Hebrew his sorrows in a strange
land. And shall the Irishman, in the land of his birth, neglect to cultivate what has been justly called "the language of song—the language of the heart—the sweet mellow language of *Eire go bragh*?"

CHAPTER d.
INJURY OF UNSYSTEMATIC SPELLING.

English *orthography* is so bad, so impracticable, that I shall only spend a few words on this subject for the purpose of filling out the argument. The only true mode of spelling words and the system easiest to learn by children of all nationalities and stations is to have "*one letter for one sound, and only one sound for one letter*." Now we begin by telling the child that this short round-like character is called "a" as "a" in *ale*. The child follows and says "a." He has now learned the name of that character. But he is soon bewildered; the same letter without any modification is differently pronounced in *1 ale, 2 at, 3 arm* and *4 all*. Then there are hosts of other combinations that stand for the first sound, other arbitrary combinations that stand for the second, third, fourth or fifth sound. Again the same letter or combination of letters stand at one time for one,
and at another time for another sound. There are many letters for one sound, and many sounds for one letter. There is no guiding rule. Mental energy is wasted. Each word becomes a special act of memory, like the Chinese characters. It makes it difficult to learn to read and write. Those who are poor and have but little time to go to school are scared away or cannot master it; hence such spelling must increase ignorance. The wealthier classes who can afford to send their children to school long enough to learn this orthography, wastes so much time in doing so that they cannot learn as much of arithmetic, geography, grammar, history, laws of health, civil government, and music. All must be content with less knowledge and less accomplishments by reason of the irregular spelling. In Germany and Skandinavia no spelling-book is used. There is no need of one, because they spell according to sound. After the letters are learned in their primers, they spell a few words from their reading lessons and copy the reading lessons upon the slates, and as the same letter always has the same sound, children soon get the hang of spelling without waste of time. Spain, Germany and Skandinavia improved their spelling long ago. In American common schools the prin-
cical object is to learn to spell. There is no useful knowledge in this early and late spelling, and spelling and spelling. It is as time-wasting and impracticable as the Chinese sign-writing. In both cases does every word necessitate a special act of memory. Both are hindrances to education. Both are degrading. The English are fortunately waking up to see this injury. Ex-Premier Gladstone, the "Society of Arts," the "Association of Elementary Teachers," many ministers and editors in England are in favor of phonetic spelling. In the United States and Canada there are a number of journals advocating the system. We have many Professors in Universities and Colleges in its favor, among which I can name such learned scholars as Prof. Francis A. March, of Lafayette College, author of Anglo-Saxon Grammar and Reader; Prof. W. D. Whitney, of Yale College, author of "Language and the Study of Language;" Prof. T. R. Lounsbury, of Yale College. Ben Pitman and the Longley brothers have done much good for the cause by their monthly journals and books. Prof. Boyd estimated about 30 years ago that it required English children three years longer to learn to read and write than it did for the children of Germany, Skandinavia and Holland. Major
Chas. Story, of Chicago, estimates the time wasted to equal from 5 to 7 years, but I have preferred to take the shortest time, three years. It is again estimated by Prof. Boyd and others that it costs the American people $10 extra every year on account of unsystematic spelling. Having about 10 million school-children, and an extra cost of $10 for each child amounts to a loss of 100 million dollars every year for this defect alone!

I said on the title page that the present English was a national misfortune. Let me ask, is it not a national misfortune for the country to lose 100 millions annually and have every person robbed of three years of his or her life on account of spelling? And yet our arbitrary borrowing is of greater damage still, which I shall endeavor to prove in the next chapter. The loss of time and, what is worse, the loss of useful life-guiding knowledge, occasioned by taking expressions of less frequent ideas from strange tongues not explained by well-known common words as in Greek, German and Irish will probably amount to much more than another 100 millions. But more on this point in the next chapter. The only ones who can learn English spelling are type-setters. No others can learn it. At a school examination in Hous-
ton County, Minnesota, in 1876, only two
teachers out of 48 could spell correctly the 20
words given as tests. At the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, the senior class, the
graduating class in January A. D. 1874, handed
their Professor of English written essays as re-
quired, but only one high-class student of the
whole number had spelled each word in his
composition correctly, though all had chosen
their own subjects and their own words. Hav-
ing taught English school more than 10 years,
I have been present at a great number of exam-
inations, and I undertake to say that English
spelling cannot be learned by the people. Only
type-setters and occasionally an old-fashioned
school-teacher, who values orthography above
all other knowledge, can spell.

Sir Walter Scott spelt 5 words wrongly in a
receipt given for money received as initiation
fee to a certain society (spelt by him sosciety)
Scott's manuscripts had always to be corrected
by the printers. Shakespear has at different
times spelt his own name in 128 different ways.
Spelling does not show the derivation of words
except occasionally. There is no "s," and no
"g," and no "l" in the old words for island,
sovereign and could. Comparative philology
is now such that the relationship of words can
be traced and proven though the words compared have not a letter in common and differ in meaning as much as black and white. The proper function of spelling is to give a true picture of the spoken language, so that he who *sees* a word may know how it is *pronounced*, and he who *hears* a word may know how it is *written*.

But even supposing spelling did show derivation of words, which it does not, except in part, it will hardly be demanded by an education-loving people that 999 men should be burdened every day throughout life by signs of derivation which are unreliable and always insufficient, and for which they care nothing, simply that one man out of a thousand may occasionally find it easier to trace some curious word to its ancient source! Max Müller and W. D. Whitney, comparative philologists, say it would have been better for linguists if each age had given them a true picture of their spoken words. Language is above all for the good of the people at large. Dr. Beaty says, we waste enough time in our schools on spelling to give our children a good literary and scientific education. Shall we keep up a mode of spelling, which professional teachers, university students of senior classes and famous authors cannot
master? Do you want your children to waste their time on this unscientific and impracticable spelling, or do you want them to acquire useful knowledge? Americanism is to select what is best from other countries and adopt it here. This is a composite nation, a daughter of the whole western and central Europe. This nation is not a daughter of England. The spelling is merely English, but not American in principle. Anything to be American must be eclectic and practical. (See chapter on "Americanism.") In German there are occasionally a silent "h" for the purpose of lengthening or shortening the sound, as Jahr (year) and Lamm (lamb). Such spelling, however, is not misleading, for it cannot be pronounced differently on account of these extra letters. Their spelling is remarkably systematic and uniform. Even the Germans, who have already done so much for systematic spelling, are discussing the idea of making it still more phonetic. How much more ought not spelling to be discussed among us!

_Igh cee a phat chat awn thea chere._
_Eigh knoh knot whaht thie chait wawnts tu eet._

("Spelt according to analogy.")

The above is about as strange as the following: _jat, ji, jem, jat, ji, jem; jorj, muj._
Prof. Whitney calls our spelling a millstone on the necks of the people.

The Old Natives boast of being practical. Is this orthography practical, or will they help make it so? As all classes are injured by this spelling, all should as best they can in their circle assist to create a public opinion. The best way to do that is to support journals and writers who devote their time to this noble cause wherever they may be found. As Germans and Skandinavians are great linguists, they must keep up their credit for intelligence by taking the side of language improvement, otherwise they will have no influence. It will be said by other Americans: “They can criticize, but they cannot help reform.”

Why could not German, Irish and Skanina-vian editors procure $1 or $2 worth of phonetic type and insert a few paragraphs of the Amer-i kan language in their journals? They may receive no pay for this, but if no one will aid the poor and helpless children, what becomes of patriotim? The Old Natives cannot influence this vast and heterogeneous population alone, even if they were united, which they are not. If we do not all help, we may never see a good language for our grand country. Language re-form is as much our business as that of any one
else. We have men in all stations of life and in all professions, from the common school-teacher to the legislator, editor and university professor, and our men are marching to the front every year. We shall all soon become Americans. No matter how much we may study English, let us not forget the German, Irish and Skandinavian mother tongues. The Jews have clung to their Hebrew language. They say their prayers and chant their joys and sorrows in their ancient tongue, and yet they are the world’s greatest business men, as well as the most famous in literature. They are also the least criminal part of our population. They have the greatest regard for old parents and young children, and have the least divorces. Fidelity in one respect produces fidelity in another.

CHAPTER k.

INJURY OF UNRELATED FOREIGN WORDS.

Thinking is classifying previous impressions. We think by means of particular images, or, in other words, we think by means of impression received through the five senses. We have an idea of white, black, eye and fish from having seen it, hard, smooth, soft and rough from hav-
ing felt it, the different sounds from having heard them, sweet and sour from having tasted it. Thinking is gathering, to remember is to recollect, to gather again. The Latin *coagitare*, cogitate, is a putting or shaking together in the mind. A general or abstract idea is only a grouping or classification of individual particular impressions. For this reason is it of vital importance that a thing should be named according to the nature of the images necessary to the idea wanted, in such a way that the mind may be carried back and be reminded of the original particular impressions or images that must be gathered to build up the thought.

*Oculist* is a bad word for the reason that it is arbitrary. There is no gathering of images. We understand it only after extra memorizing. He might just as well have been called *x, u, or y*.

We think only in particulars, as, *eye* and *healer* (from heal, to cure), hence *eyehealer*, Ger. *augenarzt*, from the particular previous impressions of *augen* (eyes) and *arzt* (healer or doctor), Skand. *öienläge* (eyehealer), from *öien* (eyes) and *läge* (healer, curer). The idea underlying this natural self-developing system of producing terms is that each object, not mathematical, shall be named by means of the proper particular images previously acquired in
childhood. A double use is hence made of early learned base-words, making them doubly firm in memory. They are first employed to designate the common ideas when needed, as *eye*, *healer*, *fish* and *lore*; A. S. *lar*, Ger. *lehre*, Skand. *läre*, Eng. *lore*, *learning*, *science*. The same common words, so well and early engrafted in the mind, by the nature of our necessities are secondly *gathered* to build higher words of which they serve as explainers and remembrancers. Having once obtained an image of *eye*, *healer*, *fish* and *lore*, such names as *eyehealer* (oculist) and *fishlore* (ichthyology); Ger. *fischlehre*, Skand. *fiskelære* (science of fishes) become self-explaining.

The Greeks who called a fish *ichthus*, and lore or learning *logia*, could with great advantage gather their impression and say *ichthyologia*. Prof. Schlecher says: "We should *see* and *feel* through language."

There is a deep psychological principle underlying this simple mode of names-giving, which, when understood, will place arbitrary foreign borrowing in a bad light, whatever people resort to it.

What is gained by self-developed words? We gain five very valuable points and lose none.
First—More thoughts understood.
Second—More thoughts remembered.
Third—More thoughts definite.
Fourth—More thoughts vivid.
Fifth—More love for the tongue.

First Point.—More understanding.—As we think in particular images it is evident that those languages which furnish the hearer with the very images needed to be gathered to build up the thought, as in Greek, German and Irish, are kinder to the understanding than such mixed languages as English, French and Turkish, which give a man not ready prepared thoughts, but mere arbitrary words which he must himself translate into thought the best he can.

A thought is an arrangement or presentation of images, hence, *eyehealer* and *fishlore* are thoughts, while *oculist* and *ichthyology* are mere symbols of thought to us. We understand such isolated words only by special superadded study, as we learn the meaning of $x$, $y$ and $z$ in algebra. It may be said that *oculist* and *ichthyology* are expressive to a Latin and Greek scholar. Yes, but that will not help the English language.

We accuse it of being inexpressive to the people at large and wasteful of mental energy.
Now, if it is necessary for farmers and business men to study Latin in order to understand English, it is all the more true that it is wasteful. Expressiveness is that quality of a word which enables the not-learned in the greatest number of instances to correctly anticipate the meaning. Special study will make any word in any language understood.

A word, in order to be expressive in a full sense, must carry a man's mind forward to correct conclusions from images furnished by the word itself. If a boy must look to definitions or the dictionary for the meaning, then the word has not inherent expressiveness. From two to five thousand words constitute an ordinary man's range of vocabulary, but we have about one hundred thousand words in a complete dictionary. The fewer words of a language that are gathered and compounded out of the universally understood common words, as in Greek and German, the smaller will the proportion be of understood words, the narrower must the range of thought become among those who use the language.

There is a constant danger of meeting words not expressive enough to be understood. A man hears and sees words in a hundred circumstances. If he hears a word in a sermon or
lecture and does not comprehend it, the value of the whole sentence is lost, and that sentence may be needed to explain what follows. There may be no Latin or Greek scholars near by, to explain to the man and he cannot go home after a dictionary, even if he had one. He might write the word down and hunt up the meaning when he got time. Few will take that trouble. If they did, it would be a waste of time and energy necessitated by the inexpressiveness of our language. In Germany and Skandinavia they use no dictionary in the lower schools. None is needed, because all words above the well-known and ever recurring common ones are compounded from such. They very seldom meet a word of which they cannot gather the meaning.

The tendencies of English are injurious to the intellectual habits of a man. A half understood word occurs to-day, another to-morrow morning, to-morrow evening, next day and so on. The man becomes superficial and will at last shun all difficult reading and confine himself to novels, where there is not much Greek and Latin.

I remember once while in the court house of Houston Co., Minn., 1876, I was given one of Henry Ward Beecher's sermons, and I was
pleased with his eloquence. He spoke about
marching armies. A Greek word came in that
stopped the reading. Beecher said in one place:
"The sound of the past has been cacophonous."
Ah! cacophonous. I felt chagrined and humbled
to think that after graduating at an American
Academy and after having studied so as to
speak and enjoy several languages, after having
learned considerable Latin and a little Greek,
yet I could not understand so popular a produc-
tion as a sermon. I do not meet words in Ger-
man or Skandinavian sermons that I do not un-
derstand, though I was born in an English-
speaking country, and have spoken, read and
written ten times more English than German
or Skandinavian. Is the fault in me or in the
heterogeneous character of the language? I
will now see how the officers about the court
house understand Beecher. I asked the County
Auditor, an Indiana man, J. Cooper; the Reg-
ister of Deeds, an Irishman, James McMahon;
the Clerk of the Court, a German, Joseph
Vossen; the County Attorney, James O'Brien,
who had been a former College Professor.
None, except O'Brien, had an idea of what the
word meant; he said it was something about
sound, but like a wise counselor he looked up
the law in the blessed Webster's Dictionary to
be sure. "Caco," said he, "means ill or bad; phonous is sounding. The Greeks put together ill and sounding, illsounding, it is the opposite of euphonious, or well-sounding." Is that all that the word means? Oh, father Washington! Here I have tramped from office to office among intelligent American officers to find the meaning of a word containing a very common idea; I had expected to find an elephant and found only a mouse. "Hon. O'Brien," said I, "let us see what the idea is called in the English-German dictionary (Ger. wörterbuch, word-book), and let us see how well the German people understand German. We found that caco, ill or bad, is called übel (evil, bad), sound is laut, something loud that can be heard; cacophonous is übellautend, ill-sounding. The word is as well understood by Germans as cacophonous was by the Greeks, because they "keep within their base." The former can also say misslautend and missklingend, and many other self-explaining compounds. When a people once get into the habit of self-compounding, they can produce clear terms, without limit, practically. As Hon. O'Brien and myself walked to the court house, we asked a twelve years old German boy what übellautend meant. He answered "someding vat sound not
goot." He understood his word, he needed no dictionary. A Skandinavian boy could have told just as easily what is meant by *illydende* or *ilklingende*. An Irish boy, with his pure self-explaining tongue, could have done the same. The English are probably the most able people in the world, but they labor with an inexpressive tongue, and outside of physical routine work, their language offers insurmountable disadvantages to a wide understanding.

The English people belong to the Germanic race as well as Germany, Skandinavia, Holland and Iceland. The language spoken by the Anglo-Saxons was German interspersed with Skandinavian words. Here is a specimen from Francis A. March's *Anglo-Saxon Reader and Grammar*:

*Ac sprec us after urum andgite* (knowledge), *dhat ve mægen understandan dha dhing dhe dhu spricst.* (Translated—Oh! speak to us according to our knowledge that we may understand the thing that thou speakest). Again, Matthew XII: 9, 10: *Da se Hæland dhanon for* (fared, went) *he com in to heora* (their) *gesamnunge* (congregations), *dha was dhar an man se hafde forscruncene* (forshrunken, withered) *hand.* *And he acsodon* (asked) *hine,*

Plea. 4.
dhus cvedhende: Is hit (it) alyfed (allowed) to hælanne on reste-dagum?

Bird is fugel, eye is eage, conversation is gespræk, boy is cnapa, strange or foreign is fremede, woman is cuen (Skand. kvinde). The Anglo-Saxon had a great number of self-explaining prefixes and suffixes, which gave force to the language and the loss of which Prof. G. P. March so much deplores in his “Lectures on the English Language.”

It is needless to say that no people would ever have taken so many foreign words but after a long foreign oppression. The English language is, therefore, a prominent manifestation of the result of the Norman-French subjugation of England after the defeat of the Anglo-Saxons at Hasting, in 1066. English is not produced naturally by a free people, and it is hardly good enough for our free America, because it is too wasteful of mental energy and cannot be readily understood. Can’t we free ourselves from the results of the battle of Hastings, where the English lost the expressiveness of their language?

While at the University of Wisconsin in 1873 and 1874, I saw an account of a school exhibition in a Janesville paper, which stated that a fifteen years old school girl, Hilda Hegg, read an
"Essay on Iconoclasts." Mr. Arnold, son of a Wisconsin lumberman, and Mr. Maxson, son of a Chicago physician, happened to be present. I asked them what *iconoclasts* meant. Mr. Arnold said he had not heard the word before. He had studied Latin two years. Mr. Maxson had then studied Latin three years and Greek two, but could not understand it. I asked him why he could not understand it after having studied Greek and Latin that much. He said words changed so much in passing from one language to the other, both in form and meaning, that, unless one is an old comparative philologist, he is not always able to trace the relationship, besides there may occur words from Greek and Latin that he has not seen or cannot remember. I told them that, though none of us were Germans, but had studied that language, I thought we could understand it better than our own cosmopolitan English. We found the German word to be *bilderstürmer*, from *bilder*, pictures, and *stürmer*, destroyer. Even we understood that, for it was only a *gathering* of ideas furnished by the word itself. The Greeks did the same. In Greek, *eikon* is picture or image, *klastes*, breaker; *eikonoklastes*, image-breaker, picture-destroyer. The Russians are combining their own common words into
higher ones in the same way as the Greeks and Germans. From the word rod, whose fundamental signification is birth, generation, to produce, there is a forest of compounds. A family of words cluster about this central word by means of common well understood prefixes and suffixes for actor, masculine or feminine, diminutive or augmentative, above or below, before and after, etc. The word rod has 25 self-explaining homogeneous primary compounds and 79 transparent secondary compounds.

The Chinese also compound their own material, as,

Nam, water.  
Me, mother.  
Me-nam, river, that is water-mother.  
Ta, eye.  
Nam-ta, tear, lit. eyewater.  
Luk, child.  
Mai, tree.  
Luk-mai, fruit, tree-child.  
Klek, iron.  

Reng, power.  
Me-reng, screw, force-mother.  
Me-klek, magnet, iron-mother.  
Luk, child.  
Son, bow.  
Luk-son, arrow, bow-child.  
Mu, hand.  
Luk-mu, finger, hand-child.  

The Chinese, Russian, German and English will, according to human estimation, be the great languages of the future. They are all possessors of large territories and great numbers of speakers and constantly extending their territories throughout the world. Education
and literature is only a matter of time, if they have easily understood languages. 300 years ago, or about Luther's time, the Germans were regarded as ignorant country clowns by the Italians; now they stand intellectually above all nations. The Russians are fast coming to the front. Three of the most prominent writers of our time are Russians, namely, Coun Tolstoi, Turgenieff and Ignatieff. They are beginning to take great interest in education. A certain rich Russian count, whose name I have lost, gave lately the largest sum that was ever given to build and maintain people's schools. The sum given was ten million dollars. Mr. Schischkow, in his treatise on the Russian language, urges the expulsion from the language of all words not of Russian or of Slavonic origin, as they destroy mutual expressiveness. Kopitar, in his Russian grammar, urges the idea of systematizing the language by adopting one regular conjugation for all verbs. (See Kopitar's Russian Grammar, pag. 311.)

The Russians have as good chance to build school houses as the Germans, English and Americans. As the English is the most mixed, and has the least ready intelligibility, it is safe to predict that under equal conditions the En-
English speaking people will possess the least life-guiding knowledge and finally be looked up to by none of the rest, though they are naturally the most talented.

It is very useful and ennobling for a people to study the handiwork of the Almighty Creator. A rich Englishman cannot learn so much science as a German or Russian in his language, but a common Englishman with moderate means is excluded from the grand book of nature. He cannot understand and remember an article in a newspaper or monthly magazine on science, because his language is too mixed. Ideas plain as day to a German farmer is as the night to an English one, yet they belong to the same race and are equally able. For instance: "Botany is divided into two grand divisions: phanerogamia and cryptogamia." Here are three arbitrary non-self-explaining words. Botany the German calls plantlore; phanerogamia he calls fruit-bearers or seed-bearers (fruchttragenden); cryptogamia he calls non-fruit-bearers (nicht fruchttragenden), and so on through all the sciences, excepting an extreme scientific idea that seldom comes before the people and for which they have not yet developed their own expression.
In speaking of botany (plantlore), why should we be obliged to say in English *glabrous, hirsute* and *hispid* instead of *smooth, shaggy* and *bristly?* Prof. Marsh says: "I find in a recent scientific journal this sentence: 'Begoniaceæ, by their anthero-connectival fabric, indicate a close relationship with anonacio-hydrocharideo-mymphæoid forms, an affinity confirmed by the serpentarioid flexuoso-nodulous stem, the liriodendroid stipules and cissoid and victorioid foliage of a certain Begonia, and if considered hypogenous, would in their triques-trous capsule, alate seed, apetalism and tufted stamination, represent the floral fabric Nepanthes, itself of aristolochioid affinity, while by its pitchered leaves belonging to Sarracenias and Dionæas.'"

May God and the Germanic race help the people of America to get rid of this incomprehensible Babylonian jargon! How can common people read science in English? And we must read or take back-seats among the nations.

The learned Professor and U. S. Ex-Minister to a European Court adds: "The nomenclature of science is often so repugnant to the ear, so refractory to the tongue of our Anglican race, that it never finds admission into the dialect of common life."
It looks to me as if the English language were constructed by some eccentric, rich and learned bachelors who had nothing else to do but hunt up the meaning of words in dictionaries and to spell. It is remarkable that so busy people should have so time-wasting language. England has had too little sympathy with the middle classes. So unsympathetic a language cannot go on unpunished. The result will be comparative degradation. The United States will not always have a virgin soil, England cannot always live on the sweets of other lands. Germany, Russia and China, with their self-explaining, understanding-helping and memory-helping languages, which they are continually systematizing and enriching, will before long leave us behind with our wheat, corn, hogs, railroads, money bags and incomprehensible words and regard us as Indian princes for our wealth. The world is marching away from the English and Turkish principle of borrowing foreign and unrelated words. A race-feeling is being awakened in all great peoples, which partly manifests itself in language purification. Will it not pay for us Americans also to purify and systematize?

Great interest is being taken in schools and languages in Japan. Instead of borrowing sci-
Entific words from English, or from Greek and Latin, they compound new terms wanted from the related Chinese language, and I. C. Hepburn, M. D., L. L. D., author of Japanese Grammar and Dictionary, says these words are quite as expressive as those we have developed from Greek and Latin. Nearly all words in Japanese end on a vowel, as in Italian. Dr. Hepburn calls it the beautiful language of Asia. Ex.: Dokoni-i-nasaru? (where do you live?) The grammar is regular and simple.

Under this head of more understanding with self-development I shall quote a few of the highest authorities from America, England, Germany and Skandinavia and leave this point.

James Hadley, Professor of the Greek language and literature in Yale College, says in his "Brief History of the English Language," prefixed to Webster's Unabridged Dictionary under the head of Power of Self-development Lost: "From the simple word to stand the English make understand and withstand; the Anglo-Saxons had atstandan, bestandan, bigstandan, forstandan, forestandar, gestandar, odhstandan, understandar, widhstandan, ymstanden. This deficiency in English is made up for in a measure by the use of separate particles,
as, to stand up, to stand off, to stand by, to stand to, etc. Still the formative system of the language has become greatly restricted. It no longer possesses the unlimited power of development from its own resources, which we see in the Anglo-Saxon and in the modern German. If a new word is wanted, instead of producing it from elements already existing in English, we must often go to the Latin or to the Greek and find and fashion there something that will answer the purpose. By this process our language is placed in a dependent position being reduced to supply its need by constant borrowing. But it is a more serious disadvantage that in order to express our ideas we are obliged to translate them into dead languages. The expressiveness of the new term, that which fits it for its purpose, is hidden from those who are unacquainted with the classic tongues; that is, in many cases from the great body of those who are to use it. To them it is a group of arbitrary syllables, and nothing more. The term thus loses its suggestiveness, and the language suffers greatly in its power of quickening and aiding thought."

Examples of natural and artificial words: *eye-healer* and *oculist*, *tooth-healer* and *dentist*. A good word must remind us of the required
images. John Stuart Mill, in his "System of Logic," page 431, says:

"We must not only be constantly thinking of the phenomena themselves, but we must be constantly looking at them; making ourselves acquainted with the peculiarities of every case.

The algebraic notation, viewed as a philosophical language, is perfect in its adaptation to the subjects for which it is commonly employed, namely those of which the investigations have already been reduced to the ascertainment of a relation between numbers. But admirable as such arbitrary language is for its own purpose, the properties by which it is rendered such are so far from constituting it the model philosophical language in general, that the more nearly the language of any other branch of science approaches it, the less fit that language is for its own proper functions.

On all other subjects, instead of contrivances to prevent our attention from being distracted by thinking of the meaning of our signs, we require contrivances to make it impossible that we should ever lose sight of that meaning, even for an instant.

With this view, as much meaning as possible should be thrown into the formation of the word itself, the aids of derivation and analogy
being made available to keep alive a consciousness of all that is signified by it. In this respect those languages have an immense advantage which form their compounds and derivatives from native roots, like the German, and not from those of a foreign or a dead language, as is so much the case with English, French and Italian; and the best are those which form compounds and derivatives according to fixed analogies, corresponding to the relations between the ideas to be expressed. All languages do this more or less, but especially among modern European languages; the German, while even that is inferior to the Greek, in which the relation between the meaning and that of its primitive is in general clearly marked by its mode of formation, except in the case of prepositions, which, it must be acknowledged, are often in both languages extremely anomalous."

"But all that can be done by the mode of constructing words to prevent them from degenerating into sounds passing through the mind without any distinct apprehension of what they signify, is far too little for the necessity of the case. Words, however well constructed originally, are always tending, like coins, to have their inscriptions worn off by passing from
hand to hand, and the only possible mode of reviving it is to be ever stamping it afresh."

I can see no danger of compounds losing their original inscriptions if the original words are taken, as eyehealer and shoemaker. If we should wear out eye, healer, shoe or maker, we would have no word for those original ideas. Upon this broad plan compounds must become as strong as the original single words. For this reason prefixes and suffixes should be used as much as possible separately or clearly and regularly derived, to strengthen the linguistic feeling. Much effacement of words might be prevented by compelling an accurate pronunciation of words, which can be done by employing letters for numerical business purposes. (See alphabetic numerals in the grammar.) Mill further adds: "Classification is a contrivance for the best possible ordering of the ideas of objects in our minds, for causing the ideas to accompany or follow one another in such a way as shall give us the greatest command over our knowledge already acquired, and lead most directly to the acquisition of more."

Fishlore leads us directly to a knowledge which the borrowed ichthyology does not, because there is no ordering or classifying of
previous knowledge. A word should be easy to understand and remember the first time seen.

The best statement of all is the following, in "Mill's System of Logic," page 441:

"A word should be constructed so that a person who knows the thing may receive all the assistance which the name can give in remembering what he knows, while he who knows it not may receive as much knowledge respecting it as the case admits of, by merely being told its name."

The above is Greek, German, Irish, Skandinavian, Anglo-Saxon and common-sense doctrine. Ex.: Eyehealer, oculist; birdlore, ornithology; fishlore, ichthyology. What does creche and foyer mean, which I saw lately in an English newspaper? Words must be taken as much as possible from former sense impressions. The great philosopher, Schopenhauer, says:

"Je stärker das, was man Geist nennt, um so mächtiger auch die Naturgrundlage desselben. Ohne eine starke Sinnlichkeit giebt es keine Genie."

Another good saying of Mill, of the same import as the sentence quoted, is that words should be "clothed in circumstances," and that we should "economize the use of names by com-
pounding those we already know from experience.”

My third witness in favor of the Anglo-Saxon and German principle of self-development as against the English principle of borrowing, is G. P. Marsh, in his “Lecture on the English Language,” pp. 206 and 207, where he says:

“German is singularly homogeneous and consistent in its vocabulary. The essential unity of the speech gives its study immense value, both as a philological and an intellectual discipline, and it has powerfully contributed to the eminently national and original character of a literature, which, for a century, has done more to widen the sphere of human knowledge, and elevate the habitual range of human thought, than the learning and the intellect of all the world besides.”

We express most moral affections, most intellectual functions and attributes, most critical categories and most scientific notions, by words derived from Greek and Latin primitives. Such words do not carry their own definitions with them, and to the mere English student they are purely arbitrary in their signification.”

The learned American professor says again, on page 12:
"The general inferiority of English and French to Skandinavian and Teutonic scholars in philological, and especially etymological research, is a remarkable but indisputable fact, and its explanation is not obvious. I can by no means ascribe the difference to an inherent inaptitude on our part to such subtle investigations, to the delicate relations between allied sounds and allied significations; but I believe the cause to lie much in the different intellectual habits which are formed in early life by the use of the respective languages of these nations. The German is remarkably homogeneous in its character. An immense proportion of its vocabulary consists either of simple primitives, or of words obviously drawn by composition or derivation from radicals still existing in current use as independent vocables. Its grammatical structure is of great regularity, and there are few tongues where the conformity to general rules is so universal, and where isolated, unrelated philological facts are so rare. At the same time there is enough of grammatical inflections to familiarize the native speaker with syntactical principles imperfectly exemplified in French and English, and a sufficiently complex arrangement of the period to call into constant exercise the logical faculties required for the
comprehension and application of the rules of universal grammar. The German language is in itself an intellectual and especially linguistic discipline; it has great advantages over any of the tongues which embody the general literature of Europe. The German boy comes out of the nursery scarcely a worse grammarian, and a far better etymologist, than the ancient Roman, and is already imbued with a philological culture which the Englishman and the Frenchman can only acquire by years of painful study. Hence, we account readily for the comparative excellence of the German dictionaries and other helps to the full knowledge of the language, while in English, having no grammar, we have till lately possessed no grammars, and we still want a dictionary. In both English and French the etymology is foreign, or obscured by great changes of form, the syntax is arbitrary and conventional (so far as those terms can be applied to anything in language), the inflections are bald and imperfectly distinguished, and the number of solitary exceptional facts very great.* (See chapter pp, defect 4.)

"The German philologist, then, begins where

*Spoken French is nearly as grammarless as English.

Plea. 5.
the Englishman and the Frenchman leave off—or rather at a point to which the great mass of French and English literary men never attain, and with such an advantage in the starting ground, it would be strange if he did not surpass his rivals.”

“I have no doubt whatever that the study of the Greek and Latin languages might be advantageously replaced by that of the Anglo-Saxon and primitive English, as instruments of general culture. ‘An overwhelming proportion of the words which make up our daily speech are drawn from Anglo-Saxon roots, and our syntax is as distinctly and as generally to be traced to the same source.’

The English people have been so long oppressed with foreign words that a hopeless *let go as it will* has resulted. That there is a greater taste for language among the Germans and Skandinavians is clear from the efforts in those countries to improve, both with regard to spelling and vocabulary. The advantage of a pure language is preached in their universities. Postmaster-General Stephan, in Berlin, forbids foreign terms to be used in the Postal Department. In Sweden, both Karl XI. and Karl XII. forbade the clergy to use foreign words in their sermons. Hence, their languages are
getting purer and clearer to the people every year, while English is getting worse, because we have little sense of the inharmonious and incongruous in speech. Adding Romance words to Germanic ones is like patching a black coat with red pieces. Where is the linguistic taste?

I will now quote the highest German and Skandinavian authorities as to the injury to a wide understanding of what is heard or seen in language by foreign or unrelated borrowing. In quoting German and Skandinavian authors, I shall present their language with Roman types. Types are the mere external dress of language, and I agree with those German and Skandinavian scholars who believe in economizing the learning of so many different letters by adopting the cosmopolitan Roman ones, as the English, Swedes and Dutch have already done, and the Germans, Danes and Norwegians partially. All must learn these types anyhow. Volapük has adopted them. What an obstacle is not specially formed letters in Russian, Irish, Turkish and Hebrew. The Roman is the world's type, and it can't be changed. It would strengthen the Russian, Chinese and German languages in the world to adopt it, because it would enforce less special study on the various readers.
In his preface to the German Dictionary, Jakob Grimm says of language purification:

"Alle Sprachen, so lange sie gesund sind, haben einen Naturtrieb das Fremde von sich abzuhalten und, wo sein Eindrang erfolgte, es wieder auszustossen, wenigstens mit den heimischen Elementen auszugleichen. ... Wie der Stolz auf unsere Sprache, der oft noch schlummert, einmal hell erwacht und die Bekanntschaft mit allen Mitteln wächst, welche sie selbst uns darreicht, um noch bezeichnendere und uns angemessener Ausdrücke zu gewinnen, wird auch die Anwendung des Fremden weichen und beschränkt werden. ... Man darf überhaupt nicht vergessen, dass es keineswegs die Mitte des Volks ist, die das Fremde in unserer Sprache heranschwemmte, vielmehr dass es ihr zugeführt wurde durch die dem ausländischen Brauch huldigenden Fürstenhöfe, durch den steifen und undeutschen Stil der Behörden, durch Kanzleien und Gerichte, sowie durch das Bestreben aller Wissenschaften, ihre Kunstausdrücke den fremden zu bequemen oder diesen den Rang vor jedem eigenen Wort zu lassen."

Sanders says in his Dictionary of Foreign Words, as given by "Meyer's Konversations-Lexicon":

...
"Wem das Gefühl für Einheit und Reinheit der Sprache nicht ganz abhanden gekommen ist, dessen Ohr muss durch die Einmischung des Fremdartigen, auch wenn er den Sinn vollkommen versteht, empfindlich verletzt werden. Dazu ist für die (fremder Sprachen unkundige) grosse Masse des Volks zugleich alles Undeut­sche auch etwas Undeutliches, Unverstandenes und Unverständliches, und so entsteht durch die Einmischung des Fremdartigen nicht blos eine das feinere Sprachgefühl beleidigende Ungleichartigkeit und Buntscheckigkeit, sondern auch geradezu ein die Volksverständlichkeit schwer beeinträchtigendes Kauderwälsch."

Goethe says:

"Die Muttersprache zugleich reinigen und bereichern ist das Geschäft der besten Köpfe; Reinigen ohne Bereicherung erweist sich öfters geistlos."

Prof. Sanders further says:

"Nicht dringend genug freilich kann das Streben nach möglichster Reinheit des Ausdrucks empfohlen werden; nicht heiss genug gebrand­markt die Verunreinigung unserer Sprache."

The best part of a language is the transparent harmony that subsists between its words. This harmony cannot be borrowed, hence we do not get the best part of foreign languages
by borrowing. The Danish writer, Holberg, says, in one of his plays, that the devil was once upon earth to bewilder men. He therefore gave each people a separate language, so they could not understand each other; but England, being on an Island by itself, he forgot that country. The English cried, because they had no language. The devil took pity on them, and boiled together a soup of the scum from all other languages, and called it English.

Rev. Father Bourke calls English a barbarous jargon, and a compound of all languages.


From the great Danish Historian, Poet and Divine N. F. S. Grundtvig:
"Moderismaal er det Rosenbaand,
Som Store og Smaa omslynger;
I det lever kun Fædres Aand,
Og deri kun Hjertet gynger.

"Moderismaal er vort Hjertesprog,
Kun løs er al fremmed Tale,
Det alene i Mund og Bog
Kan vække et Folk af Dvale.

"Moderismalet ved Öresund
Og trindt i de gröne Lunde
Deltigt klinger i allen Stund,
Men delligst i Pigemunde.
Sødt i Lyst og sødt i Nød,
Sødt i Liv og sødt i Død,
Sødt i Eftermælet."

I now quote from a "History of the Swedish Language and Literature," by Gustaf Klaeson, 4th Edition. I call the attention of the reader to the many open and final vowels of this language. All vowels are separately pronounced. He speaks of the great advantage to the people of using self-developing words.

"Betrakta vi ordförådet i denna tids literatur (1640–1730), möta vi en oerhörd förbistring. Redan under föregående tidehvarvet upptogos många öfverflödiga ord i språket, och detta missbruk, som framför allt träffas i offentliga handlingar och hos författare tillhörande de för- nämna familjerna, grep under förra hälften af
svenska skrifter tillväxte betydligt under detta tidskifte."

§ 6. **MORE THOUGHTS REMEMBERED WITH SELF-DEVELOPMENT.**

We know, from the study of mental philosophy, that memory depends upon certain laws. The most prominent of these laws that concern us now are understanding, repetition, vividness, likeness and unlikeness. That is, we remember longer what we understand than what is imperfectly understood. *Oculist* and *ichthyology* are not understood the first time they are seen, hence easy to forget, while *eyehealer* and *fishlore* would be easy to remember, especially after being used to this mode of compounding.

Repetition and time are necessary to ingraft words into the mind. When we say *eyehealer* instead of *oculist*, we take advantage of words which repetition and time have already ingrafted, and are not obliged to ingraft a new extra term, hence less burden on memory. This mode of composition is alike in all cases a mere juxtaposition of images. Two things joined are easier to remember than one isolated fact. Again, *eyehealer* is more picturesque, hence it is more vivid. *Eyehealer* brings nature fully before the mind’s eye, and this facilitates memory. Likeness and unlikeness are not only great
memory-strengtheners, but the foundation of all reasoning. When objects are named from something they are like or unlike, as they often must be in a self-developing language, this will also facilitate memory. Examples: *sword-shaped* instead of *ensiform*; *unnatural*, not like *nature*. If the same negative particle is always used, it facilitates both understanding and memory; hence, *uncorrect* instead of *incorrect*.

Civilization is getting so complex, there are so many things to be remembered, that it will really become necessary to economize the number of independent isolated words by compounding into self-explaining ones those we know, and that will of course help memory.

§ t. More Thoughts Definite with Self-Development.

*Phenogamia* is a Greek word referring to those plants that bear *fruit* or that bear *seed*, we cannot tell which. The Germans or Skandinavians would say *fruitbearing* or *seedbearing*, according to the particular idea wanted. If they desired to express any other thought, they could easily manufacture a new word in a minute, whether in the dictionary or not. Each word would be easy to understand and remember and be *definite*. The foreign borrowed word being difficult to master, there is a reluctance to
borrow any more expressions than is absolutely necessary, hence we must often content ourselves with the same expression for several distinct ideas. Take, for instance, *anatomy* and *ascend*. Anatomy is called by the Germans either *Zergliederungskunst* (that is *dismembering art* or unlimbing art,) or it is called *Zergliederungswissenschaft* (that is *dismembering science*), according as they wish to emphasize it as an art or science. The word is long, but this is necessary to make it so descriptive that students of other branches of knowledge, as well as the people at large, can understand as much as possible of what is read, and it is long that it may be *definite*. We say *ascend* in English, which is a very general and indefinite word, but as we have the word, there is a temptation to use it. The German, who loves to be definite and exact, will use a word expressing the mode of ascending, as *aufgehen, aufsegeln, auffahren, aufreiten, auflaufen*, etc., that is, *upgo, upsail, upfare, upride, uprun*. Not any of these definite, self-explaining, home-compounds take any more syllables than *ascend*. When a language is correctly constructed, it is just as easy to speak definitely as generically, and in the long run, it gives a man more solid knowledge.
Self-development makes words better understood, longer remembered and more definite.

§ d. MORE THINGS VIVID WITH SELF-DEVELOPMENT.

Vividness is that quality of a word which brings the things spoken of before the mind's eye with clearness, ease and lifelikeness. But in order that a word may do that it must appeal to the mind's old associates and impressions; it must gather for the hearer such particular images as he is acquainted with, and as he needs to build up the thought. Oculist is arbitrary, it appeals to nothing, gathers nothing. Thinking is gathering of impressions. Therefore an arbitrary, foreign word cannot be vivid. A mentally economical word is one that furnishes in itself the images out of which to construct the thought. Herbert Spencer says in his "Philosophy of Style:"

"As we do not think in generals but in particulars—as, whenever any class of things is referred to, we represent it to ourselves by calling to mind individual members of it—it follows that when an abstract word is used the hearer or reader has to choose from his stock of images, one or more, by which he may figure to himself the genus mentioned. In doing this some delay must arise, some force be expended;
and if, by employing a specific term an appropriate image can be at once suggested, an economy is achieved, and a more vivid impression produced."

By compounding the common words, we make language more figurative and picturesque. Prof. Marsh says, Lect. Eng. Lang., p. 200:

"Our present power of derivation and composition is much restricted, and while many other languages can change all nouns, substantives and adjectives into each other or into verbs, and vice versa, still retaining the root form, which makes the new-coined word at once understood by every native ear, we, on the contrary, are constantly obliged to resort to compounds of foreign, and to us, unmeaning roots, whenever we wish to express a complex idea by a single word. The German and other cognate languages still retain this command over their hereditary resources, and in point of ready intelligibility and picturesqueness they have an important advantage over languages which, like the Latin and its derivatives, possess less plastic power. There are in all Gothic tongues numerous compounds of very obvious etymology, which are not eminently expressive, considered as a part of what may be called the nature-speech of man, as contrasted with that which is
more appropriately the dialect of literature and art, and thus those languages are rich just where, as I remarked in a former lecture, our own is growing poor.

"The vocabulary belonging to the affections, the terms descriptive of the spontaneous action of the intellectual and moral faculties, the pictorial words which bring the material creation vividly before us, these languages in question are all more numerous and forcible than Latin terms by which we have too often supplied their places. The facility of derivation and composition in Greek and Gothic languages is almost unlimited, and a native once master of the radicals (common words), and fully possessed of the laws of formation, can at any time extemporize a word for the precise expression of any complete idea he may choose to embody in a single vocable."

The Professor says the English is rich in the language of literature and art. A self-developed language is better for those branches, also, because in all cases it will be necessary to understand, remember and feel.

The Postmaster-General, Stephan, of Berlin, has forbidden any foreign words to be used in the postal service, and ordered homogeneous German words to be substituted. The archi-
tects of Germany held lately a convention in which it was agreed to substitute homogeneous German words in the fine art of architecture. The "German Language Association" are constantly driving out what foreign words are still remaining, both in literature, science and art, because harmonious self-developed words are more understood, longer remembered, more definite, more vivid to high and low. In Germany they speak about men who have labored for language purification as benefactors of das Vaterland. Over the grave of the linguist Jakob Grimm is raised a beautiful monument. The Russians are beginning to follow the Germans in this respect. We shall soon hear of an agitation for the improvement of the Chinese language.

§ k. A pure language enjoys more love.

English is not blood of our blood nor flesh of our flesh. Fifty-three per cent. of the words are borrowed. It is just as impossible for an Englishman to love his language as much as a German loves his, as it is for a white man to love a negro child as much as his own. It would be an unnatural and insane love. The greater part of the words in the English are unkind and expensive intruders, forced on the English against their will by William the Con-
queror, who was a grandson of Gang Rolf, a Norwegian pirate that had settled in the Province of Normandy with his countrymen. They married French wives, as they were nearly all single men. Hence, the Norman-French were a mixture of Norwegian and French. What is our own Anglo-Saxon inheritance we keep, and only systematize a little here and there. I want to ask the Englishman (is it a very heart-stirring request to ask?) in the interest of millions of school children, that he give up, not what is his own, but simply give up French, Latin, Greek, Turkish, Arabic and Chinese words, and that he honor his own Anglo-Saxon and Germanic material, so that his people can understand and love his language. In the United States there is, of course, less reason to love this mixed language than in England. Can't the English purify language as well as Germans, Skandinavians and Russians? Do the English people need an easily understood language for their schools and their people any less than other nations?

The education of a vast mass is a serious expense, even with the easiest understood and remembered tongues, but with English a highest popular intelligence is out of the question. A few University men will get a little taste
of science, and the common people will be excluded from science.

CHAPTER g.

PRESENT ENGLISH IS POOR CHILD'S ENEMY.

It has been shown in chapter d, on spelling, that it costs, other things being equal, $\$10$ more per year for teaching in English than in German and Skandinavian schools on account of spelling, and this makes it also very difficult to learn to read and write. It has also been shown that every child wastes three years of time in mastering this spelling.

Again the English is so mixed and arbitrary in its vocabulary that English school readers must be filled with explanations, both as to meaning and pronunciation. The English school boards complain that children in the elementary schools have very little idea of what they read, as shown by the foolish answers given as to the meaning of words, even in the third and fourth classes. The bright children in a Massachusetts school were recently asked the meaning of the following common words: Tenacious, they thought, meant a ten-acre lot; mendacious, what could be mended; eucharist, one who plays euchre. The children could not
have been under ten years, because in the report from which I take these words I find that the children frequently referred to the Bible, and they are otherwise employing difficult words that would hardly be employed by children under ten years of age. The German child would get for *tenacious*, *festhaltend* or *anhänglich*; Skandinavian, *fastholdende*, or *anhän gende*, according as the one or the other idea best fits the case. The self-developed words are clear to the child, and more definite. For *mendacious* is German *lügenhaft* or *lägne risch*; Skandinavian, *lögnaktig* or *lögnerisk*. *Eucharist* becomes equally plain in those languages.

A language that robs every child that goes to school ten years of $100 in extra money, that robs him of years of labor for spelling; a language so mixed and arbitrary that the child can understand only a few of the commonest Saxon words; a language so filled with unrelated foreign words, that he is unable to understand any article referring to science—is most certainly a poor child's enemy, a people's enemy.
CHAPTER f.

THE ENGLISH SPEAK LIKE A CONQUERED PEOPLE.

In the Tenth Century the Northmen, as now, were great seamen, and then harrassed the coasts of Western Europe. Among them was Gang Rolf, with a large party of his country-men, who plundered the western shores of France. The king of that country, Louis the Simple, promised Gang Rolf that if he would settle down and keep peace, he would make him the Duke of Normandy. The offer was accepted.

As most of the followers of Gang Rolf were young unmarried sailors and far from home, they took to themselves French wives, and in course of time the Norwegian language died out. The children learned the language from their mothers, but mixed it with the language of their fathers. In this way arose what is called the Norman-French (Norwegian or Northman French). If they had had Norwegian mothers the language might have lived yet. There are many examples of a small people in between more numerous ones keeping up their language for a thousand years. This Gang Rolf had a grandson, William the Conqueror, who became
a powerful Duke of Normandy, the large province given to his grandfather.

This William, with his half Norwegian and half French followers, went to conquer England, then a weak people. They defeated the English so completely, at the battle of Hasting, A. D. 1066, that the land was divided among William's leaders. The offices were given to the Norman Frenchmen, who had learned to speak the Norman French, though half Germanic on the father's side. They despised the English people, who spoke almost pure German, as used in those days on the coasts of the North Sea. There had to be some means of communication between the ruler and the ruled. The first learned the most common words from the language of the Anglo-Saxons, and for higher and more dignified expressions, words were lugged in from the Norman-French or Latin, thus making a mixture of mixtures in language. The French was used in the courts and Parliament till the thirteenth century. For three hundred years one language was used among the people and another and foreign one in the courts.

This humility the English people did, of course, not like; but what should they do? They were conquered, and were not, at that
time, enlightened and patriotic enough to combine against the foreign intruders. The English had to take both law and language from the Norman-French, just as Ireland now is forced to take both law and language from England.

After the people became used to this mixture of words, the feeling of incongruity wore off and paved the way for further importations. The taste for language harmony was lost.

The Englishman speaks as a conquered man; he speaks as he does, because his forefathers were conquered by William, and, of course, the language is a sign of weakness and inferiority on general principles. The only way to get rid of this disgrace is to purify, and go back to the original material, and enrich language by self-development. The English people never were satisfied with this setting aside of their own material to make room for mostly unneeded foreign importations, for they could have developed out of their own material, as the Greeks, Germans, Irish, Skandinavians and Russians have done. Here is one English voice, out of hundreds, found in English literature:

"Surely far more dear
Is good, plain English to an English ear
Than lisped-out phrases stolen from every clime,
And strangely altered to conceal the crime."
Yet, without French, how dull the page would look!
Must no italics mark when speaks a duke?
Must peers and beauties flirt in common print?"

—The Novel, a Satire.

Butler says, shall men

"Be natives wherever they may roam,
And only foreigners at home?"

In Barrett’s Alvierie, 1560, we find:

“All good inditers find
Our English tongue driven almost out of mind,
Dismembered, hacked, maimed, rent and torne,
Defaced, patched, marred and made a skorne."

“And were we given as well to like our owne,
And for to cleanse it from the noisome weede
Of affectation, which hath overg rowne
Ungraciously the good and native seed,
As for to borrow where we have no need,
It would rise near the learned tongues in strength.
Perchance, and match me some of them at length."

CHAPTER v.
WHAT IS AMERICANISM?

Does it consist in New England Puritanism?
or in Germanism? Irishism? or Skandinavian-
isms? It cannot be in any of these exclusively. Probably it is all these isms melted together into one solid Americanism. There has not been
time for such a melting together yet, and it is perhaps best that the process takes a long time
in order that the work may finally obtain solidity. No one element can or ought to override the rest. That is not best to intellectual and national welfare. We have always been a composite people, and have done well as a nation, with our cosmopolitanism. We have done well politically and financially. We need more control over our evil passions, as well as more knowledge and interest in nature and the Creator. This is the best antidote against mere sensational reading.

Our composite nationality has been our strength and our preservation, as is truly remarked by an able writer, Geoffrey Champlin, in a recent monthly. He further remarks that in all our wars, a very great portion of both soldiers and commanders were either born in foreign countries, or descended from foreign parents outside of England.

It is this composite nationality that has developed the United States in country and city. Each of these nationalities excel in some particulars, and when the several excellencies finally melt together into one nationality and one language, there are reasons to believe that they will be the best in the world. Only the best can win the approval necessary to general adoption. But this takes time, and we need not
be in a hurry. Much can be done, however, now, while we are yet in a plastic state. The true American has not yet appeared. We are a vast conglomeration of peoples—a great colonial empire. Several nations have owned land and governed here. England is only one out of many. We bought the large territory west of the Mississippi river, from Louisiana to north of Dakota, and west to Washington Territory, of France, in 1803. Florida from Spain, 1819. Texas seceded from Mexico, and joined the United States, 1836. We obtained California from Mexico, 1848; Alaska from Russia, 1867. England has only had control over the small colonies along the Atlantic sea coast. It is hard to see by what right she governed even that little. New England, it must be remembered, grew up, as one of our historians says, "without help or consent of the English Parliament or people." The Pilgrims were driven away from England by religious persecution. They went to Holland, and stayed there twelve years. They ought to have learned Dutch pretty well in that time. They sailed from Amsterdam to New England, and for a long time governed themselves without any interference or help from England. When the English came, they did what they could to hamper
development, by forbidding manufacturing and commerce. The Dutch discovered and colonized New York and New Jersey. From these thrifty Dutchmen are descended the Astors and the Vanderbilts, and most of the landed gentry about New York. The Swedes settled a part of Pennsylvania in 1643. Only a fraction of the United States can call England the "Mother Country." A far larger portion can call Ireland the mother country, and a still larger portion can call Germany, Skandinavia and Holland the "Fatherland." The United States, as a whole, is a daughter of Europe, not of England.

There is one great defect in the school histories of the United States, which was severely criticized by a writer in "Century Monthly" for 1886, namely, the absence of any mention of the vast German, Irish and Skandinavian immigration; yet chapters are devoted to the ordinary pioneer struggles of the Pilgrims. It is like writing the history of Europe and say nothing about the Gothic migration, or to say nothing about the Crusaders. It is hard to know what this is, or what it means. For one little New England class of people in this country to ignore the rest, cannot be Americanism, which I take to mean mutual recognition and
coalescence of the several European elements. We are all foreigners, or descendants of foreigners. It is simply a question of longer or shorter residence. A long residence in this country is of no particular advantage, because there has been no better chances for schools here than in most countries of Europe. Our states and territories have been just as anxious to induce foreigners, especially from northern and western Europe, to come here, as Canada, Australia, South America, and as new countries generally are. They have come here as our race, our climate and government suited them better. Englishmen, for certain reasons, have largely gone into English colonies.

There are some ignorant foreigners, as there are ignorant Old Natives. I am informed by newspaper men here in Chicago, that there are Old Natives (sometimes called Yankees) in Indiana and Illinois, that still believe Andrew Jackson is living.

This idea of one Germanic people claiming they are superior to the rest, is clannish and non-American. I consider the German and Skandinavian as nations ahead of the rest of the world in intellectual and educational matters, not because of mental superiority, but because they have the most understanding-helping and
WHAT IS AMERICANISM?

memory-helping languages. The foreigners have fought for the United States, in every war we have had, just as hard as the Old Natives. Nay, it is by help of foreigners we have obtained everything of value. With Old Natives alone, or with any other portion of the people alone, nothing can be carried through on a large scale.

The principles incorporated in our Constitution, grew up among our composite colonists. The idea of dividing the country into small states, with a Supreme General Government, is not an English, but a German idea; for the latter country has, during centuries, been divided into small principalities, with a Supreme Diet.

All inhabitants of North and South America are Americans in one sense, and in another all naturalized citizens of the United States are Americans. For a few descendants of the English colonists to monopolize the word American, is not Americanism. I therefore call them Old Natives. We are all Americans by right of previous discovery, hard work in development, and hard fighting. What is the proportion of the several elements in the United States? Those of German and Dutch blood have been estimated at eighteen millions; Irish blood, at fifteen; Skandinavians, at four; de-
scendants of the English colonists, eight millions; English immigrants, four millions; Scotch, two, and miscellaneous people from Slavonic, Romanic, Mongolian, African races, about nine millions, making up the sixty-four million of our population. In our census, those born here, or of native born parents, are called Americans, but that does not show blood or descent. It may appear that the German element is placed rather high, but we must remember a great many have moved in from Russia, Hungary, Austria, Bohemia, Poland and Holland, often classed with other nationalities. Old Natives, in this sense, are only the descendants of the 2,000,000 English here before the Revolution, and without outside help could not have doubled more than twice since the Revolution.

The only ones in this large population that can be expected to have a special love for the English language, because it has been the language of their ancestors, is the English element, and even they cannot love the foreign part of it, because foreign words were forced on them. It is not their proper inheritance. To the small Romanic element in the United States it will be better for them to have a systematic American language, which their children can learn more easily, as their language cannot be intro-
duced anyhow. The proposed language being an extract and coalescence of the best principles found in the leading languages of the United States, must be considered as a good illustration of true Americanism. Such language reform comes with better grace from so composite a country as the United States than it would have come from any other. What is done by the United States is done by German, Irish, English and Skandinavian elements.

Being a daughter of Europe, a suggestion from us cannot be looked upon as any special race prejudice. If Germany had proposed such reform and union language to the Germanic race, it might have been looked on with more suspicion. True Americanism must be a purified and systematized cosmopolitanism. It is, in one respect, like the Mohamedan religion, a coalescence of several religions, and a composite character gave it strength, for each of the ruling people saw something of their own in it. The only things in America desirable to coalesce are language, character and style. With regard to religion, each man will serve the country best by clinging to the faith and ceremonies of his fathers. This may sound conservative in a reformer. But there are so many changes and vicissitudes in our transient life, that we get
tired of these eternal changes; for that reason is it all the more necessary to have something permanent—to have a haven of stability and rest. The more firm our footing is in religion, the more energy is left for the changes needed in practical life. A changeable religion is something irreverent and unreliable. The spirit in all forms of faith is to honor God and do good to men. For all to have the same form of worship would diminish both love and respect. Our population is so great that we can’t all associate, anyhow. A Jew, a Catholic, an Episcopalian, Presbyterian or Methodist that leaves his religion, creates much sorrow on the one hand and very little rejoicing on the other. Whenever Jews or Catholics lose respect for their ancient languages, the Hebrew and Latin, whenever they cease to say prayers in those languages, they will lose one of the strongest and oldest bonds of union. I have also noticed that those who are well posted in the ancient tongues are the readiest friends of language reform. Having something that is permanent, they are more willing to change in other respects. Fidelity to family, church and country, but freedom in details, is Americanism.

Why could not Protestants, especially Lutherans, have a few more fine ceremonies to honor
the old languages, and say the *Lord's Prayer* in Greek? Jesus and the *Holy Apostles* spoke in this language. It would be easy for each child to learn the *Lord's Prayer*, with a few pages of comment on the beautiful Greek tongue. It would help to bind us, and give us some Greek spirit of love for the beautiful, and help us better to appreciate our own language.

To guard against one-sided extremes, is another point in Americanism. For instance, there is the temperance question. Entire abstinence, in the present state of society, seems too strong; entire freedom seems, also, too weak. Probably the confining drinking to beer alone, would be better, with high license. Statistics show that beer-drinking countries have the least drunkenness, as Bavaria, where the greatest amount of beer *per capita* is drank, an intoxicated man is seldom seen. In proportion as beer decreases, do stronger drinks and intoxication increase.

There is, again, the English principle of large landed estates, and the German five to fifty acre lots. One seems too large, and the other too small. Probably Ex-Senator Doolittle's idea of limiting the amount of ownership in land to one section of six hundred and forty acres is not far from correct. He says we pro-
hibit, for public policy's sake, an importer from becoming Secretary of State, and members of Congress are forbidden to practice before Courts of Claims. In the same way a man might be limited to six hundred and forty acres of land, outside of cities. To have land divided among the people is an immense source of national strength. Around every homestead are fathers, mothers, sons, daughters, uncles, aunts, cousins and friends, who are interested in the stability and welfare of the country, for they and their friends own a little dear spot here, which they can call their own for ever. I consider it true Americanism to limit the amount of ownership in land to a liberal number of acres.

Language reform is fortunate in not having any clashing interests. A little more stability in the public service would, probably, also be a good thing.

To make both the government of the country, as well as the language of the country, serve the best interest of the people at large, is true Americanism. This is the civilization we must try to develop in some way.

To further show that selection from the best
ideas of other peoples is Americanism, I will quote from an anonymous writer in the "North American Review," for November, 1885. In his discussion as to the idea of giving General Grant a monument "strictly American," he says: "The only strictly American monuments are the Indian earth mounds and Central American buildings.... We are an inartistic people, with neither an indigenous nor an adopted art language in which to render grand thoughts.

"We are ignorant of the meaning and use of style, that spontaneous, but current, mode which races of men have devised and accepted as the fittest expression of race ideals. Until there is an American race, there cannot be an American style. So many millions English, Germans, Irish, Africans, Italians and Chinamen, getting prosperous and fat on a rich, new country, may, for the purpose of popular expression, be called a people. Bound loosely together, they may become a nation, but they do not make a race, and until they do, all talk of an American style is empty and idle. To demand a strictly American monument is about equivalent to inviting the eulogist of General Grant to deliver his oration in a strictly American language.... In later periods, when the composite elements of American populations are melted down into one
race, when there are no more Irish or Germans, Negroes or English, but only Americans, belonging to one defined American race, that race will become conscious of its own ideals and aspirations, its own sentiments and emotions, and, as all other great nations have done before, it will find its own means of expression....

"Not only are we ignorant of all style of our own, but we are phenomenally ignorant and obtuse as to the requirements of the styles of other races and ages. We use them only to abuse them; we adopt them only to mutilate and burlesque them. Our all but universal ignorance and misuse of art has its origin in the absence of that delicate sentiment of what is fit and appropriate, which lies at the very root of style. There must be a sensitive consciousness of the significance and relation of leading lines, in short, for composition, and an instinct for the harmony and inharmony of details, before an artist or a people can rightly use style. From Bangor to San Diego, we seem never to weary of contriving for ourselves belongings which are artistically discordant, and customs which are wholly inappropriate."

(Illustrations given:)

"The first great achievement of the American people was the Declaration of Independ-
ence, and the solemn, momentous act of national manhood has been celebrated for more than a century. There were a hundred ways, graceful and grave, in which Independence Day might have been rendered sacred in the minds of our rather pert and unrespecting youth. Did we devise a manner of celebration noble and appropriate? Did we even invent something strictly American? No! We went to the terrestrial and intellectual antipodes and imported a Chinese jollification by fire-crackers, deliberately choosing to offer, as our tribute to Independence, a senseless pandemonium of petty snappings, and the incense of evil smell.

"Then we took a hundred years to build a monument for the great soldier and statesman, whom we delight to call the Father of his Country. And at last produced—what? Something appropriate? On the contrary, we have dedicated to Washington an obelisk—that symbol which pious worshipers of 'bulls and tom-cats' upon the Nile had consecrated to Generation, and the particular privilege of certain erotic potentates.....

"For style in music alone we inherit from our Teutonic forebearers a certain appreciation, in all other modes of artistic expression we are deaf, dumb and blind...."
"It has been said of us by trans-Atlantic critics, that Americans have talent, but never genius. This is most unfair; if for nothing else, we have a positive and unrivaled genius for the inappropriate. There is something wrong about the brain and nerve of a people who so signally lack all idea of the fitness of things, of what goes with what harmoniously, of what should and what should not be brought together. We show this failing in every department of life, in morals, in matter of the intellect, and in every possible phase of the pure or practical arts, in dress and in taste... Let us, for once, approach the subject of a public monument with a little modesty. It might be most becoming in us. We don't know—we never tried it."

After speaking for some time as to the choice of architecture or sculpture or a union of both kinds of monuments for the great hero, he expresses a hope that a style will be selected from among those which have culminated since the Christian era. "We have not," says the writer, "an Egyptian type of mind, nor a Grecian type of mind, but come nearest the Roman in our taste for simple grandeur. The English," says he, "tried to grasp the Gothic in style, but failed, with its sameness of façade after façade, as in Westminster Palace, etc.... Rome loved
the big; it seemed in harmony with the prodigious growth of Roman populations and the gigantic spread of the imperial system. Size, brute mass, the big figures of the census, are our pride. Like the Romans, we adore quantity. The Romans were inferior in art taste to the Greeks, who only asked of craftsmen greatness, rarely exacting bigness."

After dwelling for some time on the different styles of architecture and sculpture that might come into consideration in a public monument for General Grant, he suggests "a round Roman tomb, of noble dimensions, treated as to its details in Romanesque style." He also says: "The most extraordinary feature of the American is his un-Englishness."

The foregoing article may seem harsh, but I have read nothing for years that has given me more respect for the American people than this same article. The first step to be taken in every progress is an admission of shortcoming. We all know America has been too busy with her material development to do much for art or language heretofore. The foregoing article is a great lesson to Germans, Irish, English and Skandinavians. Here is an American writer of ability that openly, honestly and frankly admits the shortcomings of our country in a certain
particular. But we, whose parents have come here more recently, have many defects, both in character and language, and we would do well to follow the example of this clear-sighted and art-loving American, and frankly acknowledge the shortcoming of our people, as he has of his. The first step towards friendship is an humble admission of our respective failings. I have not inserted the article because there is some criticizing about it; that would have been unfriendly and un-American. America being a daughter of Europe, and we being all Americans, there is no sense in national prejudice. We and our fathers have made America what it is, and we can make it better and finer in the future. My mission is not to create national antipathies, but neighborly love and respect. We need internal greatness, to see and feel for each other. We are strong enough against any foreign foes, and will soon be stronger if we are wise enough not to buy or annex any more land. Too much territory under one government has been the weakness of many empires before us. We can influence the world by friendly counsel and example. We need national neighbors here to keep us company, and whose examples and experiments will be more instructive to us than experiments made in other
grand divisions of the earth. We ought to set up an entirely independent government in Alaska, under our protection, and consecrate our energy and love for the United States we re-saved during the Rebellion of 1861. Make the speaking of the American language a condition of independence. If this country were not so well bound together by water and iron roads, and divided into self-governing States, which wounds no local pride, we should not be able to hold so much territory. The Russian and British Empires, I often think, will some day split up, or a new mode of government will have to be invented. As near as I can interpret the American taste, it comes, as the writer in the “North American Review” has explained, near of being a union of Roman and Roman-ésque, something grand, rounded and simple. The Gothic has too many sharp corners. If we carry this taste over into language, I should infer that a language tasteful to Americans would be one with a vocabulary of large, thought-inspiring words, a grammar of rounded regularity and simplicity, with no sharp corners of exceptions, and treated as to details with as much euphony as the case will permit.
CHAPTER 1.

ENGLAND AND GERMANY COMPARED.

The English and the Germans have, with justice, been called the Romans and the Greeks of the Nineteenth Century. Here in America we all know and admit the English to be the Romans. They have gone out to fight and conquer a great part of the world. To build ships, railroads, and to govern men, has been their taste. They are naturally, by the instinct inherited from their Norman forefathers, men of action. The Germans, like the Greeks, whose language principles they have so much copied after, love to enjoy the pleasures of the intellect. They have cared little for territory, but only desired to unite and hold their own countrymen together for strength against foreign invasion. While England spent much of her surplus mental energy on foreign conquest and development, Germany has, for the last four hundred years, turned her surplus energy inwards, into philosophy, science, art, history, theology and criticism. While England, France, Spain, Portugal and Russia were bent on empire, Germany stayed at home and studied language, science and philosophy. As a result of this, they have done more, as Prof. George P.
Marsh says, "to widen and extend the range of human thought during the last hundred years, than all other nations combined."

Not only do the Germans excel in science and philosophy on account of their patient and minute study, but it seems to be necessary to the highest excellence among other people that their best men shall have studied in Germany to catch their close and observing spirit, their love for learning for its own sake, as Goethe says; as, for instance, Oehlenschläger among the Danes, the Astronomer Hansteen among the Norwegians, Carlyle and the present famous Dr. Makenzie among the English, Cousin among the French, and George Bancroft among the Americans. Nearly all the ideas in science, philosophy, pedagogy and social questions have had their origin in Germany. They invented the art of printing and clocks, they discovered the true theory of astronomy, they were the mainspring in the great Reformation, which was the greatest blow ever made for freedom of speech, and paved the way for political freedom, both in Europe and America.

On account of difference in language, we are generally acquainted only with a particular class of the great men of Germany, namely, her music masters, as Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Bach,
Weber, Haydn, Händel, Mozart, Wagner and Liszt. Her numerous poets, historians, generals, philosophers, linguists, scientists, theologians and writers few have any idea of.

England never did excel in learning. The English professors obtain their places through friendship rather than through merit. Sir William Hamilton says of Oxford, that it is very common for the professors to delegate teaching to favorite tutors. He regards Oxford as a fashionable pleasure resort for the aristocracy of England. English professors live in luxury and shun hard work. The system of the higher education is said, even by prominent Englishmen, to be too ancient and aristocratic for efficient work. A common student cannot be brought in contact with the highest minds in England.

Matthew Arnold says, in his book on the "Higher Schools and Universities in Germany," page 231: "It is impossible to overvalue the importance to a young man of being brought into contact with a first-rate teacher of his matter of study, and of getting from him a clear notion of what a systematic study means. Such instruction is so far from being organized in this country (England), that it even requires a gifted student to feel the want of it; and such student
must go to Paris, or Heidelberg, or Berlin, because England cannot give him what he wants. Some do go. An admirable English mathematician who did not go, told me that he should never recover the loss of the two years, which, after his degree, he wasted without fit instruction at an English university, when he ought to have been under superior instruction, for which the university course in England makes no provision. I dare say he will recover it, for a man of genius counts no worthy effort too hard, but who can estimate the loss to the mental training and intellectual habits of the country, from an absence—so complete that it needs genius to be sensible of it, and causes genius an effort to repair it—of all regular public provision for scientific study and teaching of any branch of knowledge."

England has, according to population, only half the number of matriculated students coming under superior instruction as Germany, or even as France. For the same prominent literary Englishman further says of his beloved island: "This absence of superior instruction tends, not only to give us, as I have said, a want of scientific intellect in all departments, but it tends to weaken and obliterate, in the whole nation, the sense of the value and importance of human
knowledge; *to vulgarize us*, to exaggerate our estimate, naturally excessive, of the importance of material advantages, and to make our teachers, all but the very best of them, pursue their calling in the mere trade spirit."

Again he says: "Our educated classes, in their solicitude for our backward working classes, and their alarm for our industrial preëminence, are beginning to cry out for industrial schools for our artisans. Well informed and distinguished people seem to think it is only necessary to have special schools of arts and trades, as they have abroad, and then we may take a clever boy from our elementary schools, perfected by the Riverside Code, and put him at once into a special art school. A study of the best Continental experience will show them that the special school is the crown of a long coördered series, designed and graduated by the best heads in the country. A clever boy in a German elementary school, passes first into a *mittelschule*, or higher elementary school, then into a modern or *real* school of the second class, then into a *real* school of the first class, and finally, after all these, into a special school. A boy who has had this preparation is able to profit by a special art school." But to send him there straight from the élémentary school, is
like sending a boy from the fourth form at one of our classical public schools to hear Professor Ritschel lecture on Latin inscriptions.

The "Pall Mall Gazette" complained, not long ago, that Germans were beating them in many of the markets of the world because of the greater skill of their artisans and artists, and also because their commercial travelers were better educated in foreign languages.

They have not very good higher schools in England, but their elementary schools are still poorer, comparatively. School directors have frequently complained that too much time is wasted on spelling, and that children have very little understanding of what they read, as shown by their foolish answers as to the meaning of words. The reading matter in the English elementary school books can stand no comparison with German or Skandinavian school readers. There are enough English readers with fine covers, but the reading matter consists of light, amusing literature, belles lettres. The Germans and Skandinavians, on the contrary, have often some preliminary exhortations as to honesty, industry, respect and obedience to parents and governments, chapters and lessons on Botany, Zoölogy, Man, Land, Water, Air and Astronomy, also Biography and
Travels. English reading would, to a great extent, be considered trash. The English desire to amuse school children, the Germans to instruct them. The English are just as capable as the Germans and Skandinavians, if not more so, but scientific English, with its incomprehensible borrowed Greek and Latin nomenclature, is of such a nature that not even grown-up persons can master it. It takes extra time to learn such botanical names as phenogamia, cryptogamia, ensiform, acerose, subulate, hirsute and hispid. These ideas are easily understood the first time they are heard in the self-developed and self-explaining German, Skandinavian or Irish language. The English, as a result of the difficulty of their language, have little taste for science. Matthew Arnold says that this is shown further by the fact that a scientific book has twice the chance of being translated into German or French than into English, but if the work is a travel, biography or good story, it has better chance of being translated into English. He further adds, “This absence of a taste for science tends to vulgarize the English mind, to reduce it to the most common objects of thought.” Continued progress in the world depends, at last, much upon good nerves, and the English have that.
I saw an account, seven or eight years ago, of some sea captain who had made experiments over ten years with a lifting apparatus. The nationality and number of pounds raised by each person were carefully recorded. Ten thousand trials from each of the different nationalities were taken, and the English were shown to be the strongest of all. Good nerves are necessary to the student as well as the laborer. On equal terms the English need fear competition with no one, but modern life is getting more mental than it used to be, and the English language is a check on high intellectual development.

The English are great readers, but it must be common subjects. In looking at the progress made by the English people on one hand, and their difficult language on the other hand, I have often been surprised. I can account for it only by saying they have exceptionally good nerves. To be sure there are some great scholars in England. But genius is a person that comes up here or there regardless of difficulties. Special genius defies ordinary laws, seemingly. But I am comparing the language with reference to popular education.

The learned scholar, Prof. Skeat, author of the best English etymological dictionary, and a
true Englishman, shows the spirituality of his countrymen by saying:

"Whether we shall ever get a true spelling reform is doubtful. If so, it will come from America. For, if once accomplished there, it will not be difficult to adopt it here."

Yes; and if the English ever get a true vocabulary that will have to come from America also. In England the poor are so poor that they cannot spend any time on language, and the rich are so rich that luxury or business overwhelms them. America has a composite population, where respect for English is less strong, and if we were wise enough here to take advantage of that fact, we have an opportunity now to put the world into the possession of the best language in existence, because it will have the light, experience and achievements of other languages to build upon. A language in which words and rules will be arranged in rows and beds, as plants in a garden, instead of growing up without order, as flowers on the wild prairie.

The ignorance of the United States is greater than seems generally to be supposed. A phonetic journal of Toronto has this to say:

"Of the fifty millions in the United States,
1880, the census states that of persons who can neither write nor read there are one and three-fifths million men, two million women, and two million minors over ten years of age, making five and three-fifths millions. But,” adds the journal, “it may be safely asserted that out of the whole population over twenty years of age not more than one-fourth can read and write with facility.”

We often see remarks made about ignorant foreigners, and seldom anything about ignorant natives. Germany and Skandinavia have had compulsory education for the last fifty years. An ex-officer in the Federal army, from 1861 to 1865, told me that out of the vast number of our soldiers there were only four regiments in which every soldier could sign his name to the muster-roll, and that those four regiments were composed of Germans. I have inserted these extracts as an off-set against the idea that foreigners are, on an average, more ignorant. He ought naturally to be less ignorant, because he has seen more of the world and knows more than one language, but we are very liable to confound poverty with ignorance. We must further remember that when a man cannot speak well the language of a country he appears to great disadvantage. Suppose an Old
Native, under like circumstances, to be transferred to Germany, Holland or France. What we need in the United States is, as H. W. Beecher says, "a given amount of compulsory school attendance for all classes." All honest people are equally valuable to our extensive domain. Those that cannot read and write their own language ought to be prevented from landing here. I think it would be a good American idea to exclude the worst classes for several reasons, which I will pass over as my subject is not morality or political economy.

The fact that a few persons out of the vast number of hard-working and law-abiding Germans have been anarchists, against the prayers and preaching of the German pulpit, is no more an indication that Germans are generally given to anarchism, than that Old Natives are given to embezzlement because we find that occasionally one of their number has not been faithful to his trust; or that Irishmen and Skandinavians are given to murder because one of their number has committed that deed. To make exceptions and distinctions to meet each particular case, requires a high mental and moral ability. Not all anarchists have been Germans; not all embezzlers have been Old Natives; not all murders have been committed by Irishmen
or Skandinavians. Our forefathers for centuries back have been subjected so much to the same influences of government, religion and climate that there cannot, under the same circumstances, be much difference in our mental and moral characters. The only advantage which a German and Skandinavian has at home is in having the most self-explaining and thought-aiding language, which enables him to feel and see more than others with the same expenditure of mental energy.

There is another idea we ought to guard against, and that is to suppose that the English owe their political success to their language, or to suppose that the greatest business can be carried on in our language. The political successes of England and the United States have not been greater than those of Russia. She has had a march of continuous conquest for the last 600 years, and Europe combined has not so far been able to check her. Russia speaks a homogeneous, self-explaining language. Germany has at Berlin the greatest telegraph office in the world; also the largest factory in the world, namely, Krupp's iron factory, employing 20,000 men. This requires bookkeepers and superintendents. Germany has had good political and intellectual success. Her language is
also self-explaining. The most extensive public works have been erected by the Chinese, and they also speak a homogeneous, self-explaining language.

CHAPTER pl.

DEFECTS OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE.

It would certainly be considered unreasonable partiality in Germans, Irishmen, Skandinavians and Hollanders to point out defects in English and not at the same time be willing to admit shortcomings in their own dear languages. We have nothing to say about men, law or religion, but only about grammar and vocabulary. Good and self-explaining as those vocabularies are, it must be admitted that their respective grammars are not modern enough, not simple, regular and systematic enough. There are a dozen ways of forming plurals; some nouns take vowel changes, others do not. Case endings are unreliable, because the different cases have often the same ending, and at other times not, and sometimes no ending at all. Ex.: Die Mutter is both Nom. and Acc.; there is no distinction in the article for plural, which is also die Mütter both in Nom. and Acc. Even in our complex grammar we have learned to fall
back on context as in English. Unless a complex grammar is reliable, thorough-going and systematic, there is no value in the complexity.

Here is a fuller distinction for cases: Nom., der Mann; Gen., des Mannes; Dat., dem Manne; Acc., den Mann. Here is another distinction: Nom., das Opfer; Gen., des Opfers; Dat., dem Opfer; Acc., das Opfer.

Des and dem are both masculine and neuter, so that we cannot know the gender of a word by the help of these articles. Frequently a neuter article is placed before a feminine noun, as das Mädchen and das Weib. Sometimes a noun has the same form in singular and plural, and as die is used before all plurals, regardless of gender, and also used before singular feminine nouns, we are unable to tell either gender, case or number except by context, hence the very benefit and object of a complex grammar is lost—we must, after all, fall back on context, as in English. Right here is where the defect of the German language lies. Here is the weakness of German, as no less a linguist than Jakob Grimm admits. In this respect the English excels the German, Irish and Skandinavian. If masculine nouns were always preceded by der, all feminines by die, all neuters by das, and if no two articles in any gender,
case or number were alike, then all distinctions would mean something, but now it is a source of confusion. All the rules have to be learned arbitrarily like the English spelling. Genders do not follow nature. Some prepositions govern one case, other prepositions govern other cases, and to a foreign student this is a very serious matter.

These defects in German, Skandinavian and Irish are not very injurious to their respective home people, because they are learned from mothers before the age of ten without expense, at a period when time is of little value. These languages present the difficult part first, in such a way that it is learned without costly teachers and books.

After the common words are learned and the laws of derivation and composition mastered, all the rest is easy sailing in after life. The English, on the other hand, presents her easy Saxon words and simple grammar first, and when the child arrives at a busy age it jumps onto him with an incomprehensible spelling book and vocabulary, which require time, money, books and teachers. Just as well as the Germans can say die before all plurals, of whatever gender, they might, as the English, say do before all nouns in the singular, do Mann, do
Frau and do Kind, (English, the man, the woman, the child,) let all prepositions govern the Objective case, and do away with the verbal endings, and the language would become at least 300 per cent easier to acquire and retain. Simplicity would strengthen the language. We find that wherever a complex language has come into contact with a simpler one, the complex one has lost ground. This was the case with the Gothic and the Latin languages, the Norman-French and the Anglo-Saxon. The foreign people could not remember the many Latin endings. They dropped them and substituted separate words, as al Roma and da Roma. The very complexity of the Latin tongue broke it up into languages with simpler grammars, as the Italian, French, Spanish and Portuguese. The modern Swedish, Danish and Norwegian are at least one-third simpler than five hundred years ago. In French speech the grammatical endings are mostly obsolete. The great intellectual value of German lies in its incomparably transparent vocabulary, but not in its complex grammar. The Turks, Russians and Fins have far more complex grammars. Thinking is gathering and classifying impressions. Irregular endings, which mean one thing at one time and at another time something else,
hinder thought rather than help it. Some grammatical distinction we must have for the sake of variety and clearness, and to obtain freedom of position, but those distinctions must be few, needed, clear, euphonious and consistent. The Germans have done much for their great language, but I am sure they can do much more and no one be hurt. A good living language, with one great nation, is indirectly a blessing to the whole world.

If the English speaking people cannot purify and systematize their vocabulary, declension and conjugation, I hope the German people will, so that the world may have at least one great and good language. German literature is gaining ground in Skandinavia, Holland, Switzerland, Italy, United States and Africa. How much easier it would be to introduce it into the different parts of the composite empire of Austria, into Africa, New Guinea and the South Sea Islands, where Germany is making such progress, if it had a simple, transparent grammar as it has vocabulary; and those Germans who have cast their lot among other nations could much more easily retain the language of the Fatherland if it had a simple, consistent grammar. All men could learn and remember it better. The language would make greater con-
quest and bless more people. I think, however, that the best of all would be for the whole Germanic or Gothic race to unite upon one good Germanic language, and let other related peoples do the same. We could assist and entertain each other more than we do now.

CHAPTER pp.

DEFECTS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

DEFECT NO. 1.

Arbitrary Vocabulary.

Mixed and arbitrary borrowed vocabulary, which causes people constantly to search dictionaries for the meaning of words; a vocabulary which causes its hearers, from the cradle to the grave, to lose higher ideas which would have been gained and remembered if words had been homogeneous and self-explaining, we can safely put down as Defect No. 1, for it drives people into a lower class of reading.

DEFECT NO. 2.

Unphonetic Spelling.

This defect is estimated to cause at least three years' loss of time and one hundred million dollars extra expense yearly to the United States alone.
DEFECT NO. 3.

Too Simple Grammar.

While the German and Irish grammars have too many endings used without system, the English has entirely less than is needed for variety and definiteness. For instance, there is no oral distinction between so frequent and so widely different ideas as possessive and plural; both end with the sissing sound of s. A language which forms plurals on s should never have undertaken to form the possessive case on s.

Here is a specimen of declension:

Singular Number.

Nom. boy lady sheep house
Poss. boy's lady's sheep's house's
Obj. boy lady sheep house

Plural Number.

Nom. boys ladies sheep houses
Poss. boys' ladies' sheep's houses'
Obj. boys ladies sheep houses

According to this plan we cannot tell whether a man is speaking the possessive or the plural, and often we cannot tell from context, which the grammarless Chinese depend so much on. That pitiful device of an apostrophe, used by printers to eke out an extra superadded distinction to bolster up the spoken tongue, is of no value in conversation. The possessive singular and all plurals are alike. "Ladies" is spelt one
way in the singular and another way in the plural, though it has the same sound. "Sheep" is alike in singular and plural. "Boys' ball" may be a ball belonging to one boy or to many, unless you see it printed.

No distinction between the present participle, a verbal noun and an infinitive noun; all three end with *ing*. No distinction, as a rule, between past tense and past participle, both end with *ed*. This is injurious to euphony, variety and definiteness. We are very poor in diminutive particles, and we have no augmentative particle at all by which to increase and decrease the force of words in a convenient way, but we must resort to wordy and weakening circumlocutions, because grammar is too simple. Our feminine endings, *ess, in* and *ster*, we are forbidden by usage to employ only after a few prescribed words. If we want to speak of a female neighbor or friend we cannot, as in Ger. or Skan., say *friendin* or *friendess*. The result is that these little secondary ideas are left out in English, and the language is let run on general principles.

This poverty of distinctions is shown in several places in the translation of the English Bible. I will name one from Luke, chap. 15, v. 9: "And when she hath found it (the lost
penny) she calleth her friends and her neighbors together,” etc. In the Ger., Skan. and Dutch languages, where they have the universal suffix in, which they are allowed to add to any noun to show feminine gender, they say, “She calleth her friendins and neighborins (female friends and neighbors) together.” In looking at the original Greek text I find that female friends and neighbors are given. How much finer, is it not, to say friendins than the clumsy female friends, or else leave the idea unnoticed for poverty of convenient distinctions?

We need, also, very much a neuter form for abstract adjectives, as in Ger. and Greek, Das Schöne and To Kalon. Ex.: Der Schöne, Die Schöne and Das Schöne. The last means the beautiful in the abstract. We cannot convey these ideas in English, not even by a circumlocution, for the moment we go into wordy explanations the force of the expression is lost. (Prof. Marsh.)

We have no reflexive pronoun, as the A.-S. sin, Ger. sein, Skan. sin or sit. Nor the Gothic sik, Ger. sich, French se, Latin se. Nor an indefinite pronoun, as man; Ger. man sagt, French on dit, Skan. man siger or man sager. Like thinking men we have to discriminate
between thought-bearing endings and not thought-bearing ones.

The English deserves high praise for having done away with the nonsensical and unnatural grammatical genders, with having done away with a special form for the dative case. The dative is only a remote accusative or objective case, and needs no special form. English deserves praise also for having done away with verbal endings. Those languages which use personal pronouns need no extra, thoughtless luggage after verbs. Those verbal endings bewilder students and check the spread of even the best of languages, as I *speeki*, thou *speakest*, he *speaketh*; we *speekem*, you *speaket*, they *spoken*; or as in Latin, I *speeko*, thou *speakas*, he *speakat*; we *speekamus*, you *speakatis*, they *speakant*. Absence of verbal and case endings gives us a greater variety of terminations and less monotony, excepting from this the *articles* which would gain in variety by inflection.

**DEFECT NO. 4.**

*Wasteful of Prefixes and Suffixes.*

*Un, im, in, ir, il, dis* and *ig* are seven different ways of conveying the same idea, namely, the negative of adjectives. In this respect the German, Dutch and Skandinavian are far sim-
pler and more economical; instead of unjust, improper, incorrect, irregular, illegal, disagreeable and ignoble, the latter employ un in all cases. We have to ascertain in English what particular negative prefix to employ in every case, and hence none of the prefixes can be thoroughly organized in mind so as to call up ideas easily for want of system and sufficient repetition.

Again, the Germans, Dutch and Skandinavians confine themselves to such suffixes as heit; keit, ei, thum (dom), schaft and niss, and that too, according to some system, we use the following imposing number: hood, head, dom, ship, y, ery, ric, ety, ity, ance, ancy, ence, ency, ade, ude, ure, ury, ory, tion, sion and ment. Nearly all are arbitrary.

While the Germans confine themselves to one general prefix for over, under, out, from, we have Germanic, Greek, Latin and French prefixes, meaning the same; hence the prefixes become arbitrary, compel special memorizing, and prevent a thorough organization in the mind necessary to high ease of suggestion. We say, for instance, oversight but not overmount, but surmount; not overgo or overtread or the like, but exceed. We can get the best idea of the great waste of philological material by reading
over a list of English prefixes and suffixes. German adjectives are formed by adding *en, lich* or *ig*, but the English has over twenty different ways of forming adjectives, and this waste of material and mental energy is more than an offset to the complexity of the German genders; both must be learned arbitrarily. Just as in spelling there should be one letter for each sound and one sound for each letter, so there ought to be only one prefix for each idea and only one idea for each prefix or suffix, except where we use a slightly modified idea of the same prefix to enable us to vary the meaning, as *out* and *aus, ab* and *off*. Even if we exclude Greek and Latin affixes we shall still have over one hundred of affixes in our language. One of the reasons why we cannot allow non-Germanic words into our language is because we cannot systematize so many unrelated affixes. The cheapest method of enriching language is by a free use of self-explaining affixes.

**DEFECT NO. 5.**

**Harsh-Sounding.**

American, English and Continental scholars, without exception, that I have heard or read, are agreed that English is a very bad sounding language. I shall try to point out the reasons for it, namely:
First—Two few vowels.
Second—Repetition of little words.
Third—Too many esses.
Fourth—Accent too near beginning.

§ 11. We only occasionally find words that end on an open, spreading vowel in any of the cases in English. In the musical Greek tongue we find that at least half of their cases employ a vowel with every noun, as father is Nom. pater, Gen. pateros, Dat. pateri, Acc. patera; lion is Nom. lion, Gen. liontos, Dat. lionti, Acc. lionta. They never would allow a word to end on s unless preceded by a vowel—not hosts, posts, but hostos or hostes. The musical Italian and Japanese require nearly every word to take a vowel, as “Ed ella partorira un figliuolo, e tu gli parrai nome Gesù; perciocche egli salvera il suo popolo da’ lor peccati.” Translated, “And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name Jesus: for he shall save his people from their sins.”

Except the personal pronouns she, thou and he, all end with consonants. A consonant is the strong male, a vowel the beautiful female; when the two are harmoniously blended it makes the finest word. In Spanish we have “Da al practico una buena cuerda para su lancha.” (Give the pilot a good launch for his
boat.) Every vowel is pronounced, for a final vowel not pronounced does not help euphony. In Japanese they say "kono yuye ni koso kunshi wa moto wa tsutomura mono mari." (It is for this reason that the good man attends to the fundamental duties.) In Japanese the grammar is very regular, euphonious and simple. The noun is declined by placing prepositions with final vowels after, thus:

Nom. *hito wa*, a man  
Acc. *hito wo*, to a man  
Gen. *hito no*, of a man  
Voc. *hito yo*, oh man  
Dat. *hito ni*, to a man  
Abl. *hito de*, by a man

We need not, however, compare English with so vowel-rich tongues as Greek, Italian, Spanish and Japanese. The last three are rather too full of vowels for strength, while English has too few for euphony. Our language has at least 50 per cent less vowels than our brother Germanic languages, German, Dutch and Scandinavian.

In German verbs in the present tense, first person, indicative and also conjunctive, with rare exceptions take a final pronounced vowel, as *ich finde*, *ich gebe*, *ich schreibe*, etc. All regular verbs and most imperatives take a final vowel, as *ich liebte*, *ich arbeitete*, (I loved, I workt;) Imp. *finde*, *schlage*, (find, strike;) Past Con. *ich fände* *ich schlüge*.

Plea. 9.
Both Germans and Skandinavians have, besides many final vowels, also very open, spreading prefixes, as Ger. unter (pro. oonter), um (pro. oom), ein ober (pro. ohber), über; Skan. under (pro. oonder), om (ohm), in (een), over (ohver), etc.

All adjectives after the definite article take a final vowel, both in singular and plural, as der gute, die schöne, das grosse, die reiche. A very great number of nouns form their plurals on a pronounced vowel, as 1 pferd, 2 pferde, 2 wege, 2 künste, 2 hände.

In English there is not one single, solitary grammatical rule that requires a pronounced final vowel, and what makes the case still worse, those vowels found in the interior of words have received a short instead of an open, spreading sound, as a rule. Ex.: bit, fit, sit; met, let, pet; but, tub, rub; not, hot, cot, lot; hat, cat, rat. We have a few long Continental sounds left, as far, father; bold, old, mold; she, flee, sheep, feel; tube, ooze, noon, moon. It is in the open vowels that musicalness mostly lies. Notice how fondly the speaker and singer dwell on open vowels. This persecution of the open vowels has given to English speech a consonantal harshness, which it requires long usage to make bearable to a cultivated ear. This harsh-
ness of language came in with the Norman Conquest. It is a concomitant result of heterogeneous word-mixing, whereby a taste for the harmonious and appropriate in language was lost. This consonantal harshness cannot be on account of English strength. The Germans and Skandinavians are also strong Northern people. The English people are made up of Germans and Skandinavians.

This constant leaving out the final vowels and shortening the inner vowels is rather a sign of carelessness. The English not only shirk vowels but consonants as well, as, for instance, *k* before *knight* (Ger. *knecht*), pronounced *nite*, hence there is in spoken language no distinction between *knight* and *night*; *knee* has become *nee*, *gnaw* has become *naw*. Both Germans and Skandinavians pronounce *k* and *g* in such combinations, and consider it no effort to do so. The French are great spoilers of forms, and it is from the French that the English learned hacking of words, but not from their Anglo-Saxon forefathers, or from the Germans and Skandinavians. Neither do I think the English are any busier within the same professions than Germans, Skandinavians or Russians. If this hacking of words is to continue we shall be reduced to Chinese monosyllables, to short *con-*. 
Sonantal grunts. Alexandre becomes Al.; Albertina, Ali.; Thomas, Tom; Washington, Wash.; Jefferson, Jeff.; Madison, Mad. or Misn. This is not on account of strength, but an absence of taste for the beautiful in language. The Greeks would not have tolerated such uneuphonious hacking of consonants and negligence of vowels.

A people which lives farther north than the English are the Swedes, whose language is, without any doubt, the best model of strength and euphony combined. The musicalness of this language has done much to produce great singers, as Jenny Lind and Kristina Nilsson. At the World's Exposition, at Paris, 1867, the Swedes took the highest prize for singing, having the world to compete with. The Swedes excel, also, the German, Danish and Norwegian in this, that they have clung to their old open and spreading ə, as in far, father, while the German and Norwegian use the short and more closed e. Ex.: Ger. die gute and grosse, (pro. dee gooti and grohsi.) Norwegians say de gode and store, (pro. di gohdi and stohri.) The final vowels are short. The Swedes say de goda and stora, (pro. di gohdah and stohrah.) Any one that has an ear for language can hear more music in the open, spreading ə (ah) than
the short e (i, it). The good is in German, Danish and Swedish, respectively, gute, gode, goda, pronounced gooti, gohdi, gohdah. Now the Swedes have many open vowels in the interior of words, and also add the musical a (ah) in the following cases: All infinitives, which by the way are very frequently employed, add a, as att finna, to find; att spinnna, to spin; att komma, to come. In the past tense a great number of plural verbs add the vowel o, as vi: sosovo, we slept; de buro, they bore. Conjunctions add the vowel e in the present and past tense, always pronounced as jag tage, de toge, (if I take, if they took). All adjectives after the definite article add a, as det höga, den breda; also in plural, as the good, the great and the mighty is de goda, de stora och de mägtiga. This, however, is not half the points in which Swedish excels all other Germanic languages in musicalness, and all languages whatever in the combination of strength with euphony. The Swedish ends regular verbs in the past tense, singular or plural, on a vowel, but they are further generally careful not to crowd t or d after a verb without an intervening vowel, as blijvit, skinit, not skint, skind; kallad, not kalld, calld; kallas, not kalls, calls. A very great number of plurals is formed by adding
vowels, and even where they form their plurals on _r_ they generally let the open _a_ (ahr) precede, instead of the more closed German, Danish and Norwegian _e_, as _Länder_, _Kinder_; Dan. _Händer_. Instead of _er_ the Swedish prefers the open, spreading _ar_ (ahr), as _gossar_, _armar_, (boys, arms). Many plurals take the open _or_ (ohr), as _flickor_, _blommor_, (girls, flowers). Again, the Swedish has the finest-sounding mode of comparing adjectives; again, it prefers the open _a_ to the closed _e_; instead of _er_ and _est_ it prefers _ar_ and _ast_ (ahr, ahst) for _high_, _higher_ and _highest_; Ger. _hoch_, _höher_, _höchste_; Swedish _hög_, _högare_, _högast_. English _dear_, _dearer_, _dearest_; Swed. _kär_, _kärare_, _kärast_; The English, German and Danish feminine suffix _ine_ is in Swedish _ina_, as _heroine_; Ger. _heldin_; Dan. _heltinde_; Swed. _hjeltinna_; Ger. _freundin_; Swed. _väninna_ (female friend). The Swedes, like the Greeks of old, prefer open, spreading vowels and also many of them.

Now I am not a Swede, but I can hear at once that it sounds better than my own Norwegian language. I have never conversed on this subject with a cultivated German, Norwegian or Dane, that did not willingly acknowledge the superior euphony of the Swedish language. In Norway, Swedish songs are sung by every
singer; even so in the United States. In constructing the Amerikan language I have therefore taken the Swedish as a model of euphony and strength, with a little addition to make it more musical. I have taken the German vocabulary as a model of expressiveness and transparency, but made it more systematic to make it more transparent. I have taken the English grammar as a model of simplicity, but left off the *s* of the third person singular, and made nouns and verbs regular to make it more simple.

To further show what the opinion of the world is on English Euphony, I will first quote from Lord Byron on Italian and English. We must remember Byron was a poet and could speak Italian, and had therefore acquired a knowledge and taste of the musical in speech. He writes:

"I love the language, that soft bastard Latin,
Which melts like kisses in a female mouth,
And sounds as if it should be writ on satin,
With syllables that breathe of the sweet south,
And gentle liquids gliding all so pat in
That not a single accent seems uncouth,
Like our harsh northern whistling, grunting gutteral,
Which we are obliged to hiss and spit and sputter all."

The Swedish poet, Esaias Tegnér, writes in the same strain, but as he touches more particularly on the uneven English accent, I shall
quote him under that head. James Hadley, Professor of the Greek Language and Literature in Yale College, writes, in his "Brief History of the English Language," prefixed to Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, as follows, under the heading, "Monosyllableism and Want of Euphony," § 47: "The loss of inflection has reduced a multitude of English words to the form of monosyllables. It is not uncommon to find whole sentences which contain no word of greater length. If this monosyllabic character gives a certain plain directness and pithy force to English expression, it can hardly be doubted that it is a disadvantage to beauty and rhythm. Pope complains that

"Ten low words oft creep in one dull line."

And who can read Chaucer's poetry, pronouncing the unaccented e as the verse requires, and as it was actually pronounced in the poet's time, without regretting that a hurried and slurring pronunciation of our fathers' should have destroyed this pleasing feature of the old language. The suppression of this e has also been unfavorable to euphony by producing, in a multitude of cases, the harshest combination of consonants, as in hosts, breaths, texts, shifts, thirsts, bulg(e)d, starch(e)d, task(e)d. In these words, which cannot be properly pro-
nounced without a strong effort of will and of vocal organs, the early disyllabic forms, *host-es, breath-es, starch-ed, task-ed*, etc., presented little or no difficulty of utterances.

In most of these cases, as in many others, the harshness has been aggravated by that extended use of the final *s*, which has given a peculiar sibilating character to the pronunciation of our language. In Anglo-Saxon only a part of the nouns took *s* in the plural, and those only in two out of the four cases: in English the *s* has been applied to nearly all nouns, and for all cases of the plural. In Anglo-Saxon the verb of the third person singular of the present tense has *th*, never *s*; in the English of our day this *th* is still occasionally employed as an archaic form, but in all ordinary use *s* has taken its place."

If we spell as we speak we find such harsh crowding together of consonants as this: *luvd, bulgd, strengthnd, hapnd, workt, publisht*.

Hugh Blair, Professor of Belles Lettres in Edinburgh, Scotland, complains at length, in his work on Rhetoric, of English consonantal harshness and the repetition of our many little weakening words.

§ 6. REPETITION OF LITTLE WORDS.

Having read complaints against the weaken
ing influence in composition of the repetition of little words in several works on Rhetoric, and especially as being against euphony, the complaints caused me to count some of them. The repetition of *the* is the most terrible. I found on one page of the Century Magazine not less than thirty-nine times *the*. Using this article without change for case or number gives it an unpleasant frequency. The sounds *too, to, two,* are very frequent. We use *to* as a preposition, *to the house, to him; too* as an adverb, as *too much, too little; to* as an infinitive sign, as *to go, to find; two* as a numeral, as *two horses, two ways.* We can prevent the frequency of this *to* sound by adopting a modification for the infinitive, and say *ta* (Skan. *at*), as *ta send, ta go, ta kom* (to come). The German adverb *zu*, as *zoo much, zoo little,* and for the numeral *two,* see alphabetic numerals in Grammar. The repetition of little words can be much decreased in two ways: first, by using more frequently the possessive case in singular and plural, and by compounding the little prepositions with nouns and verbs, as in Greek and German. Ex.: *Uphgo* and *downgo,* instead of *go up* and *go down.*

There being no difference between past tense and past participle, the ending *ed* becomes too
frequent—I loved and I have loved. This could be improved by allowing all past participles to end on *n*, as I have *givn*, I have *lovn*.

There being no distinction between the present participle and verbal noun, the ringing sound of *ing* becomes unpleasantly frequent, as a *loving* man and good *reading*. It would be more euphonious, as Prof. Marsh says, to employ *and* for the present participle, as the Anglo-Saxons did, and say a *lovand* man, good *reading*; a *run*-*and* horse, a *flyand* bird, but fine *singing*; that is to use *and* in one case and *ing* in the other, to increase variety.

The, of, to, *ed*, *ing* and *s* need decrease if we want euphony.

§ 7. TOO MANY ESSES.

*S* forms nearly all plurals, 2 *horses*, 2 *cents*; *s* forms the possessive case, as *Smith’s houses, student’s books*; *s* forms the third person singular of verbs, as Smith *reads* his books, Susie *sings* and *plays*; and besides all these *esses*, we have several suffixes ending (endand) on *s*, as *ness*, *less*, *ence*, *ance*, *ancy* and *ency*, so that we find the sissing sound of *s* here, and *s* there, and *s* everywhere.

"He strikes his fists against the posts and still insists he sees the ghosts."
We can help up euphony in this respect by adopting a different plural sign after consonants and form the possessive case on a vowel, and abolish $s$ for third person singular of verbs. (See Am. Grammar.)

§ 6. Accent too near beginning.

A hop and a skip, or first a violent explosion and then a hurried blurring over the rest of the word, is characteristic of the present English pronunciation. This is an unavoidable result of placing the accent too near the beginning, against the custom of our forefathers, the Anglo-Saxons, and the general custom of Germanic and Romanic people, which is to place accent on the last syllable.

Take, for instance, the word ad’mirable; ad is pronounced with great prominence, with so violent an explosion that energy seems to be lost for pronouncing the rest of the word, which is then hurried over, giving short or half-swallowed utterance to the vowels. Remember, this is not my opinion only, for I have no original opinion on anything. I am only a collector of what appears to be good ideas in others, in so far I am an American, an adapter and adjuster, but not an originator as yet. I find American, English and foreign scholars deprecate our uneven and unsystematic accentuation.
The Germans, Skandinavians, French and Italians pronounce admirable *ahdmeerabel*, giving an evenly distributed and open, spreading pronunciation to all the syllables. There is not much prominence given to any particular syllable, but the voice is more noticed on the last syllable. Who will claim that *ad' mirable* is as clear and euphonious as *ahdmeerabel*? English accent is sometimes on the first syllable, at other times on the fourth, at others on the third, or on the second syllable. A fifteen year old boy or girl, or a laborer cannot tell by looking at the many foreign words that loom up before his vision where the accent ought to be until he has consulted the blessed dictionary, where he must also go for the spelling and the meaning.

Take another illustration, *telegraphy*. Here the explosion or forcible accent is generally on the second syllable, and all the vowels are short and closed, while all the continental people pronounce the vowels openly; even the short *e* obtains a prolonged sound, as *telegrah-fée*. If we know that all long words have the accent on the last syllable, then we have a guiding rule, and know how to accent, but how shall we accent *telegraphy*? Some say *tel' egraphy* or *teleg'raphy*, others *tele'graphy*. All methods are uneven and harsh and hurried, al-
though there would be more reason to expect a hurried pronunciation from the more exciteable southern people of Europe. We can have no smoothness or system in pronunciation unless we place accent on the last syllable. Volapük also places accent on the last syllable, and that is where the English placed it till within a late period in the language. There is one exception to this rule, which exception is of such general and plain character that we can always know when to deviate; that is, the exception is not arbitrary. Compound words place accent on the qualifying part, as school-house, fireman, or upon the qualifying prefix, as up-right fore-thought, after-thought; but long base words, as admirable, telegraphy, confirmation, incomprehensibility, etc., accent should be on the last syllable, if any accent at all.

The greatest poet of Sweden, Esaias Tegnér, who was a good Greek, Latin, German, English and Swedish scholar, and whose famous romantic epic, "Frithjofs Saga," has been translated into all civilized languages, writes of the English want of euphony in the same vein as Lord Byron, previously quoted. He says the English jerk forth (stöter fram) half of their words and the other half they swallow down (sväljer ner). He advises the English to pro-
cure a machine for their stammering tongue. I will quote him in his own melodious tongue:

**Engelskan** (English.)
Språk för de stammande gjordt, hvart ord är ett embryon hos dig,
En hälft stöter du fram, en hälft sväljer du ner.
Allt i ditt fädernesland med ångmaskiner bedrifves.
Käraste, skaffa dig snart en för din tunga också.

**Grekiskan** (Greek.)
Sångmön älskar dig högst, ty modersmålet är kärast,
All den Olympiska ätt, Gracerna talte som du.
Troget som klädningen fäst uppå den badande flickan,
Låter du känslorna ses, röjer du tankarnas växt.

**Svenskan** (Swedish.)
Årans och hjeltarnas språk! Hur ädelt och manligt
du rör dig.
Rën är som malmens din klang, säker som solens din
gång.
Vistas på höjderna du, der åskan och stormarna tala,
Dalarnas lägre behag äro ej gjorda för dig.
Spegla ditt anlet i sjön, och friskt från de manliga
dragen,
Tvätta det främmande smink, kanske det snart är för
sent.

**Defect No. 6.**

*Too Many Words.*

Being so extraordinarily willing to borrow, even when we have words to cover the ground, this has in many cases given us a double language, so that one word will be spoken by one
man and another word by another man. This method prevents both words from being thoroughly organized in mind, and hence prevents the fullest ease of suggestion. Ease of suggestion is the ease with which a word calls up former ideas, and this again depends on the frequency with which the idea and word have been associated in our experience. It is therefore easy to see that if there are more words or affixes than ideas it prevents frequency of association, and leads to confusion. There is no more advantage in having two words meaning the same thing than there would be in having two tongues, and use one one day and another next; both tongues would become less efficient for want of employment.

We have *fatherly* and *paternal* meaning the same thing. How utterly unnecessary both of them are we can imagine from the fact that so highly civilized and numerous a people as the Germans, Dutch and Skandinavians on the one hand and French, Italians and Spanish on the other, use only one of these. The first three nations can resort to self-development or to borrowing, and yet not one have felt any need of both of these words. The Germans use only *father* with its derivatives, and the French the Romanic *paternal* only.
DEFECTS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Then it must be considered a defect to have such double expressions as paternal and fatherly, motherly, maternal; brotherly, fraternal; brotherhood, fraternity; sisterly, sororial; sonly, daughterly, filial, childly or childlike; daily, diurnal; yearly, annual; purchase, buy; sailor and navigator; over, sur; under, sub, and so on through a long list of words.

Jevons says in his Logic that it is a greater defect in language to have too many words than too few, for if we lack a word it will only compel us to circumlocution to explain, but if we have too many it will lead to confusion.

DEFECT NO. 7.

Too Few Words.

The real home of language is in the mouths of the people. To use the same sounds for two or three widely different ideas is poverty—the wealth lies only in the spelling. It will occasionally happen in the best cultivated languages that the same word or sounds will be employed to designate more than one idea, but when we find, as in English, page after page taken up with homonyms (like-sounders), where they exceed a thousand in number of very common words, it must be counted a defect. For instance, sound has three different meanings, as
sound, noise; Ger. laut; sound, healthy; Ger. gesund; sound, shallow inlet of the sea; Ger. sund; write, Ger. schreiben; right, Ger. recht; wright, Ger. handwerker.

To help the spoken and written language to distinctions, we have changed one of the like-sounders (homonyms) as follows:

see, sɪ, ɪ (ee). tu, to (preposition)
sea, sö (Skan. sö) ta, to (infinitive sign)
write, skrɪb (see alph.) zu, too (adverb)
right, rɪt light, lux, lɪcht (Ger.)
sound, noise, lət (Ger.) light, not heavy, lɪt (Eng.)
sound, healthy, sʊnd light, not dark, lős (Skan.)
(sound, water, sʊnd (A.-S.) etc., in many cases.

We have not a common word for man and woman, Latin homo; Ger. mensch; Sk. mensenke; not a common word for brother and sister; German geschwistern; Skandinavian söskende. Poverty of expression is shown all through the commonly used part of our language; the English boast of copiousness, notwithstanding. Words are employed with half a dozen significations where Germans and Skandinavians employ different words in different circumstances. Revolution is a (1) war, and it
is also a (2) turning around, as a wheel, or a (3) running in a circle, as the stars; Ger. and Skan. are (1) umstürzung, (2) umlauf, (3) kreislauf. Return may mean to send back or to come again; turn, back or again. Four meanings to one word! Re is back or again. There is a foggy generality about the language for want of too few words and proper prefixes and suffixes. Take for instance bill. A five-dollar bill, what is my bill? the bird has a long bill, I will bill it to-morrow.

Nearly all our higher common words are fearfully indefinite, as consideration, condition, obligation, deed, entertainment, estimation, etc. The German and Skandinavian have such facility in adding prefixes and suffixes and of compounding, that if they have not a word at hand which hits the idea wanted, they can make words as exigencies arise. English cannot do this, hence the German language paints while English only sketches. So indefinite is the English language that a great American legal light stated, twenty years ago, that about nineteen million dollars were spent in litigation annually, in the United States, on account of the misunderstanding of words appearing in written contracts.

About three or four years ago a learned Ger-
man linguist wrote a series of articles in the "Welt-Bote," Pittsburg, Pa., showing by a great number of illustrations what he called the fog-giness of the English language arising on account of using the same word with too many meanings, or in other words, on account of having too few words where needed, and too many words where not needed.

DEFECT NO. 8.

Words Too Often Generic.

"The greater the art," says Herbert Spencer "the more realities does it reveal," and we can add, the more perfect a language is the more truths will it point out.

The pernicious habit of using a "hinting expression," in stating everything with a general indirectness even where modesty does not command us to do so, we must have borrowed from the French. This weakened and half expressive generality is an inevitable result of language mixing.

For instance, take the much used English word descend, from the Latin de and scendere, to climb. Descend means, as Webster says, to pass from a higher to a lower place; to come or go down in any way, as by falling, flowing, walking, sailing, running or plunging down
ward, etc.; also to make an attack upon. In generality of expression we come nearer the method that obtains among half-civilized people than any other nation. They having too few words where most needed are obliged to give a general statement and leave the hearer to guess from the circumstances what particular idea is meant. This is not the most favorable method for obtaining clear ideas. "The more perfect a language is the more realities does it reveal." While the boy says doctor's stuff, the physician will describe particularly. While the Germans have general words, they use them only when they do not know or do not want to state the particulars, but the genius of that language is such that it employs a particularized statement ninety-nine cases out of a hundred. They would very rarely use so general a word as descend (herunterkommen), but they will find a verb that can hit the idea exactly in each particular occasion, and place their preposition for down (herunter, unter, nieder, ab) before the needed verb. In this way they obtain a transparent, specific, homogeneous word, easy to understand and remember. We are not afraid to compound Latin de, down, and scedere, climb, into descend, but it is an awful sin to compound our own parental words and say
downclimb, downgo, downrun, downslide, downfall, downtumble, downskate, downrail, downrow, downsail, and so on, to obtain specific words which are as homogeneous and transparent as crystal. This shows what understanding we have of the good and beautiful in language. "Mr. Smith downsailed from St. Paul to New Orleans," is the specific German style of stating the fact, but unless there were some urgent incentive to particularize the English would say, "Mr. Smith descended from St. Paul to New Orleans." Now suppose a man in England to read the sentence, how many things could he infer from it? Very few; but if the descriptive, specific and Germanic downsailed had been employed, the man in England would have known just as well that Mr. Smith got down in some way, but he would further have discovered that he sailed down, that there is a river (not even lake or ocean) from downsailed, and that that river is sailable (navigable) also inferred from the specific downsailed, and that the river is so utilized, again inferred from downsailed. To see how far the English is behind in specificity, just take a German-English Lexicon and look under the prepositions herunter, unter, nieder, ab, zusammen, mit, etc., and see English equivalents, although here there is an effort to
be specific in order to explain the German words. Is there any value of being specific? Let us think a moment of our surroundings. Here are little boys and girls listening to our conversation and reading our books. If each statement is specific it is easy to see that all will obtain more accurate knowledge—one fact will explain another, and so on. Not only will more truths be revealed, but language will become more vivid, words will be what John Stuart Mill says they ought to be, "clothed in circumstances."

DEFECT NO. 9.

Uncosmopolitan Borrowing.

That borrowing is more cosmopolitan than self-development, is one of those erroneous ideas that have come into the world, and no one knows how. The wish is probably father to the thought. It is like the idea that borrowing has a less disturbing association than self-development. A cosmopolitan principle in language must be regarded as such, either on account of the universality of the method employed or on account of the facility to a more extensive comprehension of the language. From both points of view is borrowing uncosmopolitan. It is not so universal a method as self-development, for the latter obtains in Sanskrit, Hebrew, Greek,
Slavonic, Russian, German, Irish, Dutch, Scandinavian, Japanese, Chinese and the Indian tongues. It is only English and Turkish that especially pride themselves on borrowing. The Romanic people borrow to some extent, but Latin is more natural to them.

Borrowing can certainly not be considered so cosmopolitan or universal in method as self-development, hence the cosmopolitanism meant must consist in making the language understood by more people. I cannot see what else it could consist in but either in universality of method or in universality of comprehension. It is in the last idea that the English especially rejoice. They say “by borrowing from the classical languages an English work on science will be understood by all scientific men.” Is this assertion true? I think not. Let us ask a Frenchman unacquainted with English what is said about oculist in the following sentence: “Miss Wright has fallen in love with an oculist.” The Frenchman does not know what love, fallen, in, with, Wright and Miss mean, hence what good does that one word oculist do him? Any foreigner in order to be benefited by an English work on science must first learn the common, connecting and predicated words of the language, and after he has learned the common
words he will also understand what is meant by eyehealer (Ger. augenarzt). To boast that our language will be understood by more men on account of borrowing is thoughtless nonsense.

Here is a frequent occurrence. A Professor in an American school has students from five different nationalities; one is a Russian, one a German, one an Englishman, one a Frenchman and one a Chinese. They have all learned the common words in the English language. They know what is meant by eye, healer (curer, doctor), fish, lore (learning), bird, breast and bone. In Berlin a German Professor has five students from the same nationalities who have learned the common words in the German language. They know that augen is eyes; arzt, healer, doctor; fisch, fish; lehre, lore, science; vogel, bird; brust, breast; bein, bone. Now when the German Professor speaks to the said students, using such self-developed scientific words as augenarzt, fischlehre, vogellehre and brustbein, all the nationalities represented understand these words the first time as easily as they would have understood schoolhouse or shoemaker, because they are treated to a truly cosmopolitan method of names-giving, a method that proceeds from the known to the unknown. When the American Professor comes out with
his borrowed oculist, ichthyology, ornithology and sternum (breast-bone), not one of these students, who are supposed to commence their scientific study, understand, for they have learned only the common words of the language.

English borrowing and cosmopolitanism of comprehension resolves itself into this: "Non-English scientists cannot understand what is said in English, because they have not learned the common words, and those that have learned the common words cannot understand English, because common words are not used to build higher ones." The only persons that borrowing can at best help are the comparatively few Romanic people that also understand English; but borrowing from Greek or Latin will no longer help Germans, Skandinavians, Russians, Arabians, Chinese and Japanese, who do not draw from Greek and Latin. There is one thing, however, that the Englishman always forgets when speaking about the language being understood by more people on account of borrowing. He forgets that by self-development there would be more people that could understand English in England, as well as more people in America. Now, as all foreign scholars must first learn common English words anyhow, in order to know what is predicated of the
borrowed scientific words, and as each scholar would probably understand at best only those Greek and Latin words relating to his own branch, while under the system of using transparent, self-explaining words, the foreign scholar would also understand the language on all subjects, Romanic scholars as well as Russian and Chinese ones; hence, it turns out that more people among foreigners, high and low, would understand the language if we proceeded from the known to the unknown. Borrowing cannot be cosmopolitan through wider comprehension, either at home or abroad, but the contrary.

The mental disposition of trying to facilitate comprehension to a few foreign scientists though a mistaken idea, and the willingness to forget the comprehension of home citizens, may be English patriotism, but it cannot be true Americanism. England is no longer the terror of the world she was before the age of railroads. Countries can no longer be subdued by bombarding the sea coasts. School systems and army systems have developed so much in many parts of the world that England must hereafter be willing to learn from others as well as teach others.
DEFECT NO. 10.

*Unscientific Borrowing.*

Let us simply call attention to this point, without discussing it. It appears that borrowing must be unscientific from the fact that science is "classified knowledge of common objects." The spirit and object of science is to arrange knowledge so that we may easily retain what we know and most directly be helped to know more. Science collects, arranges and classifies—but what does it classify? It can only classify previous impressions or experiences. Hence, when we call a *healer* or curer of *eyes* an *eyehealer* (Ger. augenarzt), we do collect, arrange and classify previous impressions and experiences, while if we say *oculist*, we take a random word that does not collect, arrange and classify previous impressions and experiences; therefore *oculist*, *ichthyology*, *ornithology* and *sternum* are not scientific in method or spirit, while *eyehealer*, *fishlore*, *birdlore* and *breastbone* are.

It may be added here that our language cannot possess the highest degree of eloquence, for the reason that other circumstances being equal, eloquence in speech depends on its ability to *convince* and *persuade*. It is first necessary to set the *understanding* right (if a man has a
good cause), and then move the feelings. In both cases a homogeneous language readily understood and felt must be the best. When Frederick the Great addressed (in German) his assembled officers before the battle of Rosbach, they all cried out with one voice, "We will stand by you in life and in death." Demosthenes spoke in the homogeneous Greek, and King Phillip said he feared his oratory more than the Grecian weapons.

A homogeneous language allows a freer flow of vivacity and cheerfulness (Ger. Gemütlichkeit). The spirit moves easier in a self-developed tongue, as there is less fear, at least with many of the guests, to misplace accent and to misapply some foreign word. The language is spoken with more confidence and home feeling.

A self-developed language need not have, on an average, any longer words than a borrowed one, except where we compound three or four words into one, as history of the church into church history. It is probably as economical to speak one longer word as four short ones. A long compound word comes with good grace into a language full of short ones to give variety and majesty to speech. In case of necessity we can fall back on the short monosyllables and half-uttered expressions. A long word is more
transparent, more self-explaining, hence long words are mentally more economical, though not physically; but we must think of mind as well as body. A systematic language will become the easiest to report, as it will confine itself to fewer prefixes and suffixes and use more long compounds, and it is in signs for these that shorthand has its stronghold.

DEFECT NO. II.

Assimilative Rather than Creative.

Genius is essentially creative, while talent is assimilative and imitative. The English method of assimilating words is simply a passive activity to receive what comes in, the German and Greek method of creating words is an active activity. Now which of these two modes of enriching language is the most favorable to mental development?

William K. Clifford, late Professor in the University of London, says, in his essay, "Condition of Mental Development":

"The law of the development of an organism proceeds from its activities rather than from its passivities. Let us apply it to mind. What, in fact, are the conditions which must be satisfied by a mind in process of upward development, so far as this law gives them? They are
two—one positive, the other negative. The positive condition is that the mind should act rather than assimilate, that its attitude should be one of creation rather than of acquisition."

A genius is a creative mind, and as like begets like, it seems to be a reasonable inference that those nations which create their own words are likely to have more men of genius than those which only assimilate. Both theory and experience point that way. This is another advantage of self-development, of self-creation, aside from the many others before mentioned. The spirit will move earlier, more vividly and more actively among self-developed words.

**DEFECT NO. 12.**


*Should* and *would* as they are now used are great stumbling-blocks. English grammar tells us we must say, I shall love, but when we come to the second person we must not say, thou shalt love or you shall love, but must take an entirely new verb to express the same idea and say, thou wilt or you will. *I shall*, but you *will*. This is out of harmony with every language on earth. It has, fortunately, no parallel among any other English verbs. The Anglo-Saxons said shall or will with all persons. The people everywhere form the habit in conjugation of using
the same verb throughout with each person, and this is the cause of the great confusion in the usage of *shall* and *will*, both in Europe and America. They say, I read, thou readest, he reads; we read, you read, they read, and with auxiliary verbs also. I can, you can, he can; I may, you may, he may; I have, you have, he has; I am, thou art, he is, we are; hence people are unconsciously tempted to say I shall, you shall and I will love, you will love, etc. The confusion is increasing. Webster says in his dictionary: "In Ireland, Scotland and the United States, especially in the southern and western portions of the United States, *shall* and *will*, *should* and *would* are often misused, as in the following examples:

"I am able to devote as much time and attention to other subjects as I *will* (shall) be under the necessity of doing next winter." —*Chalmers.*

"A countryman telling us what he had seen, remarked if the conflagration went on as it was doing, we *would* (should) have, as our next season's employment, the Old Town of Edinburgh to rebuild." —*Hugh Miller.*

"I *would* (should) in vain attempt adequately to express the emotions with which I received the testimonials of confidence and regard which
you have recently addressed to me."—Jefferson Davis.

Examples of the confusion of the anomalous use of shall and will might be gathered by the thousands from persons of high standing.

We have not yet told the worst evil of will and shall. Besides the grammatical confusion they are ambiguous. Will is used properly only to indicate mental volition. When used in any other sense it weakens will for its proper use by associating it with the idea of becoming. For instance, "the tree will fall;" "The man will become sick." The tree has no mind, hence it is incapable of willing or volition. No man can have a will to become sick. He cannot will to become sick.

"Der Mann will krank werden," sounds laughable to a German, who is fortunately provided with an auxiliary verb whose special function it is to express the idea of becoming without implying volition. *As the Germans have werden, they can say, "Der Baum (tree) wird (worth) fallen."

§ 6. WORTH, WURDO, WORDN.

The three above words are from the Anglo-Saxon weordhan, wurdon and worden, which means to become, became and had become. If Plea. 11.
we revive those words of our forefathers and use them as they were used, and as the Germans use the same word, 

werden (Skan. vorde or varda, Icel. verdha), we can thus obviate future confusion and ambiguity. Worth (wawrth) is partially so used now, as woe worth the day, woe worth the man, etc. We can say for “The tree will fall,” “The tree worth fall;” for “The tree would fall,” “The tree wurdo fall.”

The before mentioned words have been slightly modified for the sake of distinction and euphony. “The man will become sick,” is given thus, “The man worth become sick.”

A great injury is done to the forcibleness of will and shall by associating them with the indefinite idea of becoming. In Anglo-Saxon, German and Skandinavian, will indicates mental volition, determination and desire, and shall is reserved as a stern word to indicate command or duty or necessity. Hence their will or shall are powerful words, unweakened by being used for simple becoming or happening. How strong the following is:

Ger. Ich will und er soll.
Skan. Jag vill och han skall.
CHAPTER pb.

COMPOSITION OF THE AMERIKAN LANGUAGE.

This language is intended to be as conservative a union reform language as is compatible with purity, regularity, transparency and euphony. The author has not attempted to be an original inventor, but only a selector and systematizer, both in grammar and vocabulary. He believes in one language for the Germanic race, but if the rest of the Germanic people should not desire introduction at present, we had better take largely from their vocabulary anyhow, in order that the language may make greater conquest among the small Germanic nations, and finally be adopted by them. We must all take largely from the Germanic material on account of our Anglo-Saxon forefathers. But in taking new words for the eliminated Greek and Latin ones, we shall first use our own material as far as that will help us through, and then take from the living German form of the Anglo-Saxon rather than from the old Anglo-Saxon form, as the new term will be understood by a greater number of people, which would be a great help in introducing the language.

The few Romanic people found in England and the United States will be well enough rep-
resented by those Latin words that have become so thoroughly ingrafted into our language that they cannot be eliminated, as there is no fitting words to take their places, either in English, German or Skandinavian, as, for instance, fine, from Latin finis, person from persona, butter from butyrum, church from Greek kyriakon, anchor from Latin ancora, and so on through a long list.

When neither the English nor German has material that fit in the particular case, we can take from the Skandinavian, as, for instance, prayer is French, and hence we cannot use it, but the corresponding German word does not happen to sound well in English ears. Gebet or beten sounds like betting, hence we take the Skan. bö'n (prayer), A.-S. bene, and in Low German also bene. If we eliminate the French word large, we must take the Germanic form of the Anglo-Saxon word and say gross (grohs) and for beautiful, schön, etc. But all words that we can compound out of English material we must take, because English-speaking people are the most numerous, and it is of the greatest importance to make the language easiest understood by them. English-speaking people have therefore been given a three-fourths advantage with regard to grammar, vocabulary
and syntax. A person who understands both English and German or Skandinavian will understand nearly the whole language the first time it is seen. If I knew of a fairer or better plan than this I would adopt it.

CHAPTER pt.

§ 6. AMERIKAN AND VOLAPÜK COMPARED.

Any student can obtain a copy of "Dornbusch's Abridged Grammar of Volapük," adapted to the use of English-speaking people, by sending fifty cents to E. Steiger & Co., 25 Park Place, N. Y. The language is an intellectual pleasure. Rev. Schleyer, the author of Volapük, is a pioneer worker of great educational value, for he is slowly preparing the mind of the world for language reform of some kind, whether his language is finally adopted as a pure commercial language, as he desires, or not. He is leading in the right direction, for he says language ought to be PHONETIC, REGULAR, SIMPLE, TRANSPARENT, EUPHONIOUS and SYSTEMATIC. He advocates six good qualities which I believe in as much as he does. On account of his disinterested, long and laborious study for the benefit of mankind, I gladly and unsolicited insert a gratis advertisement of his book.
in the first sentence of this chapter. We agree in all the six good qualities just named, and many other points which I cannot give room to show. As Rev. Schleyer and myself have adopted different means to obtain a good speech, and as our objects are different, it is no wonder that we have produced widely different languages. We do not work against each other, for we travel different roads. Rev. Schleyer wants his language to be an extra, superadded world's language in travel, commerce and diplomacy, without displacing any of the present languages, but one which all educated people shall learn in addition to their own for the sake of convenient communication in international affairs. I, on the other hand, want a language for the whole Germanic race, if possible; if not, then for all the English-speaking countries, including also Holland and Skandinavia, which are troubled with a too small number of speakers, and consequently fewer writers and smaller literature. If that is not possible, then I want the United States to adopt this reformed language. I don't want this reformed language to be learned in addition to English, German and Skandinavian, but to take their places entirely. If adopted by the Germanic race we can call it the Anglo-German, or English-German, or Germanic-En-
glish, or Gothic. This, the race can do, if they will, without hurting the feeling of race, as it is only our race and our own words that are combined. Although a Skandinavian, and proud of our brave history and our language and literature, I would, nevertheless, like to see Skandinavian adopt a highly systematized and purified English, or a highly systematized German.

Language has nothing to do with freedom. Isolated people, mentally and socially, have been the weakest. Switzerland speaks German, French and Italian, yet they are among the freest of people. There is a great deal of talk about patriotism that is not patriotism. That measure which serves the country best in education, industry and self-defense is the most patriotic measure. To be well understood by the world is one means of defense.

Volapük aims at a language to facilitate a few rich travelers, importers and diplomats, but does not aim at relieving us from studying the unsystematic languages we now have. His language is to be learned in addition to present tongues. The Amerikan or German-English aims at introducing among our own people the most understanding-helping and memory-helping language that it is possible for human ingenuity
to construct from our own material, and leave other races to do the same. The four Românic people, French, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese in southwestern Europe, and all South America and Mexico might unite French, Spanish and Italian as we unite English, German and Skandinavian. The Românic people might adopt Volapük, as the principal part of that vocabulary is already from Latin roots and might be made more so with a little further simplification of its grammar. The Russians, Slavonians and Poles might unite into another regular, systematic language; the Chinese and Japanese into another. In this way we would have four or five systematic world's languages, and all would be easier to learn than one such unsystematic language as English, German, French or Russian. Each people could adopt these homogeneous and systematized languages without hurting race feeling, and would obtain something they could love and easily understand. It would be better than one language for the whole world, as every tongue has some shades of ideas not possessed by the others, hence thousands of ideas would be lost. Moreover, if there were only one language, one people could not correct their evil tendencies by the better examples and experience among
others. There would be an intellectual monotony. It makes very little difference to us what language is spoken in South America or China. The few importing houses must have agents anyhow that will be ready to learn the language. We have more books now than we can master.

French is the common medium of international communication, but I cannot find out that it has done the French people much good. If we could construct and agree on a good Germanic-English and introduce it, at least among the English-speaking countries, and in all the higher schools of Germany, Holland and Skandinavia, then the Germanic-English will have a better chance of becoming the language of trade than Volapük, which cannot be depended upon in commerce, because there will not be enough of those that understand it, as it is not held up by a solid home population, and it does not ask to be so held up. It is like making Greek or Latin the language of trade. All educated men are said to study Latin, but how far could you travel with it? Volapük is as complex in its grammar as any of the classical tongues, but the former is regular, while the latter is not.

§ 2. "GRAMMATICAL DIFFERENCES."

Volapük has a very ancient type of grammar, while Amerikan has a modern one. Volap-
pük is complex, Amerikan is simple. The former has adopted new and untried forms for cases and personal verb endings, the latter follows the old English and Skandinavian method with verbs and the German method with the articles. All modern languages use the definite and indefinite articles before nouns except the Russians, and they use them in case of emphasis. The Latin has no articles, but it is admitted to be a defect in that language. The great difference between “a king, the king and simply king” is lost. Volapük follows Latin and abolishes the articles. It also abolishes the personal pronouns and conjugates as in Latin, by verbal endings—ob is I, ol is you, om he, of she, os it. Plural adds s in all cases, whether there is s already or not, as obs is we, ols you, oms they, ofs they (fem.), oss they (neut.). Love is löf. I love, thou loveth, he loves, she loves, it loves, we love, you love, they love (men), they love (women), they love (things), is löfob, löfol, löfom, löfof, löfos; plural, löfobs, löfols, löfoms, löfofs and löfoss. I loved is älöfob; I have loved, elöfob, elöfof, elöfom, etc.; I had loved, ilöfob, ilöfol, etc.; I will love, olöfob; I shall have loved, ulöfob. There are special forms for aorist, infinitive, conjunctive, optative, interrogative, reflexive and reciprocal in all
tenses of the active and passive. Most things must be shown by affixes instead of by separate qualifying words, hence the great brevity of this language. Brevity seems to have been a too prominent idea with Brother Schleyer. Highly concentrated words are as unhealthy to the mind as highly concentrated food to the body, hence potatoes with only 25 to 30 per cent of nourishment to go along with pork and beef with 70 to 80 per cent of nourishment, hence coarse food for weak stomachs. There is more time to think and digest what is said with more words or longer words. We must either have diluted food or strong stomachs—strong memories or diluted words. Scientists have acknowledged this truth by using doubly and trebly compounded words to designate natural objects. The English have been very anxious to find diluted memory-helping words for objects about a ship. Sailors have no time to study a long list of short, arbitrary words, hence long self-explaining ones. Here capital has been interested and here there is no hesitation about long terms or about the disturbing association of common words.

Fore-top-mast-stay.       Main-yard.
Main-royal-mast.     Main-top-sail-yard.
Main-top-mast-stay. Mizzen-yard.

We find so long words as "fore-top-mast-main-sail" and "top-gallant-mast-back-stays." Sailors rather use these long words every day than invent short, arbitrary ones, because the latter are too hard on the weak brain, while the tongue never gives out. The brain is a complex, weak apparatus; the tongue is a simple, strong apparatus. Brain-work is dear, tongue-work and lip-work is cheap. Is it, then, a good policy to relieve the tongue and burden the brain? In short words there is not room enough to add suggestive qualifications, hence we must either have long words or long memory, or short words and short brain! Such a language will be good enough for mere trade purposes, but it cannot be good for science, philosophy and common school education, which learning it does not as yet ask or supply.

Volapük has a special form for the dative case, but that case is a stumbling-block in every language in which it is found, because the ideas governing that case are so very much the same as those of the objective case. The dative is only a remote objective and needs no special form. The dative form has been abolished in
English, Swedish, Danish and Norwegian languages, as well as in all the Romanic ones. No inconvenience has been felt on account of the absence of this form. In Greek there is practically no separate form for the dative, as it is, with rare exceptions, like some other case, especially the Nom. and Voc. We can say, "He gave me (dative) a book," and "He saw me" (objective). Even so grammar-strong people as the Germans confound the dative mir with the objective mich; dir and dich and dem Vaterlande, instead of das Vaterland.

Volapük has also a special form for the objective case, the value of which consists in giving more freedom of positions to sentences. We can, however, obtain this freedom in a simpler way, by only adopting our own Germanic accusative sign em or m (who, whom, them, him, ihm, ham, honom), and suffix em to nouns whenever we desire to place the object before the subject or predicate, as Johnem struck James, or James struck John; him saw she, or she saw him. After we have once learned that em is an objective sign, we can use it when we need it, but it is not necessary to burden nouns with that sign when it follows the verb, as we can then tell from position that it is objective. By this means we can have an object-
ive sign and be as free to place the more forcible word first or last, as in Latin, Greek or Volapük. Ex.: James struck John; James Johnem struck; Johnem struck James; Johnem James struck, etc. We can see in all positions who is the object.

Volapük has nearly abolished from the language the useful letter r, because it is difficult to pronounce by the Chinese; hence crime is klim, Africa is Fikop, Europe is Yulop, Russian is Lusan, America is Melop. Everything is new, even proper nouns. Volapük loves especially to increase its vocabulary by means of abstract endings rather than by full, transparent compounding. This is a result of his great love of brevity. Adjectives are placed after nouns, as in French, which Herbert Spencer has shown in his "Philosophy of Style" that that is not psychologically the best, except occasionally for rhetorical effect.

As Volapük has few initial as well as final vowels, and as the few consonantal terminations for verbs must be repeated in every sentence, there is a lack of euphony. The words, however, are well divided into short syllables, and his internal vowels are generally open and spreading, and having avoided combinations hard to be pronounced by children and Asia-
tics, it is well adapted to be a universal language of trade if a sufficient number will learn it.

I do not wish to be understood as discouraging the study of Volapük. The defects in that language as a universal means of communication are unimportant and trifling, and much of it can still be improved. He who studies Volapük comes in contact with a great soul, and that will improve the soul of the learner and teacher. I only claim that the Amerikan or Germanic-English is more adapted to the Germanic race than Volapük, which is based principally on Latin grammar and vocabulary, which cannot be sufficiently loved by our race to introduce it for all purposes, as we need.

The Amerikan, or Germanic-English, has the same excellencies as Volapük, and some that the latter has not. It is just as phonetic and just as regular, except eight irregular verbs and five adjectives, which have been allowed to remain irregular on account of their great frequency and brevity. We might, also, make these regular, and say goodest and havd for best and had, but to do so would look like pedantry. Eight irregular verbs and five adjectives are so few exceptions as to hardly be worth speaking of, and besides this, a few exceptions strengthen
the rule, and better shows what regularity is; and yet this is all the exceptions found in our whole Amerikan grammar. It is more euphonious than Volapük. It has a simpler grammar, for we have no case or verbal endings. It is more transparent, because we use fuller words. For a world's language, probably Volapük is good, but for home use for the Germanic race the Germanic-English is better. The introduction of this language would be one of the greatest monuments that could be raised to our age and country. The most unchangeable and durable language is a simple and regular one, as it is then at its greatest equilibrium. As water desires a simple level, so does language desire simplicity and regularity. We can see through all the centuries how it has striven towards those points. It is the simple and repeated words, or those compounded of such, upon which the tooth of time has gnawed the least. Take the words man and hand, they were the same a thousand years ago. Frequency of repetition ingrafts words into the mind of each generation so thoroughly as to preserve them unchanged. For this reason the affixes and grammatical rules should be few and simple, that they may be often repeated in daily life and thoroughly ingrafted. The Sanskrit, Greek
and Latin are better and more durable monuments of its ancient speakers than the pyramids of Egypt are of the Egyptians, as we can infer more from them for a longer time. A good, simple and regular language would also be the best promoter as well as preserver of knowledge, because it could most easily be relearned in any part of the globe, if it should ever be forgotten, as the Greek, Latin and Anglo-Saxon have been.

**SPECIMENS OF VOLAPÜK.**

Düp kimid binos?—What time is it?
Kimik binom nem onsa?—What is your name?
Kiplad lödons?—Where do you live?
Kodin kimik hanob.—With what can I serve.
Dünön onse? o soll oba!—You? my lord!
Fikop binom gletikum ka Yulop, means Africa is larger than Europe.

Vendels itatime binoms löflik. Stimolsöd ji-manis! Fluks felas äbinoms egelo pöfödik. O cilils! sukolsöd pales!

J. M. Schleyer, the inventor of Volapük, is a retired Catholic Priest; born 1831, in Hungary.

Plea. 12.
CHAPTER pd.

ORGANIZATION AND INTRODUCTION.

I think the best way of working together will be to combine the plans which obtain in the Churches and political parties. There is first a general committee for the whole country, and sub-committees for states and counties, all advocating the same policy. Then the English papers work with their readers, and German and Skandinavian ones with their people. In this way only is success possible in a large and composite population. One section will help influence the other. There might be a supreme council or synod, as in well organized churches, with sub-lodges for the purpose of learning and teaching the Amerikan language, and distribute tracts, and pay say $1.00 per year each member to the Supreme Council or Senate. Owing to the useful and interesting study in such weekly or monthly meetings among young folks, we ought to have a million members in a short time, and money enough to work with. If we could first obtain a respectable DIRECTORY, to meet about twice or four times per year, and be composed of linguists representing Churches, Universities and the Press, I am certain the young folks would gladly march with us. A good working Directory, I do not think, ought
to exceed in number that of the Muses (9), nor under that of the Graces (3). The number of the Muses would probably be best adapted for our purpose. This is the number which Goethe thought made the best company.

It does not make any difference who starts an organization, so it has a good and friendly object. Volapük was started by an obscure linguist born in the little country of Hungaria, J. M. Schleyer. The famous Monitor was invented by John Erickson, born in the little country of Sweden. Only the spirit need be cosmopolitan. It makes no difference what nationality starts the opening movements, for we are all Americans. The Grangers and Farmers' Alliances were begun by Old Natives, and the foreign element joined in. Music and beer-drinking is a German custom joined in by Old Natives. In four or five hundred years all will probably become Americans, having a good language.

The common schools are of course the main channels, but before we can get it there we must first obtain the consent of the older folks, and it is here where the Church and the Press are needed. But who are to influence these institutions? As in every other improvement, some writer must call the attention to some definite
plan, and such writer will be successful in gaining adherents, other things being equal, in proportion to the number of desiderata well met, and the adherents will be successful for the same reasons.

While the Press can most conveniently spread a knowledge of language reform, yet when it comes to actual teaching and introducing, I think the Church is more powerful, if it will. The ministers have nearly all studied a language besides their own; further, the ministers have, in all ages, been leaders in educational matters. They come more into personal contact with young people, whose welfare they work for, and it is so acknowledged. If the Church would exert itself for a good, popular language it would lay the people under grateful obligations, as they are doing in school affairs. Churches have done much, and are doing much, to civilize and refine people, but would they not be recognized as still greater benefactors if they would be instrumental in introducing a good language? A readily understood language is better both for Church and Press, because more people could understand—less illiteracy, more readers and hearers.

Again, this language would be the best means of melting all citizens into one brotherhood.
This would be another field for noble work. To the several religions it will make no difference, as that depends on individual work at home. All religions are preached in the same language. We can safely hope that where there is a will there is a way. Some one may ask, What will become of Law, Medicine and Old Literature? We answer, for a time there must be two languages, as there is and has been in many European countries, a home language and a school language. Lawyers, doctors and ministers must continue to study the old English or German, in addition to the new, everyday language, and this would be a source of honor and profit to them instead of loss. Ministers study Greek and Latin for the sake of the Church, now.

In regard to Old Literature, we answer, translate! Not one book in a thousand is worth translating. Moses, Solomon, Homer, Socrates, Goethe and Shakespeare have been translated into all civilized languages. And even if a little rhyme, which we can get along without, should be destroyed, should be lost, it will hardly be desired to speak a poor language for ever on that account. Writers will yet arise as great as those mentioned. We shall soon have as extensive a literature as we now
have, and probably a better one. School-books must be bought constantly anyhow.

The author of this book would gladly spend his time in visiting ministers, editors and universities, if he could be able to make money enough to travel and do so. He can make his living all right by staying home on his farm, but the farm will not enable him to pay printers, buy new types and paper on a large scale, but if his books are patronized he will gladly spend for the cause of a good language whatever he makes out of that language, and do his share to help bring into existence a supervising council. If a few Churches would send delegates to some central convention a council might easily enough be formed. If this author is encouraged other and better authors will spring up, and something may be done for poor school children in a large and patriotic way. If he is not supported, no one else will invest money in language improvement.

CHAPTER pk.

GRAMMAR OF THE AMERIKAN LANGUAGE.

§ 1.

Now comes the tug of war! Here we have to stop tearing down. Now comes the inspection and judgment of the new house! Will
the future masters accept the building, wholly or partially? Is the house large enough? The foundation broad enough? Is it high enough? Is it ornamental enough? Will the builder be encouraged to go on?

§ a.

DECLENSION, CONJUGATION AND COMPARISON.

These are the great trinity in grammar, and is of ten times more value than all other things combined, because they occur in every sentence, while other points appear only occasionally. It is furthermore of the utmost importance that the system of declension, conjugation and comparison should be so well constructed, and so much in harmony with the nature of language in general, that its friends may be willing to let it stand unchanged.

It can readily be seen that this is the first and most necessary agreement. Here are students learning it in different parts of the world. Some will become aware of a change during one month, others at other times, and great confusion will arise from disagreement among its friends. We may change spelling, prefixes, suffixes, single words and compounds, and yet all these will not cause one-tenth the confusion as a change in declension, conjugation and com-
parison, as each of those other ideas occur only occasionally, and are more or less explained by context, but the latter appear so frequently as soon to become a part of the mind.

The importance of agreeing on declension, conjugation and comparison was seen fifteen years ago, hence all the Germanic, Romanic, Greek, Latin, Russian and Slavonic grammars have been ransacked that we might have suggested to us the best possible grammatical inflections. I have consulted ministers and professors of language from year to year, translated chapter after chapter of this or that book to try the inflections and the language, and then changed the inflections from time to time, as consultation and actual experience progressed from one year to another. In 1872 and 1873 I traveled over 400 miles to stay three months at the University of Wisconsin, in order to have daily consultations with its Professors, especially Carpenter Feuling, R. B. Anderson and others. Short and simple as this grammar is, I am actually ashamed to tell any one how much time and thought I have spent on the inflectional forms of this language.

In adopting affixes for declension, conjugation und comparison, several ideas had to be harmonized. First, the forms must be as Ger-
manic and as conservative as possible, to be in harmony with the taste and history of our people, for which they are intended; second, the forms must be euphonious, to make them sound pleasantly in speaking and singing; third, the forms must be as short as possible, on account of their great frequency; fourth, one form must be well distinguished from every other form; fifth, they must be of such nature as to be capable of being added to all words where they are applicable, in other words, they must be capable of following the adopted rules with euphony and clearness. We have preserved from the old grammar all that could be preserved compatible with euphony, purity and clearness. Where we have been obliged to deviate from our own grammar, the next best thing was to be in harmony with other tried languages. This will facilitate acquisition, and hence make it more adapted to international communication among other nations.

§ 8 a. MORE VOWELS.

It was shown in chapter 88, on the “Defects of the English Language,” Defect No. 5, that we have entirely too few vowels. It is in vowels that euphony and musicalness principally lie. A consonant is the strong male; a vowel the beautiful female. A consonant desires a
vowel and a vowel a consonant, just as the man attracts the woman and a woman attracts a man. We find, therefore, that the best sounding words are those where vowels and consonants are pretty evenly blended. We cannot do much to change ordinary words, which we must generally take as we find them. The easiest method to enrich our language with vowels is to adopt them for inflectional purposes, as inflections are merely the turning pins of language. In this way the words themselves remain unchanged, and only qualifying letters are added.

§ 0. FORMING THE PLURAL.

Rule—Words ending on a vowel add the consonant s, as 1 da (day), 2 das; 1 flï (fly), 2 flïs; and words ending on a consonant add the vowel a (as heard in and), as 1 hïs (house), 2 hïsa; 1 hors, 4 horsa; 1 hand, 2 handa.

Let us now ask, have we fulfilled all the beautiful promises as well as they can be fulfilled? The promise of making the forms Germanic, conservative, short, euphonious and in harmony with language in general? We think we have. The Anglo-Saxons formed plurals by adding a; plural of hand is handa, of son (son) is suna. The Friesic, the oldest branch of the German tongue, did the same, as hond
(hand), plural *honda*. The Germans and Skandinavians form many plurals on *a*, but this sounds something like *a*, and was more often *a* in ancient times. In principle it is the same. They use a vowel to form the plural and that, too, a related one, as ein *hund* (hound), zwei *hunde*; eine *hand*, zwei *hände*; Skan. en *hest* (a horse), 2 *hest*; en *hund*, 2 *hunde*. In Irish *e* or *a* is used to form the plural, as *seamrog* (shamrock), pl. *seamroga*; *clearseac* (harp), pl. *clearseaca*; sometimes *t* comes before the final vowel, as *seol* (sail), pl. *seolta*; *mur* (wall), pl. *murt*; peist, pl. peiste. The Italians end most of their plurals on *e* or *i*, as *la casa* (the house), but pl. *le case* (kahsa); *cavallo* (horse), *cavalli* (horses). In Latin we have also plurals on *a*, as *exem-plum*, pl. *exempla*; *regnum* (kingdom), pl. *regna*. In Greek all plurals in the nominative end on vowels, except in the third declension, with *es*. Most plurals take *a* and *ai*. Ex.: *Morion*, pl. *moria*. In Slavonic *a*, *e* and *i* are used much as plural signs, as *tat* (thief), pl. *tata*; *grad* (castle), pl. *grada* or *gradovi*; *zob* (tooth), pl. *zoba* or *zobre*. In Swedish nouns an *r* is often added to the *a*, as *arm* (arm), pl. *armar*, but plural definite adjectives always end on *a*, as the good ones, the mighty ones, *de goda*, *de mägtiga*. We have shown, I think,
that *a* as a plural sign obtains in the Germanic, Irish, Romanic, Latin, Greek and Slavonic tongues, hence it must be in harmony with language in general, as well as with our own family. It cannot be made shorter than *a* and *s*—one letter only in each case. It cannot be made more euphonious than an open, spreading vowel. The rule can also be applied in all cases, without one exception! We need not say much about *s*, as that is retained from the old grammar. *S* is a good coalescing sound much favored by the Greeks, but we use it too much in the present English. *S* is a plural sign in English, French, Spanish, Portuguese and Volapük.

What an easy and simple rule for forming the plural, namely, vowels take *s*, and consonants take *a*. No exceptions. Now we have a dozen ways of forming plurals, and some nouns have no plurals. That throws a doubt on all words. Each word necessitates an act of special memory. We say 2 ḗãs, 3 kãs (3 cows), 4 rœs (4 rows), 5 ūs (5 shoes), but 2 wôrda (2 words), 4 handa, 5 pena, 3 horsa, 2 kata, 3 mœsa (3 mice), 2 was, 3 roda.

§ 6. POSSESSIVE CASE.

**Rule**—Consonants add *ω*, as heard in *old*, and vowels *nω*. Examples: Manω hata (man’s
hats); horșō firō (horse's feed or the feed of the horse or the feed owned by the horse); the hat owned by the man; handō strongi (strength of the hand). *Strength* being such a harsh-sounding combination of vowels, we have changed such abstract nouns as strength, length, height, depth, width and breadth to regular and euphonious self-explaining derivative abstracts, by adding the old abstract sound ɨ to the corresponding adjectives, strong, long, high, deep, wide and broad, and say strongi (strength), Ger. stärke, Skan. stürke; longi (length), Ger. länge, Skan. længde; hii, Ger. höhe; dipi, Ger. tiefe; widi, brodɨ (breite). The boredo longi (the length of the board).

We cannot give so many direct precedents of ə or o as a possessessive sign as we did of a as a plural sign, but the principle of using a vowel to designate the possessive is very general in language. We find in Anglo-Saxon the possessive plural very frequently end on a or əna, as scipu (ships), the possessive is scipa (of ships); handa is plural nominative and singular possessive, and even plural possessive, one sign for three ideas! In Irish we also find a vowel to designate the possessive case. In Slavonic vowels very frequently give the possessive. In Latin a, u and i are used as possessive sign, and
in plural *orum* (ohroom). In Greek the sound of *o* is usually used in connection with *n* to form the plural possessive; *logoi* (words), possessive *logon* (of words); *nautia* (sailors), *nauton* (of sailors). Our possessive ending *o* may be looked upon as an abbreviated Greek possessive. In the singular we find *ou* used much as a possessive sign, as *demou* (of people), dative *demo* (to people), pl. possessive *demon*. In Irish we find *o* (*o*, oh) used much as possessive in so frequent words as pronouns, as me (*I*), *mo* (*my*), thu (*thou*), *do* (*thine*).

What first suggested *o* as a possessive sign was the little word *own* (*on*). For some time we did say "manon hat," but as this ended on a consonant, the *n* was dropped, under the feeling that English has too few vowels. This sign was thus made shorter and more euphonious. We have, however, other direct examples of *o* being used as possessive sign, as Greek nom. *neos* (temple), poss. *neo* (of temple); *antegeon* (chamber), poss. *antegeo* (of chamber). We have taken *o* to form the possessive after consonants because we wanted a vowel, also because *o* springs from our word, *on* (*own*), *ownership*. This vowel is the most suggestive and euphonious we can have, and it has more direct and indirect examples in its favor.
than any other vowel we can find. At last we may say we have taken o as a possessive sign after consonants as a mechanical necessity. We have seen a has been taken to form the plural, as one hand, two handa, and we cannot use the same sign for so frequent and different ideas, as that would lead to misunderstanding and be less artistic, less scientific, less variety, less euphonious and more monotonous. Neither can we take o as heard in or, for that is the most universally used vowel to designate the past tense in verbs, as we shall soon show. (I love, lovo, lovd.) Neither can we take i, as that is an extensive adjective sign, as windi (windy), sandi (sandy), stoni, wateri. Neither can we take ĵ (i as heard in ice) to form the possessive, as that is best adapted to serve as an abstract ending, being so used in all the Germanic languages. Ex.: tyranny; the final y was originally i, and pronounced by some people as ee and by others as ĵ. The Germans say tyrannei (pro. tyrani); Skandinavian tyrani (pro. tyrani, tyranei'); ĵ is also an abbreviation of the German abstract endings keit and keit (hit, kite); Hollandish heid (híd); longi (length), German lange (pro. langay); brođi (breadth), German breite (pro. britay). Neither can we take a (a as heard in arm, far) as a possessive sign, as
that is eminently a feminine sign in all civilized languages, and of which every linguist is already aware. We find Julius, Julia (ah); Frederik, Frederika. We have, therefore, adopted α (ah) as the feminine suffix. Ex. frend (friend), frenda (female friend); Ger. freundin, Skan. veninde; héroïne (heroine), singa (female singer); Ger. sängerin, Skan. sange-rinde. Although α (ah, arm) is felt as a feminine suffix in all languages, yet the Spaniards, and especially the Italians, make the most extended use of it for that purpose, and use this suffix even to increase their vocabulary, as señor (lord, sir), señora (lady, madame); hermano (brother), hermana (sister). In Italian zio (pro. tzee-oh) is uncle, but aunt is zia; figlio (son, pro. feeleeoh, filio), but daughter is figlia.

Having a feminine suffix, it would hardly be treating the males fairly not to have a masculine suffix also. As the long sound of ee (ɪ) is associated with the masculine pronoun he (hɪ), we have taken that to conveniently distinguish the masculine from the feminine in nouns and verbs, as frend (male friend), frenda (female friend); singɪ, singa; tɪchɪ, tɪcha (male or female teacher). This “ɪ” (ee) is an open, spreading and clear sound. The ee (ɪ) is now used with a few words to denote the recipient of certain
acts, as payer and payee, drawer and drawee. This is a French idea, but has no good holding in language. The relation is an objective one, and we have therefore associated it with the objective jm (him), Ger. ihm, Skan. ham. jm does not show case as em, but only denotes a recipient relation, as payer, payjm (payeem); the ee (!) sound is preserved, but differentiated by m, drawer, draweem, drojm.

As "!" (ee), the masculine suffix, terminates the masculine pronoun h¿ (he), so ought "a," the feminine suffix, to terminate the feminine pronoun, as ha (she.) We might have said ska, but that does not sound well. To use h for both masculine and feminine pronouns is an old Germanic principle. The Anglo-Saxons said he for he and heo for she. In Danish and Norwegian he is han and she is hun (hoon). In the dialects ho, ha or hu: The difference is only in the vowel. Swedish he is han and she is hon. The same holds in the Friesic, the oldest branch of the German language, as hit (it), hi (he), hju or hu (she). In Irish he is se and she is si. h¿ (he), hjm (him), ha (she), ham (her, objective).

Neither can we take for the possessive token and sound "u" u, as in ooze, rude, or as o in do (du), because that sound being associated with
the early word dū (doo, do) is the most fitting and suggestive termination we can find to serve as a general verbalizer. "ū" is an abbreviation of "dū" (do), as "fy" is an abbreviation of the Latin facio (I do, I make), and as "i" is an abbreviation of hē (he), "a" of hā (she), "o" of on (own), "i" of heit, keit and heid, as "d" in loved is an abbreviation of did, and did of dodo (dūdū).

We very much need an abbreviated Germanic suffix by which to render adverbs, adjectives and nouns into verbs conveniently. ū (oo), from dū (do), can serve us as well as fy, from facio, in Latin and French. We have now on, fy, ize, ate, and many others. This is a defect before explained in chapter pp, on "Defects of the English Language," Defect No. 4. As in a large business we do best to delegate each particular work to special superintendents, so is it best in language to delegate special work to special affixes, hence "ū" is our general verbalizer, as darken is darkū, that is dark-do shortened to darkū. Shorten is shortū; widen is widū; beauty is jōnī; beautiful, jōn; beautify, jōntū: systemize is ordsetū; systematic is ordsetĭ or ordsetik; terminate, endū; exterminate, out-ridū: example, bīspūl; exemplify, bīspūlu.

The diphthongs, o (oil) and ə (owl), are not
euphonious enough for a very much used possessive affix, which must also often help to form compound words: statowesn, affairs of state; Ger. staatswesen; Skan. statsväsen. Here the "ö" comes in nicely to part the hard consonants and lend euphony to the word. How much more musical than s!

The new sounds, ü and ö, though fine open, spreading vowels, are not sufficiently known to serve such prominent purpose as forming the possessive case, and even if taken could not be better than "o." The short vowels, u (but), "u" (full) and e (let), cannot be used for affixes, as they cannot be prolonged and accented well enough. Only a (ay) is left, and that is used as imperative sign, and also with an, as the wisan (the wise one).

§ 6. POSSESSIVE CASE—Continued.

The no after vowels may puzzle some one at first. The n is a euphonistic letter thrown in to assist the pronunciation, and as n is the easiest pronounced consonant we have, and has the best foundation in language, it has been adopted for that purpose. The Romans strengthen the possessive case by inserting n, virgo, virginis; natio, nationis; religio, religionis; sermo, sermonis. In Greek we find auxœ and auxanœ (to increase). Nearly all languages use euphon-
istic letters. English $n$ is already employed as such. Ex.: a hen, but an owl. As $n$ in this case is added to $a$ to assist the articulation, so is $n$ prefixed to the "o" after vowels. There is this objection to no, that it looks like the negative adverb no, but the negative affixes are always prefixed; besides that, we have changed no to nay, as the Anglo-Saxons had it. It ought to have been changed long ago, so as not to have the same sound as know. We ought to have different sounds for different ideas, at least very common ideas. When know becomes no and no na (nay), there will not be any misleading associations about this affix. N is a highly-favored sound in all languages. Ex.: Mano hat (man's hat). The possessive of fly becomes aflno, and fly's wings aflno winga; da, poss. dano, and day's burdens becomes dano burdna.

Now let us see how beautifully we can form the possessive of the plural. Plural is formed by adding $a$ after consonants and $s$ after vowels. 1 afl, 2 afIs; 1 wörda, 2 wörda. The possessive adds $o$ after consonants and no after vowels. afl, poss. aflno, pl. afIs, pl. poss. afIsno; word, poss. wördo, pl. wörda, pl. poss. wördano; da, dano, das, dasno. Having a doubly constructed rule to meet the double nature of letters, namely,
consonants and vowels, we cannot become entangled.

This mode of forming the possessive will give an Italian sweetness to the sound of many words, and do much to make the language liked and studied by our neighbors in Mexico and South America and Southern Europe if we should adopt it. Here is a list of very common Italian words:

*Italiano* (pro. eetahleeahnoh, *italiano*), *vendo*, *vendi* (ee), *vendono*, *erano*, *sono*, *eglino*, *qualcuno*, *hanno*. Spanish, *veneno*, *tresoro*, *camino*, *mundo* (*mbondoh*), *mano*; *hermosa manana* (beautiful morning), *Castellano*.

Now as many of our plurals end on *a* (as heard in *at, and*), we have such words as *wörda*, *handa*, *housa*; poss. plural, *wördanö*, *handanö*, and *häsano*.

§ 1. **EXTRA OBJECTIVE SIGN.**

The objective case is formed by adding *em* to the nominative only when we desire the object to precede the subject or predicate. *Him saw he*, or *He saw him*; *Johnem saw Smith*, or Smith saw *John*. An objective case, it is true, is not of so much value as a possessive one, which all Germanic languages have clung to in prosperity and adversity, yet an extra objective
sign is well to have in case we want to allow ourselves the same freedom of position enjoyed by the Greeks, Romans or in Volapük. “ο” will also be occasionally used as an adverbial sign, as s in German or o in Volapük. nito, Ger. nachts.

§ 5. PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

On this point I think it is better to be pretty conservative, and to take the personal pronouns as they are, with nearly all the irregularity that is in them, because they are so frequent and so thoroughly registered in the mind that a change will hurt the feelings of the people more here than anywhere else. It is fortunate, however, that in this case we can allow them to be irregular and actually improve the language in doing so, as they are shorter than the regular method would have made them. For instance, i (I) and mi (my); the my would become ino, as the rule is to add “no” after vowels to form the possessive, but a word like my (mi), which is spoken so often by so many men, had better be short. It will make innumerable sentences understood the first time they are seen by leaving the pronouns intact, or nearly so. The only change made in the present pronouns is for the purpose of avoiding likeness with some other form that might lead to confusion, as thee (st) is
changed to *soum* (*səm*) to avoid the article *the* (*ə*). It would not do to have so frequent words alike. *She* has been changed to *ha* to make it end on "*ə*," the feminine suffix, in order to establish a suggestive harmony between suffix and pronoun, as before explained. We are obliged also to have *u* with the possessive of *h* and *ha* (she), so as not to collide with the plural forms on *s*, as *h* (his), *h* (they, mas.), *h* (they, fem.) Plural is formed by adding *s* after vowels and *no* after consonants. The *ə* is dropped with so frequent words as pronouns, as here there is no danger of its being mistaken for the past participle by dropping the *ə*, which would be the case with other words. We have tried as much as possible to keep the old forms and also to reduce them to monosyllables, as they are so frequent. The plural objective of *h* (he) we call *hem*, being a contraction of *he* and *them*. The regular form for the plural objective of *ha* (she) would be *hasem*, *ha* being the singular nominative, *s* the plural sign, and *em* the objective sign; but *hasem* is rather long for so frequent word, and does not need the aid of composition and regular derivation to make it suggestive, as more rare words do. Frequency of repetition will ingraft these words into the mind firmly enough anyhow.
We have therefore called *hasem lem*, the last being a contraction of *lady* and *them*; *tem*, from *it* and *them*. This will also make a good distinction between the singular and plural of *itm* and *tem* and *them*. As we have special forms for the *masculine, feminine* and *neuter* pronouns in the singular number, we ought to have such distinctions in the plural. In Slavonic there is such distinction, also in Volapük. It will be convenient in stories when speaking of man and woman in the plural as well as in the singular. There is a new pronoun that we actually need, and which has been pointed out many years ago by several grammarians. That is a pronoun to stand for *h3* or *ha* (he or she). Ex.: “Let every person think of *his* and *her* duty.” If we had a pronoun of the third person, common gender, we would not need to repeat as above. The pronoun *ir* (eer) has been taken, as it is short, of old standing, and as it will establish suggestive harmony between pronoun and the personal endings of many nouns, as *er* is changed to *ir* (old form), which will be explained under Comparison. Sendir (eer), writir, workir, payim (payee), etc.
§ 81. LIST OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c. g.</th>
<th>c. g.</th>
<th>mas.</th>
<th>fem.</th>
<th>neut.</th>
<th>c. g.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ی</td>
<td>یه</td>
<td>حی</td>
<td>حا</td>
<td>حی</td>
<td>یر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>می</td>
<td>مه</td>
<td>هم</td>
<td>هان</td>
<td>هام</td>
<td>یو</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مه</td>
<td>می</td>
<td>هم</td>
<td>هام</td>
<td>هام</td>
<td>یم</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>وی</td>
<td>وه</td>
<td>هس</td>
<td>هاس</td>
<td>هاس</td>
<td>یا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ور</td>
<td>ور</td>
<td>هس</td>
<td>هس</td>
<td>هس</td>
<td>یر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>وس</td>
<td>وس</td>
<td>هم</td>
<td>هم</td>
<td>هم</td>
<td>یس</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The archaic forms, mine and thine are also preserved.

ARTICLES.

**Singular.**

Nom. ی (the)  
Poss. ین (of the)  
Obj. یم (to the)

**Plural.**

Nom. یه (the)  
Poss. یه (of the)  
Obj. یه (to the)

We vary the articles for case and number for the sake of variety and clearness, and to obtain more freedom of position.

§ 82. "سن, سیگ, مان."

The above words are of great convenience in language, and have been employed in Anglo-Saxon and in German tongues from Ulfila's days (Fourth Century) down to the present
time. *Sin*, Ger. *sein*, Skan. *sin*, A.-S. *sin*, Goth. *seins*, Lat. *suus-, a-, um*. The Skandinavians make the most profitable use of it, as they use *sin* only when it refers to the subject, otherwise *his*, *her* (hennes) or *its*. In this way we shall use it, as we can thus obtain a valuable subjective and objective distinction. *Sig* is a general reflexive pronoun used in German. Ex.: *He* hurt himself, or *She* hurt herself, will be, *He hört sig*, *Ha hört sig*. Ger. *sich*, Skan. *sig*, Goth. *sis* or *sik*, Lat. and Fr. *se*. *Man* is an indefinite personal pronoun much needed, and a slight introduction is already begun in Harvard and Yale, as *Man says* (they say, one says), Ger. *man sagt*, Skan. *man siger*, Fr. *on dit*. *Man kan not find him* (they cannot find him). For specimens of application see Readl (Reader).

§ 88. CONJUGATION OF VERBS.

*Rule*—Past tense is formed by adding *d* to vowels, I *sow*, I *sowd* (sod); bird’s *fly*, birds *flyd* (flid); and by adding *o* to consonants—*o* as heard in *or, on, all*; I *drink*, I *drinko*; they *work*, they *worko* (workaw, did work).

We need not say anything in defense of *d*, as that is the old method preserved, but those words that end on consonants ought certainly
to have a more musical suffix than the extremely harsh $d$ and $t$ added as they are without an intervening pronounced vowel, as $lovd$, $workt$, $shortnd$. As explained before, vowels are the best friends of consonants, and as English has very few vowels, we taken a vowel to form the past tense (imperfectum) after consonants.

The other vowels are used for other purposes, but $o$ has been reserved for the past tense, as it is by all odds the vowel most associated with this tense in language. Anglo-Saxon $ic$ $nime$ (I take), $we$ $nimadh$ in the present plural, but in the past tense it changes $a$ to $o$, $we$ $namon$ (we took, tako); $were$ is $waron$. In the Swedish the $n$ is worn off but $o$ is retained, as $voro$ (were); A.-S. $æton$, Swed. $dto$ (ate), and this final vowel is also retained in the Norwegian dialects, as $we$ $ate$, $we$ $drank$, $we$ $went$, etc., is $vi$ $aato$, $vi$ $drukko$, $vi$ $gingo$, $vi$ $spunno$, $vi$ $soto$. In Swedish we $bound$, we $språng$, we $found$, we $won$, we $sang$, is $vi$ $bundo$, $vi$ $sprungo$, $vi$ $funno$, $vi$ $vunno$, $vi$ $sjöngo$. The Icelandic uses $u$ with past tense, as $brunnu$, $risu$, $foru$, $gafu$, also, $fJo$, $go$, $do$, etc. The Germans and French employ $e$, as Ger. $liebte$, Fr. $amai$, amé, $venu$, etc. Vowels are very prominently associated with past tense, but $o$ more than any other. The Old Icelandic past tense sign $u$ has
become the modern Swedish and Norwegian o, as Icl. brunnu, in the latter brunno. In Friesic, the oldest branch of the German, is o again associated with the past tense in the same way as in Anglo-Saxon, with an n. Makiath (make), makadon (made, mako) and lerdon, brochton, etc. In Italian, Spanish and Portuguese the vowel o always ends the past participle, as united is unido and unito; loved is amado and amato. O is therefore associated with the past form of verbs in Northern and Southern Europe and in all South America, and yet we have not told all, for o is furthermore employed as a final vowel with the past tense in Slavonic, as delam (I work), delas (thou workest), dela (he works); but I worked is delajmo; I bent, nagnimo, from nagnem (I bend); vucimo (I taught) from vucim (I teach). In the last class of words o is the only distinction between the present and past, as vucim (i tich), vucimo (i ticho, teached); h1 lovo (he lovd); i drinko (drank); we spino (spun), Swed. vi spunno. In Greek o is also used along with the past form of verbs.

§ 80. PRESENT AND PAST PARTICIPLES.

and has such a stronghold in all Germanic languages for the present participle that its adoption can only be a question of form. To use
the same suffix *ing* for so different ideas as present participle and verbal nouns is misleading and inartistic. Prof. Marsh has recommended *and* for pres. part., but *and* is more musical; besides *and* is more in harmony with other languages and with the pronunciation of the Anglo-Saxon which did call *a* (far), as *lusigand* (loving); *hyrende*, *hearing* (not hearing, the noun); Am. *luvand*, *hirand* (verbal noun *hiring*). *andi*, *ande*, *ando* might be adopted as our suffix, but it is so frequent an ending that it must be short; *luvand*, *komand*, *readand*, *skriband* (writing); *and* in Anglo-Saxon is *end* or *and*, Old Friesic *ande*, Danish and Norwegian *ende*, German *end*, French *ent* or *ant*, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese *endo* or *ando*, Swedish *ande* and Icelandic *andi*; Latin *endi*, *endo*, *andi* or *ando* (Gerundium).

§ 52. PAST PARTICIPLE.

Concerning the past participle we need not say much, for in this case we have only extended the present use of *en* or *n* to all verbs without exceptions. To have the same form for past tense and past participle is not Germanic nor artistic, as it lacks variety, clearness and euphony. *n* is used in all Germanic languages with the p. p. more or less. Ex. Eng. *fall,
fell, fallen; Am. fohn, Ger. gefallen, Skan. falden (from falde, fall), Icel. fallinn; Hol. gevallen, A.-S. gefeallen.

Rule—en added after m and n; after all other words n alone, as h₁ kom (comes), ha (she) komo (came), h₂ has komen; w₁ win, w₁ wino (won), w₁ hav winen; hav givn, s̩n, workn and lov'n. n is the most coalescing and musical consonant we have, and is much favored in all languages.

There are eight irregular verbs, viz: do, is, have, may, can, will, shall and worth (to become), which have been excepted on account of brevity and frequency. (See Reader.)

§ 80. COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES.

As we merely make a slight modification of the old Germanic method of adding er, est to ar and ast for the sake of euphony, we need not say much on this point. e is such a short, unmusical vowel that it is not good for inflective purposes, hence we have adopted the open, spreading Swedish suffixes, ar and ast. These endings were also used by the Anglo-Saxons, as sidh (late), sidhra or sidhor and sidhast; Swed. kår (dear), kärare, kärast, evenly pronounced, with a slight accent on the first syllable. The regular comparison in Icelandic is to add ari and astr to the stem. Colder and cold-
est is kaldari and kaldastr. Our comparison is then long, longar, longast; hị (high), hịar, hịast, except five irregular adjectives, viz: good or well, bad or ill, much, many and little, which remain as before.

er has also been discarded as a personal ending in place of ẓr (eer) for the old form ir, to obtain a more open, spreading suffix, and also to establish a suggestive harmony between the personal ẓr (hị or ha, he or she) and those words referring to personal actors, as ẓdar (reader), hị or ha (she) that reads. Now a book is also called reader.

It is certainly an incomplete language which does not distinguish between persons and things (Ger. leser, lesbuch). In order to bring the language up to the highest point of transparency it will be necessary to provide ourselves with a sign for the impersonal agent as well as for the personal agent, as those thoughts are very frequent and the same word is often used for both ideas. For instance, a machine that thrashes out our grain is called a thrasher, and the person that manages the machine is also called a thrasher. How can we, then, always be sure in such cases whether the thing or the person is meant? Some one might naturally suggest that as the common personal pronoun
ur (hí or há) is employed to indicate the personal agent, so might the neuter or impersonal pronoun it be employed to indicate the impersonal agent, but we need it for another neuter or impersonal indication in which the English language is extremely poor, namely, to show the neuter adjective. This is a point specially lamented by the learned American linguist, Prof. J. P. Marsh. The Greeks have their neuter form To kalon, which conveys an idea we cannot express, even by circumlocution, as that weakens the force of the expression. We have too many useless affixes and not enough useful ones. The Germans, having a masculine, feminine and neuter article, can say der Gute, die Gute, das Gute. We can say the good also, but how indefinite, generic and meaningless in comparison with Greek, German and Skandinavian den goda och det goda. I am satisfied we can drill the Amerikan language into excelling them all, and do it so regularly and with so little material, that we shall hardly know we have a grammar after all, on account of its great regularity. We can excel them because we are resting on their shoulders, if we are only willing to use the material at our disposal. Let us try the German der Gute. That means the good man if the talk is about persons, if
about cattle der Gute means the good ox; der being a masculine article, der Gute means the good he one, die Gute the good she one, das Gute the good it, the good in the general or abstract. Unlike our English the good, das Gute cannot refer to persons in singular or plural, and in this definiteness of the idea lies its strength and beauty. Let us now make some use of the grammatical material already established. We have the masculine suffix ə (ee), to denote masculinity, and "a" to denote femininity, singə, female singer; ha singer or she singer; Ger. sängerin, Skan. sangerinde, sangə (he singer), singə (she singer), singər (he or she singer).

Now as the Germans say der Gute (the good he one), we can say the goodə; for die Gute (the good she one), we can say the goodə, and for das Gute (the impersonal or abstract good), we can say the goodit. Das schöne, the schönit, and so on with all the adjectives in the language. Just as the Germans prefix das we can suffix it; our own neuter pronoun is very expressive for this purpose. So far we have caught up with the truly great German language, but we can give the same ideas in the plural, and they cannot. Der Gute means the good he one, the
good. Now we vary the article for case and number as in German, hence we can say *d* (the, plural), *d* good, *d* good, *d* good, (a the plural sign after consonants). Die guten is alike in all genders plural, and can therefore no longer show masculinity, femininity and the neuter. The Skandinavians can say de gode or de goda, which mean the same as the German die guten. Our sister languages are yet ahead of us in other respects, which of course we can catch up with by adopting their methods, and probably systematize and add to it for the good of us all. All Germanic material is our ancient inheritance. The Germans and Skandinavians can use the present participle as a personal noun and form plurals from it, and we cannot; they can, moreover, show masculinity, femininity and the neuter with it, while we can show nothing of the kind, except by weakening circumlocution. For instance, der liebende, die liebende, das liebende, die liebenden. As we have now established a separate form for the present participle on and, we can now give those ideas as well as the Germans and Skandinavians, as the lovand, the lovanda, the lovandit (the loving thing) and *d* lovandira or lovanda (common gender). It will be noticed that we obtain these valuable distinctions simply by add-
ing a masculine, feminine and neuter suffix, without disturbing the natural relations of the genders, but look at the terribly high price the Greeks, the Germans and Skandinavians pay for these distinctions. They must use der, die, das, Skan. den and det, as well as different endings, but by varying the articles for gender they have thrown a complexity and burden onto the learner that is hard to master. To the natives who learn this system of genders in early life when time is not of much value, it is all right, probably, but such system is not suited to a cosmopolitan language. If we could obtain their ideas in a simple way, it would be a godsend.

We have, however, to train our American bird to higher flights than we have yet done in order to come up to them. They can change their verbs into an infinitive noun with the suffix en, as well as into a verbal noun with ung or ing, and into a participial noun with ende or ande. We have now the two last but not the first, for this reason we have taken the Anglo-Saxon infinitive ending an (an) to stand as the sign of the infinitive noun. Ex.: singan, A.-S. singan or syngan, Ger. singen (das singen), Skan. syngen or English singing. The last is participial and verbal noun also. At last we have not their forcible imperative, opta-
tive and conjunctive forms, which we must endeavor to obtain in the same simple and cheap way as we have obtained their other ideas. Again, other languages pay a high price also for these valuable distinctions. Some words take umlaut (vowel change), others add e, others both umlaut and e and others remain unchanged. The forms once laid down must be used, whether specially needed or not. We have adopted an imperative, optative and conjunctive form to be used only for emphasis and poetry. "a" being so much like the one employed in Greek, Anglo-Saxon and Skandinavian, has been adopted. We can ordinarily say in the imperative, "leave it!" The imperative is like the infinitive, which causes no confusion, as we have the infinitive sign to (ta). If, however, we should desire to make the command emphatic, especially in writing, where we cannot make *leave it* emphatic by the voice, we can add "a," nearly the same sound as used in German e and Greek a, thus emphatic imperative is *leava!* Ger. *verlasse* (pr. *ferlasa*), Greek *leipá*! When the word ends on a vowel a euphonistic t is added, as go, emphatic imperative *gøta*. ø has been adopted as the optative, the wishing form, ø as heard in *earn* (örn); ø being much like the exclamatory vowel o (oh!), is
suggestive for this purpose, as ò is much associated with hoping and praying. "O! God, givò this. ònske in Skan. is wish; ò is also found in the German optative möge. He lovò (oh, that he may love); Ger. möge er lieben, lovò hì! When the word ends on a vowel we insert m, as gòmò (please go, wish would go). m and a vowel is the standard Greek method of forming the optative, as phainò (to show), optative phainoimi (please show), imperative phaina, infinitive phainein; Am. fòan. mö is also in the German optative möge. Volapük adds ös to form the optative.

i is adopted as a special conjunctive form, as i is the nearest we can come to the final Anglo-Saxon, German and Skandinavian e used for that purpose. A.-S. mæg, conjunctive mæge; Ger. mochte; Skan. mätte; lovi, if I love. When the word ends on a vowel f is further added to divide the vowels and give us a fully suggestive suffix of our own material, as I goiòf, if I go.

As I cannot find a special interrogative form in any of the Germanic languages, I have not supplied one, as I am only a collector and systematizer of the ideas already found in one or the other of the Germanic tongues, and having selected the good points and left out the bad, I
cannot see why the Amerikan language should not be better than the others, as we have rested on their shoulders and they have not rested on ours.

§ 26. IMPERSONAL AGENT SIGN.

*Thrasher* (machine) and *thrasher* (person) cannot be sufficiently discriminative. *Reader* (person) and *reader* (book) is bad. *I* is adopted to stand as a sign for the impersonal agent, as *r* stands for the personal agent. *Thrashr*, he who thrashes; *thrashl*, the thing which thrashes. *Readr*, person who reads; *readl*, the thing which reads or is being read. *I* is found now to serve as such differentiator. *Hand* and *handl*, what is being held in the hand; *shover*, person; *shovel*, the thing that shoves. *I* or *el* is a liquid and coalescing letter, and much favored in language. *El* is the Arabic article *the*. Ex.: Bible, Bibl, *bib* (book) and *I* (the), *the book*. *Readl*, the reader impersonal. *The* is in Fr. *le*, *la*; Ital. *il*, *la*.; Span. *la*, *lo*, *el*. *El* is a standard sign of the active past participle in Slavonic, as *nesel*, carried, from *nasem*, I carry; *nesen*, been carried, passive past participle; *molzel*, milked; *dolbel*, *skubel*, *bodel*, *godel*, *gamil*, *gledal*, etc. We can say *soyr*, sewer; *soel*, sewing machine; *sdr*, seeder, person; *syl*, seeder, thing; *spinyr*, *spinl*, spindle; *spina*, spinster; *ryr*, he who
reaps; ripl, what reaps; bindr, bindl and bundl. Volapük employs el as a personal sign, as bugolel, predecessor; Am. fargyr.

§ 180. DIRECT PASSIVE.

is or s is added to verbs to obtain a very convenient mode of giving the passive voice. It does not do away with the present form of giving the two most frequent tenses of the passive voice, as both methods will be used as in the Skandinavian languages. Ex.: H2 lovīs means he is loved; the book is read, the book readis; thou art loved, is thou lovīs; Lat. amaris; Icel. and Swed. du älskas, from älska, love; Dan. and Nor. du elskes; Ger. du wirst geliebt. It is somewhat remarkable that the Skandinavians and Irish are the only modern people that can vie with the classical languages in forming a direct passive in the present and past tense. The brevity, neatness and great convenience of this passive excel all the passive forms known in ancient and modern times, and is such as to make it highly desirable in our Amerikan language. The Skandinavian es and as has been changed to is, to make it harmonize with our own auxiliary word is. H2 lovīs is much more convenient than he is loved. It is both a classical and modern form. It is already used by five nations constantly, in speaking and writing.
When the past tense ends with o, s only is added, as lovós, was loved. To use an auxiliary verb and also the past participle to express a present act is certainly not so convenient and simple as to add is. Lovis is loved; takis is taken; lovo, loved; lovós, was loved; thou art loved, thou lovís; Lat. amarís; thou lovós, Lat. amabarís; he hearís, he is heard; we seeís (sís) we are seen. The largest birds findis in South America. In Irish there is also a short direct passive without separate auxiliary verb, as e (he). Buailtear e, he is struck; Am. hí strikís; Irish buailtear tu, thou strikis, thou art struck; Skan. du bankes or slages. Lions findis in Africa; findo, found. Gold findos in California, Gold was found in California.

If we should desire to inflect verbs for persons, we can use this model: I lovi, thou lovest, he loveth; we lovem, you lovet, they loven;—that is, add i, est, eth, em, et, en. To nouns we add o or no and em. Just as we use gender occasionally, so might we occasionally use verbal endings.

§ aj. ALPHABETIC NUMERALS.

The first vowels are a, ø, a, o, etc.; the first consonants are p, b, t, d, k, etc. Now it is evident that as all children and men must know and will know the letters, and their order for
listing and dictionary purposes, it will be very convenient to use them, as the Greeks did, for numeral purposes also. The most open and spreading vowels have been placed first, except \( \varepsilon \) (ee), which has been given a place outside the first ten vowels in order to use it as an auxiliary vowel by which to pronounce the consonants, as all consonants should be pronounced by the same vowel in order that the true difference in their respective sounds may be heard. \( \eta \) (ng) is called \( \text{ang} \) (aŋ). Those letters most alike in nature, and which need most frequent comparison, have been placed together. The diphthongs \( \sigma, \iota, \upsilon, \) the \( s, j, z, \) and \( l \) and \( j \), etc. \( a \) has been placed first on account of the article "a" (one), which is now for the sake of uniformity always called an (one), Ger. \( \text{eine} \), A.-S. \( \text{an} \), Skan. en. an \( \text{æl} \) (an owl), also an \( \text{h}s, A.-S. \text{an hus}, \) Ger. \( \text{ein haus}. \)

There is a wise policy in employing letters for numerical purposes in business, as it will drill every person in the correct and separate pronunciation of the vowels and consonants, and that will have a good influence on the other letters. Using, as we do, only the best distinguished letters, the difference becomes clear, which we can notice in taking words which we are acquainted with and where the difference in
pronunciation lies entirely in the vowels, as bate, bat, bought, bite, bout, boot, but, bit and bet. Every one of these words can easily be distinguished, though some of the vowels are short. We understand them because we are acquainted with them. Bat, bat (baht), bat, bot, bit, but, etc. The numerical words have only well distinguished long vowels.

The best principle in language, other things equal, is to proceed from the known to the unknown. This will be the best principle for our posterity, and the best for the outside world. I value these numerals for many reasons. It is an old idea; it will ingraft our vowels in the minds of men; it gives us short and systematic numerals from our own known alphabet; it helps us to build many self-explaining and convenient words, and it is truly cosmopolitan. In names-giving at large, we are obliged to confine ourselves to our own Germanic material as much as we can, in order to make affixes and words mutually self-explaining, but here is a chance to favor the world without deviating from the principle of proceeding from our known to the unknown. Our alphabet will always be known.

a, a, a, o (ale, arm, at, or, etc., are the vowels numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. n is added to the vowels up to number 9 to form the first nine
units, as an 1, an 2, an 3, on 4, ön 5, ön 6, in 7, sn 8, un 9, po 10. The ordinal is formed by adding t, as ant, ant, ant, etc. The first ten consonants are used, when standing before the vowels, as so many tens. p 10, b 20, t 30, d 40, k 50, g 60, f 70, v 80, r 90, l 100, m 1,000, n 1,000,000, s billion, etc.

Vowels are used as units and consonants as tens, when employed as ordinary numerals, a being the 1st vowel and p the 1st consonant, ni becomes pa; n is dropped when another consonant comes in to strengthen the pronunciation. In so frequent words as numerals it is best to have the greatest brevity possible. b 20, t 30, an 1, an 2, ba 21, ba 22, ta 31, ta 32. o is used as naught. alo 100, mo 1,000; alo 100, aløan 101, aløan 103, aløpa 111; pølovi 1887; pølova 1888. For further illustrations see reader.

§ 83. EXTRA NUMERALS.

The Roman system for extra numerical purposes is so clumsy that it ought to be abolished, and is seldom used in Germany and Skandinavia. In their place we use the first ten consonants in the same way as the Arabic characters, thus: p 1, b 2, t 3, d 4, k 5, g 6, f 7, v 8, r 9, l 0, pp 11, td 34 (pro. tee-dee), dt 43. 1887 is
pvvf (pîvîvîfî). The Roman numerals are MDCCCLXXXVII.

If we should desire to further distinguish the small subdivisions, we can employ the first ten vowels in the same way as has been done in this chapter. For instance, chapters by consonants and verses by vowels or by Arabics.

There are several more ideas necessary to be understood in the great work of reforming language, as, for instance, prefixes, and suffixes. The uselessness, confusion and mental waste of capital letters, syntax, the necessity of English-speaking people agreeing on one pronunciation, how to bring about an international conference, etc., must be left to be gathered from remarks and specimens in "Amerikaf Rådl."

NEW LETTERS.

I may say, with regard to the new letters employed, that only four of them are mine (ı, ı̂, ̄, ʰ), and I am willing to lay them aside for better ones, or for equally good ones, if that will bring agreement among spelling reformers. As we have so many short letters and so few long ones, I thought that while we must make new characters for th, ch and wh, we may as well make long ones. They are easy to make with the pen. ı̄ is t and figure 5 combined; ̄ is t and j combined; ʰ is written with an initial
curve at the upper left corner of ₃. I would have liked ʃ and ʒ better if they had been heavier. I have adopted only one o and one th (ʃ), as I think two are more bewildering. ɪ had the long sound of e (ee) in Anglo-Saxon, and has it yet in all Europe. By inverting this letter it reminds people of that sound, and is easily written and seen, as feel (fıl). á is a rounded letter, easy to write. ō and ū have been taken because used by one-half the Germanic race, the Germans and Skandinavians; also in the world’s language, Volapük.

I do not profess, however, to be the best judge of letters, as I have confined my attention to systematic grammar. As far as I know the best spelling reform workers are Ben. Pitman, Elias Longley and Brother, Chas. A. Story and the short-hand writers.

If there should be an objection to dot ō and ū as we dot ɪ, new letters can be made later on.

§ 81. NAMING ANIMALS.

He bear and she bear and he goat and she goat, are so clumsy that we have adopted a general system. This will frequently be found convenient and self-explaining. We take the easiest name, whether male or female, to stand as the name of the kind, and to obtain the name
of the male we add the masculine suffix ː; to obtain the female name, the feminine suffix α. To further obtain a sign for the young male, we add the diminutive sign et without e after ː and α, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>com. gen.</th>
<th>mas.</th>
<th>fem.</th>
<th>dim., m.</th>
<th>dim., f.</th>
<th>com. gen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lió̂n</td>
<td>lióñ</td>
<td>liónα</td>
<td>lióñt</td>
<td>liónαt</td>
<td>lió̂net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bar</td>
<td>bar̃</td>
<td>barα</td>
<td>bar̃t</td>
<td>barαt</td>
<td>baret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gö́t</td>
<td>gö́t̃</td>
<td>gö́ta</td>
<td>gö́t̃t</td>
<td>gö́ta t</td>
<td>gö́tet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>dog̃</td>
<td>dogα</td>
<td>dog̃t</td>
<td>dogαt</td>
<td>doget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hen</td>
<td>heñ</td>
<td>henα</td>
<td>heñt</td>
<td>henαt</td>
<td>henet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gö́s</td>
<td>gö́s̃</td>
<td>gö́sa</td>
<td>gö́s̃t</td>
<td>gö́sa t</td>
<td>gö́set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kolt</td>
<td>k̃</td>
<td>k̃α</td>
<td>oks k̃</td>
<td>k̃α k</td>
<td>kaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hors</td>
<td>hors</td>
<td>mar</td>
<td>hors k</td>
<td>mar k</td>
<td>kolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meñl</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>mana</td>
<td>br̃</td>
<td>gö̃rl</td>
<td>ʃild</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Woman* is not as fine sounding as *mana*; *woe* and *man*, or *womb-man*. We only use this system of naming with the less important animals, for by using this system we know the name of all by learning the name of one. It proceeds directly from our standard suffixes.

§ 90. ADVANTAGES.

If the American and English speaking people could have the advantages of a highly systematized **Spelling** and **Self-Explaining Vocabulary**, in addition to their great natural abilities, they would become the *Greeks* as well.
as the *Romans* of the world. But on the other hand, if we cannot improve our language in those respects, it is easy to see that our vast population must, in the long run, fall behind those nations that have systematic spelling and self-explaining words, in the amount of life-guiding knowledge. Let us suppose a Russian boy, a German boy, and an American or English boy to run a race lasting fifty years. They are of the same age, the same strength and swiftness, but the American or English boy is burdened with an extra weight of forty pounds. Can any one believe that the American or English boy can get over as much ground as his rivals, who are not thus burdened? And hence it is clear that we must simplify our great language or take "back seats in learning."
### PART SECOND.

§* amerikaf spraklor
mit rī dl and wördasats.

---

* stablist.

§ p. dī' selflsta.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>z.</th>
<th>stab.</th>
<th>kwόrdα.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ale, nay—al, na.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ɑ</td>
<td>arm, far—arm, far.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>at, man, and.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>or, on, ball—bol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ö</td>
<td>earn, word—örn, wörd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>oil, boy—øl, bø.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ice, high—is, hi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ë</td>
<td>owl, cow—ël, kë.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>rule, moon—rūl, mūn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>old, know—old, no.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>eel, seal—iļ, sīļ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ü</td>
<td>für (see jörman and skandinavian.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>but, hut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>look, full—lūk, ful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>it, hit, mit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>let; before “r” “e” is like “a.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* rid ch. p̄k on “Gram. of the Am. Lang.”
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§ b. dī mīt̩l̩s̩t̩a.¹⁰

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>zal.</th>
<th>stab.</th>
<th>nam.</th>
<th>k̩w̩r̩ð̩a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p̩</td>
<td>pail, push—pal, pu̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b̩</td>
<td>be, bought—b̩, bot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>t̩</td>
<td>t̩</td>
<td>tree, tight—tr̩, t̩t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>d̩</td>
<td>d̩</td>
<td>dough, down—d̩, d̩n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>k̩</td>
<td>k̩</td>
<td>kite, care—k̩t̩, kar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>g̩</td>
<td>g̩</td>
<td>go, group—go̩, grup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>f̩</td>
<td>f̩</td>
<td>full, fear—full, f̩r.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>v̩</td>
<td>v̩</td>
<td>vine, verse—v̩n̩, v̩rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>r̩</td>
<td>r̩</td>
<td>right, wring—r̩t̩, r̩n̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>l̩</td>
<td>l̩</td>
<td>line, learn—l̩n̩, l̩rn̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>m̩</td>
<td>m̩</td>
<td>moon, much—m̩n̩, mu̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>n̩</td>
<td>n̩</td>
<td>next, nigh—nekd̩st̩, n̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>s̩</td>
<td>s̩</td>
<td>soap, soup—s̩p̩, sup̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>s̩</td>
<td>s̩</td>
<td>ship, should—s̩p̩, sud̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>t̩s̩</td>
<td>t̩s̩</td>
<td>zal,¹¹ (hard as in j̩r̩m̩. ts̩l̩.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>j̩</td>
<td>j̩</td>
<td>john, george—jon̩, j̩r̩j̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>s̩</td>
<td>s̩</td>
<td>church, cheap—s̩r̩, s̩p̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>s̩</td>
<td>s̩</td>
<td>s̩ (s̩ i̩sl̩s̩p̩k̩k̩nd̩.²²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>w̩</td>
<td>w̩</td>
<td>her (l̩rn̩ from d̩m̩ i̩l̩s̩).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>h̩</td>
<td>h̩</td>
<td>hymn, who—him̩, hu̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>w̩</td>
<td>w̩</td>
<td>wound, wound—w̩nd̩, w̩nd̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>y̩</td>
<td>y̩</td>
<td>yard, year—yard, y̩r̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>u̩</td>
<td>yoo̩</td>
<td>you, your—u̩, ur̩.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>ð̩</td>
<td>ang̩</td>
<td>sing, wing—s̩i̩, wi̩.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plea. 15.
rid endi\textsuperscript{13} bemarki\textsuperscript{14}a.

§ t. gewördalist.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{1}American, if instead of \textit{ik} after \textit{k}.

\textsuperscript{2}grammar, speechlore; \textit{sprak}, language, Sk. 
\textit{sprog}, A. S. \textit{spræc}, Ger. \textit{sprache}.

\textsuperscript{3}with; A. S. \textit{mid}, Ger. \textit{mit}, O. Sax. \textit{met}, D. 
\textit{medh}, Sk. \textit{med}.

\textsuperscript{4}reader, impersonal; “1” impersonal sign (see 
Ch. \textit{pk} § aö).

\textsuperscript{5}vocabulary, word-treasury.

\textsuperscript{6}alphabet, from \textit{stab}, letter, and \textit{list}.

\textsuperscript{7}the, plural form, to prevent monotony.

\textsuperscript{8}vowel; Ger. \textit{selbstlaut}, Sk. \textit{selvlyd}, from \textit{laut} 
and \textit{lyd}, sound; A. S. \textit{leodh}, song, sound.

\textsuperscript{9}number; A. S. \textit{tæl}, Ger. \textit{zahl}, Sk. \textit{tal}.

\textsuperscript{10}consonant, from \textit{con}, mit, and \textit{sonant}.

\textsuperscript{11}zæl, z hard as in German, to dist. from s.

\textsuperscript{12}the English-speaking ones; pl. of pr. p.

\textsuperscript{13}final, belonging to the \textit{end}, \textit{finis}.

\textsuperscript{14}remarks; Ger. \textit{bemärkungen}; a pl. sign; A.S. 
\textit{bemearcian}, Sk. \textit{bemärkninger}.

\textsuperscript{15}glossary, hard-words; \textit{ge}, aug. prefix; \textit{ge-
wördalist}, list of hard words.

\textsuperscript{16}nirli ol nu wörda or from \textit{ AIM A. Saxon.}
§ k. dí forwörda.

(the pronouns.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>jʊ</th>
<th>hɪ</th>
<th>hɑ</th>
<th>it</th>
<th>ŋr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mj</td>
<td>jɪ</td>
<td>hɪn</td>
<td>hɑn</td>
<td>ito</td>
<td>ŋro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mɪ</td>
<td>jʊm</td>
<td>hɪm</td>
<td>ham</td>
<td>itm</td>
<td>ŋm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wɪ</td>
<td>jʊ</td>
<td>ḥɪs</td>
<td>ḥas</td>
<td>ita</td>
<td>ja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sr</td>
<td>jʊr</td>
<td>ḥɪsο</td>
<td>ḥasο</td>
<td>itan</td>
<td>jar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>us</td>
<td>jʊm</td>
<td>hem</td>
<td>lem</td>
<td>tem</td>
<td>jem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

hʊ (who), hʊn (whose), hʊm; pl.: hʊs, hʊsο, hʊsm. sɪn (bakwendi), sɪg and man. (sɪ ch. pk § ɛ.)
§ 4. di pontwórda.
(the articles.)

§ unbestimi, an (a or an), ano (of a or an), am (to a or an).

di bestimi pentwórda in anzal: §i (the), §in (of the), §im (to the); mörzal: di (the, pl.), din (of the, pl.), dim (to the, pl.)
an, ano, am; §i, §in, §im; di, din, dim.
an olso brskn as pörsní tokn, as, §i gudan
(the good one), di wísana (the wise men; jörmdie weisen, sk. de vise or de visa).

§ 6. di onjipwórda.
(the adjectives.)

ferliku —, —, -ar, -ast; loh, lópar, lópast; hi, hjar, hjast; luvand, luvandar, luvandast.

§ 5. di unrúlika.
(the irregular ones.)
gröndgrad. ferlikgrad. hjastgrad.
1. gud, or wel. betr. best.
2. il, or bad. wörs. wörst.
3. litl, or smol. les. lst.
4. muž. mør. most.
5. maž. mör. mest.

mør luvli, or luvlikar; k adis ta i in ferliku
for ta tren an (2) selfsta from anoř, for ta
erhøld grær ferfjik, hav wî makn dim folænd
ferandripa.
1. tu, tu ūm has; to, ū ferhōldwōrd.
2. ta, ta kum; to, ū unendli̇tēkn.
3. zu, zu muj; too, ū nebnu̇wōrd.
4. an, an ēnda; two, ū zalwōrd.

mōrzal brēkn mit ūnsepwōrdā ūn ita stand in plassō namwōrdā, as, di unru̇li̇ka, di ijklīsa (jōrm. die englischen).

§ r. dúwōrd bā bī gi ū.
(infección de verbos.)

fōrtim—d adis (is adn) aftr selhfīsta, as, di bördā flid; ha gōd (went) hom; ūa nōd (knew) sig wel; ir sūd (saw) si̇n ūilda. aftr mitlīsta adis (is adn) o, as, luv, luvō (pr. luvaw). ī drink, ī drinkō. tu fōrtim midwōrdā adis n, as

1. nōtim—ī luv. | ha wōrk.
2. fōrtim—ī luvō. | ī wōrko (workt).
3. ūentim—ī hav luvn. | īr hav wōrkīn.
4. fōrʃentim—ī had luvn. | ī had wōrkīn.
5. kumtīm—ī worʃ luv. | ū worʃ wōrk.
6. fōrkumtīm—ī worʃ hav luvn. | ū worʃ hav wōrkīn.

§ pl. ū strati līd bīldel.  
(the direct passive former.)

is or s adis to bild ūm līdṣap in nōtim and fōrtim, as,
1. nstīm—ṣu luvīs; lat. amaris.
2. fōrtīm—ṣu luvos; lat. amabarīs.
3. šentīm—ha has bīn luvn.
4. forsentedīm—hī had bīn luvn.
5. kumtīm—ha worṣ luvīs (be loved).
6. farkumtīm—hī worṣ hav bīn luvn.

$§$ pp. fōrtūn tīma.

and (3) dīn (of the, pl.) tīma fortūnis (is abbreviated).

nstīm—luv, luvīs (is).
fōrtīm—luvo, luvos (s).
nstīmi midwōrd—luvand (and).
šentīmi midwōrd—luvn (n).

samt, luvir, luvjen, luvlin, luvl, luvla, luvnit, luvit, luvnir, luvnīm, luvna, luv (imp.), luvō (opt.), luvī (conj.), luvandī, luvandīm, luvandli, luvandik, luvanda, luvandit, luvanda, luvandan,
-ī, -α, -it, -et, luvandar, luvandast, luvandastit,
luvan (infinitive noun), luvin (v. n.).

$§$ pb. dī unrulik dwōrda.

(the irregular verbs.)

1. worṣ (A. S. weordhan), wūrdo, wordn.
2. hav, hast, has, had, etc. hadn.
3. am, art, is, etc. wos, wōr, etc. bīn.
4. wil, wilst, etc. wūd, wūdn.
5. sal, sfud, sfudn.
§ pt. distablisti zalna.
(the alphabetic numerals.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>an,</th>
<th>an,</th>
<th>an,</th>
<th>on,</th>
<th>ön,</th>
<th>on,</th>
<th>ĳn,</th>
<th>sń,</th>
<th>un,</th>
<th>ə</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bispîla givn.

an man, an handa, ĳn das, etc. ə adis onli tu dim ant un (9) zalna (numerals), sen dim hign (desired) mitlsta and selflsta adis ta (to) bild əm riktik (correct) zal, mitst n, as, bo 24, fe 76, onlo 600, pșlovị 1887, pșlɔga 1861, pîlọfọ 1776, ônloôn 505. t adis ta bild əm ordik (ordinal) zal, as, ant (first), ant (second), bot (24th); anfōld, simple; anfōld, double; pəfōld, antǐm, once; ıntima or ıntim, seven times; antr, oner; ĳntr; fətr, seventy sixer; dətr, 48er; ant, one thing or part; ĳnl; pọel; vọyịrikịr, vọ (80.) yịra əld, octogenarian, jörm. achtzigjähriger. aní, anī, aná, anit (unit), antí, anta, antit, antl, antọ (zweitens), an ĩnta (2 sevenths), sń pọta (8 tenths).

yịrọ (decade), yịrọ (century, jörm. jahrhundert, sk. århundrede), mọ, 1,000, nọ, 1,000,000.
§ pd. dɪ rʊmik zalna.
(roman numerals.)

instead dɪn (of the, pl.) rʊmik zalna brʊkis
(is used) for vstra zweka dɪm ant (first) pʊ (10)
mɪtlʊta mɪtʊ eni selflʊta, aftar (according to)
itn (their, neuter) ordr, as p 1, b 2, t 3, d 4, k
5, g 6, f 7, v 8, r 9, l 0. bɪspɪla gɪvn: pl 10,
lesn bd (beedee) 24, pʊvʊg 1886 (pr. pɪvɪvɪɡɪ),
pʊvʊv 1888, or pʊvɪ and vɪvɪ, not an gud yɪr, but
cant helpis. rʊmik MDCCCLXXXVIII,
pʊvʊv. das and munb̥a namis from ɻɪm stablist,
as, pʊda, sunday; bɪda, monday; tɪda, dɪda, kɪda,
gʊda, fɪda (saturday); pɪmʊnɪ, january, bɪmʊnɪ,
february, tɪmʊnɪ, etc.

§ pk. satsuər.
(syntax.)

ɻɪ best satsb̥ (sentence-structure) ɻat ɻɪ kan
ʃɪŋk ov worʃ ɻɪ ta folʊ ɻɪm inlɪʃ ordsət hedsakli,
as ɻat ordsət worʃ ɻɪ ɻɪ lɪtast and anfɔldast ta
ferstand ɻɪ ɻɪm ɡrɪtast anzəl folkə, but wɪ kan
not folʊ ɻɪtm slavɪslɪ as wɪ hɪɡ (desire) mɔr sats-
frɪdum. ɻɪ ştsa (predicate) şʊd hʊsfɪkər kum
bɛfər ɻɪm umsa (subject), mɔr şamsetwɔrdə şʊd
brʊkis and mɔr ɔnfʊla mɪt “o” and “nə.”
grʊndlɔrɪ (philosophically) betraktu ɻɪ best sats-
bə uʃ şɪpə lɪkmaʃɪ, is her ɻɪ beɔnʃɪpænd (qualifi-
fyɪng) wɔrða fɔrgə dɪm beɔnʃɪp n wɔrða; for
bispil, onsjipwörda (adj.) bevor namwörda (n.) and nebnwörda (adv.) bevor dūwörda (v.).
Wİ must olsö sumtım plas dūwörda ant (first) as wel as last in fort satsa. As Wİ hav nė am full-
standikar spraklör kan Wİ gewinbar (profitably)
olsö have mør satsfridum, ɬo ʃi iplif plan must
hedsakli folois. ʃi sprak as br₃kn in dım fers₃di
rådstüka worʃ bİ ʃi best erkl₃riŋ (explanation)
Wİ kan giv.

— lesnt. —

§ 4g. fɔrsilb₃.
(prefixes.)

1 a=in, at, or abont; a. s. a; abed, ahed.
2 an=one, mono, uni; a. s. an, jör₃m. ein, sk. en.
  anṣilb₃, monosyllable; anwedëri₃, monogamy.
3 an=two, towards, on, at; unhandi, bimanous.
  an₃kum₃, arrive; ant₃k₃, adopt.
4 ab=from, de, ab, off, away; ab₃g₃, absorb.
5 aktr=ill, mis, bad; gr. pseudo, jör₃m. after.
  aktrl₃r₃, false doctrine.
6 ol=omni, all; olbib₃, omnipresence.
7 ol₃=most of all; ol₃h₃j₃st; jör₃m. allerhochste.
8 on=on, at, to; ongrab, attack.
9 of=off, from, away; off₃t₃, ofrun.
10 ʃf=of, from, away, used for variety to in-
  crease the vocabulary. ʃfrikt, establish,
  erect up.
11 st = out, e, ex; strjd, ride out; slwak.
12 ss = out, for variety; sgiv, publish.
13 ov = over, super, ex, trans, sur; ovrgw, exceed; ovrtred, transgress; ovrv, translate.
14 or, used for variety to increase meanings.
15 ur = old, original, first; a.s. or; jör'm. ur; sk. ur; goth. ur, ar; d. ur. urspr, origin; ursak, cause; urwld, ancient; urgiv, edit.
16 um = circum, around; a.s. umb, or ymb; o. h. g. umpi; umsal, circumnavigate; umlf, revolution; umri, surround.
17 un = not, without; a.s. un; jör'm. un; sk. u, or o. unrulk, irregular.
18 undr = under; goth. undar; a.s., sk., old friesic and d. under; jör'm. unten, or unten; sub, subter, de. undrmn.
19 il = ill, evil; jör'm. übel; a.s. yfel; sk. illa, or ilde; illsti, cacophonous.
20 in, nearly the same in all. inkum.
21 er, a differentiating prefix of much value; a.s. a, or ær; old jör'm. ir, er; sk. er; d. er; jör'm. er; erfand, invent; erfak, discuss.
22 ent = away from; a.s. and, or odh; jör'm. ent, d. ent; entdek, discover; entwikl, develop.
23 bak = back, retro; baksend, return. bakskrjb.
24 be = be in all germanic languages. besp:k.
25 bj = by; a.s. big; jör'm. bei; sk. bi; bistand.
36 tu = to (preposition), to, on, at, towards; a. s. to; jörm.. zu; sk. til; tükum, future; tüstand, admit; tula, add.
37 ta = to (infinitive sign); jörm. zu; sk. at; ta go, ta kum; to go, to come.
38 twín = between; twínkum, intervene.
39 dün = down, de; a. s. adun, or dun, from dun, hill; icel. dun; d. dons (hill); dünfol, dünla, dünfró.
40 gast = against (aganst), a. s. ageins; m. h. g. engegene; jörm. entgegen; skand. imod (ameet); shortened for brevity's sake; gastspík, contradict. gastwírk.
41 ge, a. s., jörm., sk., goth. and d., all ge. an exceedingly useful collective, augmentative and differentiating prefix; getel, history; gewörk, manufacture; gewörd, glossary; gebírg, mountain-chain; gefolk, nation; gebrið, nature; gehuðr, famine.
42 gen = again; a. s, agen; gen, or gean; sk. igjen, or igen; gensend, send again; genskrib.
43 for = for; a. s. for; jörm. für; in place of; forörd, in place of a word, pronoun.
44 fer, a general differentiating prefix; a. s. for; sk. for, or för; jörm. ver; d. ver. we are obliged to make this difference so as not to confound with for or with for (before); ferget, ferstand (understand), not förstand
(manage, superintend), or forstand (stand in place of, represent).

før = before, pre, anti; førilb (prefix).

før' = forth, forward; a. s. forth; jörm. fort, or fortan; sk. frem, or fram, or bort; send før'send, send onward, ahed; før'wørk.

mit = with; com, com, col, syn, sym, etc.; a. s. mid; goth. mith; jörm. mit; sk. med; gr. meta (with in English compounds is an historical mistake); mitwørk, coöperate.

mis = mis; a. s. mis; jörm. miss; sk. mis.

nebn = near by; jörm. neben; used for variety to increase vocabulary; nebnwörd, adverb.

nì = near, at, by; a. s. neah, neh; eng. nigh; jörm. nahe; sk. när; njbor.

sam = together with; com, sym, etc.; a. s. sam; jörm. zusammen; sk. sammen, or sam; samkum, convene; a. s. samcuman; sk. sammenkomme; jörm. zusammenkommen.

zer = asunder, to pieces; a. s. sear; lat. dis, jörm. zer; old jörm. zar, zir; zerblo, explode; zerstörs, collision.

zù = too; zù muì; zù litt.

jru = through; j'rufjänd, translucent.

hed = principal, chief; hedstød, capital.

ho = high; jörm. hoch; sk. höi, or hög; a. s. hea; old jörm. hoh; aug. prefix in a good sense; høtíir, professor.
47 hiːr = this side; lat. cis; hiratlantic, cisatlantic.
48 hin = from here, hence; a. s. hinnen; o. s. honan; jörm. hin; sk. hen, or hädan; hingə.
49 wən = bad, ill, erroneous; a. s. van; jörm. wahn; o. h. g. wan; goth. wan; wanwiti, insane; wənhəp, despair.
50 weg = away, from, off, ent; a. s. vag, on veg, away; jörm. weg; sw. väg; wegəf, elope.
51 wel = well, bene; welfar.
52 yon = yonder, trans; yonfür, transfer.
53 ə, vocative sign, as, əbrən! o brown!

§ 1f. a f r s i l b a.
(suffixes.)

1 a, or ta = emphatic imp.; komal gəta!
2 an = personal sign; ə ˈwisən, wise one.
3 ə = feminine sign; fəda, mother, siŋə.
4 a = plural sign aftr consonants; ə handa.
5 ə = masculine sign; fədə, father, siŋə.
6 it = neuter abstract sign; ə ˈgudət, the good.
7 at = fem. dim. sign; lionat, little she-lion.
8 ət = mas. dim. sign; lionət, little he-lion.
9 et = general dim. sign; lionet, little lion.
10 el, or l = impers. agent sign; rəpl (machine).
11 ŋ = personal actor sign; rəŋər (person).
12 əm = action recipient sign; pəm; skriŋəm.
13 em = extra object sign; jonəm.
14 ə, or da = general verbalizer; fortə.
ist = high personal sign; plantxorist (ist from eng. is, or jörm. ist), botanist.

isum = abstract sign; kalvinisum (something that is about calvin).

um = um, about; weʃrum, climate (about weather); general abstract sign,

dum = dom; kiʃdum.

ful, or riʃ = wördful, grasriʃ.

art = kind, sort; stönart, kind of stone.

kunst = art; bɔkunst, architecture.

ɔm = oon, large; bolɔm, balloon; manɔm.

o = past tense sign; luvo, loved; wörko.

a = plural sign; handa, hands.

ө = possessive sign; manө, man’s.

nө = possessive sign after vowels; ʃINө, fly’s.

i, or ik, li, or lik = adjective signs; k used after vowels, ʃ, or ʃ after k; amerikaf.

and = present participle sign; luvand.

iŋ = verbal noun sign; rɨdiŋ.

uŋ = umg, used as in a. s. and jörm. (to increase vocabulary).

an = inf. noun sign; rɨdan, spikan.

n = past participle sign; luvn, rɨdn.

i, or ki = abstract sign, especially used after adjectives ending on i, or ik; luvliki, loveliness, from luvli.

les; dum; hud; jip; hed; rik; eri;

li; if; ik; sum; nɨr (ner); iŋ;
liŋ; ling; lor; wís, are used as in English, but extended to all words where the ideas fit.

bar=suitable, able, fitting; bráðbar, fit to use, useable; jörm. brauchbar; sk. brugbar; a. s. brucan, to use; d. bar. frútbar, fertile.

bar=bare; ředbar, hedbar.

na=ness, contracted from nas, an old form of ness (for the sake of euphony); gudna, goodness.

liŋ=general diff.; wástliŋ, spendliŋ, skribliŋ.

lit=little, for variety; ferliti (dim.)

lin=small, little; jörm. lein; sjöldlin.

lor=learning; bördlor, ornithology; fiölor.

jen=dear little; görljen, bejen.

rit=rodrit, törmit, sinkrit (perpendicular).

stand=state, rank, condition; formírstand, prófrírstand, blumístand (florescence).

mosi=measured according to; lomasi, legal; kunstmosi, artistic.

tσ=wherewith to; wórktσ, skribtσ (jörm. zeug, werkzeug, schreibzeug).

havi=possessing; stonhavi.

wesn=aflair, concern, being; a. s. vesan; jör. wesen; d. wesen; sk. väsen; skulwesn; jörm. schulwesen; sk. skoleväsen, school-affairs; jör lwesen; statówesen.

ar, ast= comp. signs; lönar, lönast.
ö, or mö=emphatic optative signs.
i, or if=extra formal conjunctive sign.
ward=toward; homward, hevnward.
wis=thus, manner; likwis; sowlis.
eri=place or doing; bakeri. (as we have so many words ending on the short "i," we end this with the long diphthong "i").
erli=manner, way; anerli, in an (2) was; jörm. zweierlei.
a=used also as a plural sign after adjectives and present participles when referring to persons and standing substantively; dī gwada (the good persons), dī luvanda (the loving ones, or persons).
hud=hood, always used as the abstract former after the past participle and some others; fergetnhud, oblivion.
i, or ki=as abstract sign after adjectives ending on k, or i; as, luvlikī, loveliness.
na=abstract sign after ful, les, sum, and other compound adjectives; karfulna.
ard=spendard, spendthrift; drinkard, drunkard.

§ νυ. be tōniu.

(accent.)
betōniu plasis oltim on jim last silb, etn wi hig (desire) ta foršhw (make prominent) and
§ pr. na grōstaba.
(no capitals.)

Jer ar na grōslēta for staba in tokan, nan (none) in forthandskrīban, nan in wirskrīban. it fordris stra tim and mindi kraft ta lörn ỳs stra staba and ol ỳru lif wors ỳs onla dim skriðba am stra gerð (study) ta no her ita ja brōkis or not. for ondrak kan wî brōk blak toka (types) or grōsar toka. in rusjak ar smol and grōstaba dî sam mit onli an (3) ỳtakla ỳto to (36) staba. ỳ ant ñap lörnen in þildhud fud bewaris ol ỳru lif unferandrtn ta stropu ỳm erin and lițiku-
mak rīdan and skriðban. ỳ les unnütlik lörnin ỳ bördnis mit, ỳ mor kan wî gerð ỳm nüt-
likit, ỳm sönit and ỳm gudit.
§ 61. hōli lukō god tel.

(the gospel of saint luke.)

hēdit pk.

(compare with chapter XV. in luke.)

vōrs i. jen drod nīr ontu him ol di tōlira2 and sündira3 for ta hōr4 him.

2. and di farisīs and skriptwisā6 mōrmōro, saand: jis man nemej6 sündira and ītej7 mit jem.

3. and hi spīko jis liķna8 ontu hem9, saand:

4. hōt menf10 ov um havand an lo11 jipa, if hi lūs ano tem, doj not liv dīm ro (90) and un (9) in jīm wildna and aftrgo12 jat hij is ferūs13, ontil hij fīnd itm?

5. and ēn hij hās fīndn14 itm, hij lae jīm on sin fōlдра, mit frōd15.

6. and ēn hij kumej hōm, samkolej16 hij sin frenda and nībora, saand ontu jem: frōd um mit mi; for i hav fīndn mī jip hij was ferūs13.

7. i sa ontu um, jat liķwis frōd worj17 bij in hevn ovr am sündir jat berūes18, mor jan ovr ro and un gerīta, hij nīd na berūiŋ.

8. jir hōt mana19 havand po20 silvrstūka21, if ha22 lūs am23 stūk, doj not tind24 am īst and swīp jīm hās, and slik flitli25 til ha fīnd itm.

9. and ēn ha hās fīndn itm, ha samkolej sin26 frendas27 and nīboras, saand: frōd um mit
m1; for i hav findn j1m²⁸ stük h1 ij had fer-
lusn.

10. ljkwis, i sa ontu um, jer is frod in hevn
in j1m bib1 ov god5⁰ an jela ovr am sündir
sat berue3.

11. and h1 sad: an gewis3¹ man had an sona3².
12. and 31 ýnjar3³ ov hem sad tu sin fad13⁴:
fad1 givô3⁵ mi j1m gudstil3⁶ sat tufolej mi; and
h1 tïld8⁷ twîn hem sin guds.

13. and not man³⁸ das jerafr samlo³⁹ j1
ýnjar son olit⁴⁰ sam and riso intu am farof land⁴¹;
and jer wasto sin guds mit ovrduik⁴² livin.

14. and hen h1 had spendo olit arîso jer an
mi1i gehu1nr⁴³ in sat land, and h1 begino ta⁴⁴ bi in
wont.

15. and h1 god and fügo⁴⁵ sig⁴⁶ tu am bür-
gir⁴⁷ satô⁴⁸ land; and h1 sendo him intu sin fylda
ta fid swin.

16. and h1 wud fan hav filn sin beli mit dm⁴⁹
huska sat d1 swîna did it; and nanan⁵⁰ givo ontu
him.

17. and hen h1 kumo tu sigself, sad⁵¹ h1; hê
mang hirn dalönima⁵² mnô⁵³ fad1 hav bred inuf
and ta spar, and i umkum⁵⁴ mit hu1r!

18. i wil arîs and go tu mj fad1, and wil sa
ontu him: fad1, i hav sundn ganst hevn and be-
för 31m.
19. and am na\textsuperscript{55} mor wöṛji ta kolis\textsuperscript{56} ʃi søn; makö\textsuperscript{57} mI as anø ʃi hirn dalönima.

20. and hi arjso and kumo tū sin faðI, but hēn hi was yet an grat wa of, ʃid\textsuperscript{58} hīn\textsuperscript{59} faðI him and had mitlīd\textsuperscript{60} and runo, and folo um\textsuperscript{61} hīn hals\textsuperscript{62} and kiso him.

21. and ʃI søn sad ontū him: faðI, ḷ Hav sündn ganst hevn, and in ʃI sit, and am na mor wöṛji ta kolis ʃi søn.

22. but ʃI faðI sad tū sin dīṇi-ra\textsuperscript{63}: foršbrīna\textsuperscript{64} ūm best klīd\textsuperscript{65} and put itm on him, and put am rīŋ on hīn hand, and ʃus on hīn futa\textsuperscript{66}.

23. and hīṛbrīṇ\textsuperscript{67} ūm fatn kaf, and slotr\textsuperscript{68} itm, and let us ʃt and bi meri.

24. for ūs mI søn wos ʃed, and is aliv gen; hi wos ferlusn and is fīndn. and ʃa begino tū bi meri.

25. but hīn oldast søn wos in ūm fīld; and as hi kumo and drod nī tū ūm hōs, hōro\textsuperscript{69} hi geton\textsuperscript{70} and dansön\textsuperscript{71}.

26. and hi kolo an ūm dīṇi-ra (tū sig) and asko hat ʃisit\textsuperscript{72} mīno.

27. and hi sad ontū him: ʃI brəvt\textsuperscript{73} is kumen; and ʃI faðI haʃ slotrn ūm fatn kaf, foršat\textsuperscript{74} hi haʃ gennemen him siʃr\textsuperscript{75} and sənd.

28. and hi wos aprī and wud not ingō\textsuperscript{76}; Ŝerfor ʃtgod hīn faðI and erbōno\textsuperscript{77} him.
29. and hi ansrand, sad tu sin fad: ak! its man yra din i sam, nyr ovrtno i at eni tim sigebid; and yet sig nevr givoest mi am gotet sat i mit meridu mit mi frenda.

30. but as sun as sig sioen vos kumen, his haf fersliyn sig guds mit hora, hast sig slotrn for him sigm fatn kaf.

31. and hi sad ontu him: mi sone, sig ort oltem mit mi; and olit sat i hav is sign.

32. it was simli sat wi sud meridu and bi glad; for sig sibrow vos ded and is aliv gen; and vos feriesn and is genfjndn.

§ 26. gewördalist and anmarkia.

[illegible text] as i wud fan giv dim ridira as muß insit intu sigm amerikas or dof-inlish sprak as mogli mitst wastand sigm tim and papr mit blos inlish erßakinga wil i mak mi kliru in amerikas, and sen kliru sigm kliru (explain the explanation). i am begarlik (solicitous) sat geridira (students) ma erhold (obtain) só groß am list nu wörda sat ja kan hav sum dübar (practical) nüts (utility) hato ja lorn, in brefskribon (letter-writing), and olsow hav sum gewin (profit) sig sprak in tokon tu dim fersid (different) gefolkiered (nationalities) sin jörmanik ras, his ja unzwifli wor
hav as dī wörda brskn in żąs sprak or ol feranwörda (union-wörds), onli ferandrn tā mak tem ordsetikar and rulmasikar.

1 hedit=chapter, from head and from ǯim olgemin nakin (neuter) uncial (differentiator); it, hedit, as chapter, is from ǯim ferliti (diminutive) ov hed, in latin caput. hedit, heading, smolar undrobatliŋ (subdivision).

2 tōlira=publicans, farmers of the taxes or tolls.

3 sündira=sinners; wī nid ǯim wörđ sin tā stand for sense, as it ūrsprīgli did; a. s. sinnan, tā ūnk, tā stfjnd ǯim sin (sense) mīniŋ; jōrm. sinn; sk. sinne, mīning; tā du roŋ or sünd wos in a. s. sundian; o. d. sunde; jōrm. sünde; sk. sünd. for tā sfrikt (establish) gestim (harmony) hav wī ferandrn (changed) ǯs wörda and genliŋ (revived) dīm old bedotša (significations).

4 hör=hear; tā hör, unlik hir (here).

5 skriptwisa=scribes, scripture wise ones.

6 nemeʃ=receiveveth; a. s. niman.

7 ōteʃ=eateth; dī old est and eth kîpn.

8 lîkna=parable; na old ūap ov nas, ness.

9 hem=them, ganstfal, hîkin (masculine). ǯ chapter ǯk $ $ (pronouns).

10 mens=man. or woman; a, s. menisc.
\( l^\omega = 100 \); și chapter șk, șaj (alph. numerals).
aftrg\(=\)g\(=\)aftr, an samsetand ordset fortrekis (is preferred); as it is malandar (picturesque, painting) and k\(=\)i\(=\)kår (more majestic) \(=\) sam so man\(=\) treni wördlina. for \(=\)im sam ursak, fortrek w\(=\)ols\(=\)am bignon (inflected) ferli\(=\)k\(=\)u as havand m\(=\)or he\(=\)j and stronj (strength).
ferlusn\(=\)lost, from lose, as și șentim midwörd lusn mit ferwekslis (be confounded) mit șim wörd loosen (made loose) hav w\(=\) forplasn șim ferʃiduel fer, ferlusn (lost), not lusn (loosen).
fjindn\(=\)found (și sprak\(=\)or, șr).
freod\(=\)joy; a.s. freod; jörm. freude; sk. frud, or fröjd.
samkole\(=\)to call together, or sam.
wors\(=\)will, in șim sin (sense) ov bekumand. bertej\(=\)repenteth, fil sorî for.
mana\(=\)woman, mana is fînar.
p\(=\)ten, pôt mitlșt, ș nat (naught).
silvstüka\(=\)pieces of silver, samsetwörda br\(=\)kn her mögli for ta erhöld more: hoj and stronj.
ha\(=\)she, ferandrn for gestimo sak.
am\(=\)an, ganstfali sap ov an.
tind\(=\)ta lît, kindle, tuset fir.
fliti\(=\)diligent; a.s. flit; jörm. fleiss; sk. flid.
"John gave his brother his book;" hat buk? jonə buk or broŋə buk? if ʃi ant (first) rgl (idea) mənis, ʃen sa wi: "jon givo sín brə jin buk," but if ʃi ant (second) rgl mənis sa wi hən: "jon givo sín brə hən buk." ʃis is ʃi skandinaviak du-wəs (method) and ʃi best for us ta folə in ʃis besondri fal (particular case). ʃis brək ov sín and hən worʃ, ʃen it lörnis, forbr (prevent) muʃ ferwekšip.

frenda=female friend; a. s. freundyn; jörn. freudin.

ʃim=ganstfali gestalt (form) ov "ʃi."
bibl=presence, from bɪŋ bɪ, or at.
god=of God, ʃi bɪŋ ordset fɔrtrekis.
gewis=certain, from wis, ta no.
son=son, undrʃiðn from sun.
əŋar=younger, ar wellʃtikar.
fadl=father, from fad, ʃʊspik (pronounced) fahd, parent; fada, mother, ʃi hakin (feminine) fad, or parent. an ser ʃrusiktik and wıdrʃand rgl undrl ʃis namgivənd ordset. ʃi rgl (idea, from rg, eye, and l) is ta er-hold (obtain) ʃim gratəst anzal selfklıri and ʃrusbər ablıdn and wellstånd wörda,
and as fu wilžusi (arbitrary) benamiņa (terms) as mögli. for ūs tursak sa wī olsō brōi (brother) and broa (sister), spanihermano (brother), hermana (sister); volapūk, blod (brother), śi-blod (sister, she, brother); fat (father), śi-fat (mother, she-father). śi hedžot undriand śis namwis is tā föršgo as oftn as mögli from śim non tu śim unnoō. ḥer wī onhit so ser am olge- mīn νgl as ḥkin and hakin, and or so wel fersīn (provided) mit fōrt tokna for śis νgla, kan wī in maŋ fala giv ordseti nama, ḥiś ar wellštī and ser litik tā lōrn bi śim hul wörld and yet onli brēk νr on jörmanik ge- mita (materials).

35 givō = pray give; śi wissap (optative form).
36 gudstīl = part of the goods.
37 tīlūd = parted, from tīl, part, and u, du.
38 maŋ, mani; śi last ersīn (appear) aftar νr ord- set as śi onšipwörd (adj.) of man, many, a. s. manig, or manic; sk. mange.
39 samlo = collected; a. s. samnian; jörm. sam- meln; sk. samla; fr. assembler.
40 olit = all things, from ol and śim nakin (neuter) aftar silb it; jörm. alles; sk. alt. bi adand śis silb īt, niōd wī not genfel (repeat) śiŋa so høfi (frequently).
41 land = country, but land is land.
ovrduik = riotous; sk. öfverdådig.

gehuþr = famine; ge bîand an samland (collective) and fermôri (augmentative) før-silb, mæk gehuþr mîn huþr in âm grat grad.

ta = to, an unendl tökn (infinitive sign).

fügo = joined; a. s. fægan in gefegan; jörm fügen; sk. foga, or föie.

sig = him, or herself; befor erklîrûn.

bürgîr = citizen.

jato = of that.

dîm = the, mörzal ganstfâli (pl. obj.)

naman = nobody, none; jörm. niemand.

sad hî = he said; šî țtsa (predicate) plasis befor šîm umsa, ţen sumšîn has ant bîn san; usrwîs aftar for abweksliŋo sak. šîs skrib-wîs (method of writing) anbefalis (is recommended) serik bi h e r b e r t s p e n c e r in hîn "Philosophy of Style." šîs dâ-wîs worš olso giv us am gratar satsfrîdum, as wi kan brêk bôš skribwîsâ.

dalönîma = day-wagers; șm bîand șî tökn ţîn pörsni nemîr (receiver) lönô (of wages), as șm in paîm (payee); šîs wörd mîn hens day-wage-receivers; jörm. taglöhner; sk. daglönare; lön, wages, pay; a. s. lean; o. h. jörm. lon; goth. laun; jörm. lohn; sk. lön.
mînô = of my, bî adând šîm ōnfaltôkn (poss. case sign) "ô, "or "no" dû wî ad ov.

umkum = perish. letô mî erklîr dîm kumand wîrda mitšt sprâklik (linguistic) ferlikgû (comparisons), as it uptak so muł rûm. ol dî nû wîrda or takn stratî or umstrati (indirectly) from anglo-saxon her mögli and šen from dōj (jörman) and a fu from šîm skandinaviak, her ša hapn ta hav sort gemit lik sr on irlîf. her nîr hav sitand hûmwîrda hav i in a fu fala takn šîm fî-dum ta sambô dîm nîdn wîrda stov sr on grûndwîrda and sr ûrîld (ancient) for-silba; for bîspîl: getel, gewîrð, etc. i mît so šîm ursprîn ov evri wîrd i brsk and giv dîm beveggmanda (motive, reasons) for šîr ferandriŋ, but dî ridîra wud trûshînli rašr si šîm sprâk mitšt so muł ersäkîn (discussions). enian (anyone) kan si šat wî hav prûyn (tried) ta bî as ӧldhûldand (conservative) as mögli for šîm gudô (good of) šrûsiktikkî (transparency), rûlikî (regularity), wellît (euphony) and feraniŋ (union) on am brod jörmanîk grûndla (foundation).

nâ = no; ferandrn ta fôrbâ itô lîkna mit know (no).
kolis—is called; an ser bekvem (convenient)
strati ljdjap (passive form).

makö=please make, brskn onli ta fo hš it kan
brskis ſen wš wil.

šd=saw.

ńn, his, ſen not bakwendi.

mitljd=compassion; from mit, and ljd, suffer.
lie, an folshud, ferandris tu log, a. s. leogan;
goth. loga; jörm. lügen. ſis ferandoiŋ worš also make itm feršidi from lie
(recline). it is bad tu hav an (2) suš
wörda ālk.

um=around; ši dšm fořsilba.

hals=whole neck; a. s. hals; jör., sk. and d.
hals.

dnra=servants.

førthriŋa (gebidjap, imperative form).

kljd=robe, long coat.

futa=feet.

hřbriŋ=bring here, or hither.

slotr=kill. dlz døj, skandinaviak and holandik
bibla brsk am besondrikar (more special)
benaml (term, denomination) and så in-
stedo “kill the calf,” slaughter it.

hőro=heard; hear and here or aļjk, hens fer-
andr wš ſim ant tu hör, jörm. hören, skand.
höra; and ſim lator tu hšr, grad (just) as


wī hav andrn (modified) lie (falsehood) tu log and bakhold (retain) lie (recline) and skrīb itm lī,

70 geton = music. as šer is na wörd in eni šīn jör-
manik spraka for music, musto wī sambī
(construct) am šī best wī kud.

dansan = dancing. šis wörd is šī unendli (in-
finite) namwörd (noun) ov dans, and
brīskis ūen wī fortli hindot (point to) tu
am handlin (act), but lī brīskis instedo au
ūen wī hīg (desire) ta kol gratar upmark-
sumna tu hat wos dun or san, in jörm. schrei-
ben and schribung; sk. skriven and skriv-
ning; am. dansan and dansiŋ.

72 šisit = these (things); bi adand šīm nakin ut,
or šīna mitferstandn (implied).

73 brō = brother. šī anmarkiŋa (comments) undr
fadī, zaln (number) 34.

74 forsät = because; a. s. fordhat; sk. fordi.

75 sījr = safe, sure, secure.

76 ingō = enter, go in; ingō is stroŋar.

77 ergōno = entreated, from er, and bōn, prayer,
a. s. bene (prayer), l. jörm. bene, ta bōn
(pray) mit fēliŋ and örnestna.

78 maŋ = many, sortūn (abbreviated).

79 ovrteðo = transgressed.

80 gebid = command.
**Lesson**

§ 66. "Une Leçon de Géographie."

(fransk ol betraktn^1 is jœnast^2 land urope, for it is ser groes^3, ser rij and ser frutbar^4. it is not so worm as in ital and span, nor so kold as in danmark and swidn. parisis jœ hedstäd^5 and also jœ groesstäd^6 jœn kißum. dœ hedinkumkela^7 ar from geworkla^8 and wîn. jœ abland^9 sampano fersaf^10 jœm best wîn jœn gans^11 kißum. dœ fransis ar an brav and gist^12 folk^13 and ar benon^14 for jœr jönigesmak.\(^{15}\)"

^1 betraktn = be examined
^2 jœnast = omit
^3 groes = good
^4 frutbar = fruitful
^5 hedstäd = city
^6 groesstäd = very good city
^7 hedinkumkela = inconvenient
^8 geworkla = work
^9 abland = abroad
^10 sampano fersaf = exported
^11 jœn gans = own goods
^12 gist = folk
^13 folk = folk
^14 benon = in a different place
^15 jönigesmak = worthy
§ 6. **Rij kend en Kunde.**

(ovrsetn from ſim holandik.)

welj and kündi1 ar not instand2 ta hapimak dím menʃa. tügn and godfir ovrtref3 dím forik4 in ol hinsikta.5 an klir ferstand6 and an gud wil samparn worʃ wegsaf7 ivn dím gratast hinderia.8 tru godfir li twiʃ an (2) starponta9, ſi an ablid tu ovrtro10 and ſi usr tu wantrro.11 an sænd helʃ, an klir ferstand and an gud gewisn12 worʃ du mor ta hapimak dím menʃa ſan olit els sambindn. man tind not am liʃtl13 and put itm undr am buʃl, but on am liʃtstik; and it givesh liʃt tu ol ſat ar in ſim h̥̃s. (mat. k: 15.)

1 knowledge. 2 able. 3 excel. 4 former. 5 respects. 6 understanding. 7 clear away. 8 obstacles. 9 extremes. 10 superstition. 11 unbelief, disbelief. 12 conscience. 13 candle.

§ 6d. **Bön (prayer).**

(ovrsetn from ſim norwaik-danmarki.)

"on klirša bördə." 1 Lord god hevnli fadʃ! wi ſank ſm for ſi grat gnad1 and bůsumhartiki2 ſat ſ ſ hast letn
§ lîb² son ontak yr fleʃ and blud and bi ʰɪm gnâdli helpn us from sünd and evrlastand deʃ! wî bön⁴ jm upliʃ⁵ yr harta mit jm hâligist, sât wî ma bi ʃankful for suʃ gnad, and ʃermitt troʃt⁶ us in ol yr ilend⁷ and ferskîŋ,⁸ and atlast worʃ for evr blën⁹ bimîl⁰ jm lîb son, ʃr lîrd je-sus ʃr jîs t, hû mit jm liv and rûl in jm hâligistô aniki,¹¹ ʃn tru god from evrlastîŋ tu evrlastîŋ. letsøbeh¹²

¹ mercy. ² compassion. ³ dear (lîb, dear, beloved; têr, dear, high-priced, and dîr is deer, animal). ⁴ prayer (a. s. and l. j. bene; sk. bön. fînast wörd wî kan fînd. prayer is fr.) ⁵ light up. ⁶ comfort. ⁷ misery. ⁸ temptation. ⁹ blessed, saved. ¹⁰ by means of. ¹¹ close union. ¹² amen (letsøbeh).
Mostli wordn\textsuperscript{21} olgemjnli\textsuperscript{22} antakn.\textsuperscript{23} ßis san\textsuperscript{24} spraklor ferfasos\textsuperscript{25} bi l\textsc{ars} m\textit{ag}n\textit{us e}n\textit{berg}, an h\texttt{ñ}ir,\textsuperscript{26} did 1865.

\textsuperscript{1} excellent. \textsuperscript{2} poetical. \textsuperscript{3} scientific. \textsuperscript{4} authors, placers of writings. \textsuperscript{5} mother-tongue. \textsuperscript{6} period, time-run. \textsuperscript{7} treading or stepping in. \textsuperscript{8} culture, development. \textsuperscript{9} was improved, for-bettered. \textsuperscript{10} several. \textsuperscript{11} composers, in the sense of authors. \textsuperscript{12} became. \textsuperscript{13} introduced. \textsuperscript{14} separate, special. \textsuperscript{15} branch of learning. \textsuperscript{16} common schools. \textsuperscript{17} published. \textsuperscript{18} academy. \textsuperscript{19} was built, constructed. \textsuperscript{20} become, past participle. \textsuperscript{21} generally. \textsuperscript{22} adopted. \textsuperscript{24} said, past participle of \textsc{s}s, say. \textsuperscript{25} was composed. \textsuperscript{26} professor.

\vspace{1cm}

\textbf{Lessn k.}

\textsc{§ bg. Erinnerungen aus Schiller's Gesprächen im Jahre 1801.}

(reminiscences from schiller's conversations in the year 1801.)

(\texttt{ovrsetn from ñm d\texttt{ñ}.})

man kud mak ñm mens int\texttt{ñ} am haf g\texttt{od}, if man wos instand\textsuperscript{1} ñru erzi\texttt{ñ}\textsuperscript{2} tu wegtak from ñm ol f\textsuperscript{ir}. na\textsuperscript{ñ} in ñm w\textit{ö}rld kan unhapimak ñm mensa as f\textsuperscript{ir} al\texttt{ø}n d\textsuperscript{u}. d\texttt{ir}v\texttt{la ñat w\texttt{ir}kli\textsuperscript{3} mit us or seldn\textsuperscript{4} and nevr so bad as ñs his w\texttt{ñ} f\textsuperscript{ir}. d\texttt{ir}ra\textsuperscript{5} hav h\texttt{ñ}rin am f\texttt{ör}z\texttt{ug}.\textsuperscript{6} ñt oks, his l	exttt{dis} tu ñm

\textit{Plea. 17.}
slotrben, fir not ßim sträk beför it hit him. 
uptä ßis grad färlesnanö ²wad ßi menshinget² fir 
ßim klir birit ferstand.⁹ ir¹⁰ wad sük ta wegrid¹¹ 
ßim iwil sat li in hüm wa, but itm not fär.¹² 

an glad, meri gemüt¹³ is ßi kel¹⁴ olö¹⁵ adlit¹⁶ and 
gudit. ßi grøstatit¹⁷ and ßönastit ßat evr hapnen¹⁸ 
floß sto sük am stimių.¹⁹ na dark sola ßi sg onli 
bemörn²⁰ ßim fergonhud²¹ and fir ßim tukum²² ar 
faik²³ ta fas²⁴ ßim hølikast øgbla²⁶ lifø, ta ge-
nis²⁶ and ta wirk²⁷ as ßa ssad. erinių²⁸ is not ssit 
tu ßem and ßim tukum not trøstand.²⁹ 

ßat mãn is oltim wörßful,³⁰ ßis ergræb³¹ am be-
stimí³² ganstend³³ hulli and itt am örnest sol. 

ßi kunstir³⁴ wad liv mit sin yirlo,³⁵ but not bï 
itö geßuf³⁶ ßi ssad help sin samtjimika³⁷ but tu 
hat ßa nïd, and not blos³⁸ tu hat ßa lob.³⁹ 

¹ abl. ² training, education. ³ really. ⁴ rare. 
⁵ animals. ⁶ advantage. ⁷ of fearlessness. ⁸ attain, 
reach up to. ⁹ understanding, intellect. ¹⁰ he or 
she. ¹¹ remove. ¹² fär setis last ta giv itm serik 
strøni. ¹³ condition of mind, feeling, mood. 
¹⁴ source. ¹⁵ of all. ¹⁶ noble things. ¹⁷ greatest 
things. ¹⁸ happened. ¹⁹ humor, feeling. ²⁰ mourn. 
²¹ past events. ²² future. ²³ capable. ²⁴ compre-
hend, fathom. 25 short moments, loŋ nuf ta opn
and ꞁut dįm ᵉga (eyes). 26 enjoy. 27 act, operate.
28 memory. 29 comforting, soothing. 30 valuable.
31 take hold of. 32 definite. 33 object. 34 artist;
kunft, art. 35 century. 36 created thing, or tool.
37 contemporary. 38 merely. 39 applaud, praise.

lesng.
§ 2f. brǐfewekslŋ.
(correspondence.)

fɔrsplŋ.—brǐfewekslŋ is ser nütslik tu 野心
persona. it has am feradland infıus boʃ on ꧊m
skribir and on ꧊m skribı̈m. for ta skrib am
brǐf is it niďwendiŋ ta ᵉnk, ta ərsın, ta erin, ta
fil, ta luv, and ņen ta əutfind dįm best wișa ta
plas ᵈis umstanda on ꧊m hit papr as samhangli
and ᵉtılı̈k as mögli. na 野心 ərson kan ʒrūgọ
ol ᵈis mjindi anstrepı̈na mitşt ferbetrand ērstand
and ērt. brǐfskribban insfrı̈kis tu na seriŋ gen-
stånd, but ꧊ skribir erlı̈s ta skrib ērd ēs ɬr
wud tok. eniʃį̈ worʃ du in am brǐf, ŋat is not
ganst ēud sitna (morals). it is oftŋ ŋat dį̈ siṃ-
andli trifli and unwati spıkuma (topics) or dį̈
inhiѵıkost. wï kan not ol inhį̈vis in starlọr,
gründľɔr and statọwesn. an brǐfewekslŋ kan
skrib abšt eniʃį̈ hiʃọ ɬr wud saŋtok. ŋer əníŋa
ersona kan hav ꧊m gelanhuδ ta brǐfeweksl mit
gebildn əldar ferwanta is it muʃọ wɔrʃ tu boʃ
tjlluma (partis). Þi ænitr belörmis and Þi ænitr upwormis bi þem brit and hópsul ægla diem uupa. aftr am ripor öldum rìis, as for bìspil, from þem öldumo po tå to, j sink it wårdo bi an gud umstand tå hav frenda þin usr kin mit hüm tå brifwekst. for am gud uþ man tå wekst sota and filiþa mit am gud uþ ladi wors ferbritr and ferfin boþo þem. in skriban suþo brifa wors boþ, gebriþli, bekum karfular in sin stdraka þan hen skribband tå am þaro on kin. brifskriban fersomis oftn for wont inhivo. mofœld brifa skri bis in ol landa bi uþ ersåna for tå ùb sig in þis or þat sprak. di sota and filiþa wors bi di sam as if skribn in þar on sprak. hat an grat kel inhivo must it not bi tå hav am ferbetrn and sön sprak tå skrieb in. on sprak tå sink in. an sprak litik tå lörn mit rulik spraklor and lîtik stabiþ and na groøstaba ta ferwir diem lörnima. sön sota and sön sprak wors þus samgo. hat inhivo friþila boþ gerîdis and gerîdas kan hav mit þis sön amerikas or inliþ-døy sprak. þa wors mofœld bezalis for þim tim sa wegwïl mit suþ brifskriban. erin, urtílkraft, filiþ and skribkunst wors ferstroþis and ferfinis. as þis sprak is an twinsin twin inliþ and doþ wors di lörnima erhâld am truar insit intu þos spraka and wors bi betr instand tå lörn ano þem. j wud bi glad ta nem may brifa from suþ liþ lörnis and lörnas. ol ã
wil ask ëm for më help and anstrand suj wel-
kumen brifa is ët ë skrið and skriða insís ön
(5) ansentstampa; an (2) senta for ëm bak-
wendi brif and un (8) senta for më undrrikte.
për (10) senta in sylrv ma else samrólis in pëpr
and lais in ëm lëvar (lower) left hand kornr
and sendis ëm më. ëwil karshuli rëtu (correct)
folta and baksriðb ëm brifwekslíra. ëer is
muì fergnùg ta wörk mit gërdís and gërdàs.
Hen ër sprak has not yet inuf wördà must ißliß
brèsis til wiì kan fàrbrißiì mòr wördà.

§ pv. frendšip brifa.
letters of friendship.
dekóra, jòwa, rmunìs 7t, 1863.
lib fadì' and fadà'!

ì hav ëm hir in ëis nù plas ënli an wëk, but ì
hav sëkkn abst ëm and abst mì broì hàl vër
and mì broàs annì and susànà ol ëì tim
sins ëkùmo hir. ì no ëì hav nevr ëm awa from
hôm. lastnìço ëd wùd not slìp til aftr midntìt wegn
hëmsikno. ëf ëd had dwelw bò or to mëtës from
hir ëd wùd hav runën höm on fïda and bak gen
on pïda, as wiì hav na hörtel (recitation) on ës
an (2) das, but akì ëd ar ëvr anlo mëtës of.

ëis is an forstrakand stad for skûla, for bìspì
ë "norsk-lutherske college" and ë "brecken-
ridge normal school," ìer gëmìn skulësìa bere-
dis from ko tu lo mitis in umfap. i hav sin and
horn muš sins i kumo hir. on dim strita and in
dim stora samtok man oltim a bst šim grat krig.
ši statholdir varo stat holdo am spič in šim rathös
yestrda. hi is an ser gemütlik man, and hi givo
us ši best spič i evr höro. i am glad i had lörnen
so mušo reknkunst and døf befor i kumo, for i
niu so muš tım ta gerid mi latin lesna. wi hav
olredi kumen tu šim wörd mensa, hiš min an tiš.
i šink šis sprak lóst jön, but it is ser sver ta erin.
i hav am gud rum in am forsig (private) häs
mit am usr geridir from min isota. i lič šis
samili ser muš. ši man has am füderistör. for-
yestrda i god mit šim öldast sona and han broi
ta hör šim statholdiro spič. wi u kud hav
hörn him. dekora is an fin plas. an flus šrun-
run šim städ døn tu šim nekst sørp and from ſer
intu šim misisipi-flus. ši zukt in šim skul is strey
šim it tu mi. wi must upget hafon oklok and
go tu bed at un (9) oklok. wi must erhöld
serik alt evri ſim wi stgo intu tön, and ſi hotja
skold us if wi kan not hörtelesna. ſer is an
geridir hir hiš his s and a gr from kalmar šat
sr hotija lič not. hi wiš ta pla and wil not ge-
rid sin lesna. i must nö endu mi brif tu um, in
liš fad and fada, skribö tu mi straks, straks!
i löp so ta hör from um. telö h al v ö r,
a n n i and susanä ta mitinslis am fu wörda
Tu mä. i hopp halvor tak gud kar mino kolta til i kum høm. wotr and han (3) tima ada, and an litl ots or korn.

ür hingivn sön
edward jons.

tu mr. and mrs. jons.

§ pr. ansr tu ſım fôrik bi hîn broa.
blu mënds, dan kánti, wiskonsin,
rimun's 14t, 1863.

olol bast broi edward!
ſi øvrmasí inhývand and and welkumen brif ankumo fôryestra. it is ſi swítast brif wi evr did nem. foda has skribn am lop ermanig and warnig tu ſım on maŋ ganstenda. hî is só fôrik ſat ſo ma kum amun bad gefarna and erwerb bad gewöna. foda has olsø skribn ſım am fu wörda, and sendn ſım sum mör undrkløja and sum handkløta. halvor skribo am fu wörda, but hî nevr liko skriboan and rëdan ser muş. hî lijk ſin horsa and fïs abuv olit. ſo nید not bi fôrik wëdward ſat halvol wil not plig (tend) ſi kólta. i no hî wil, for ſat is hîn gratast fêgnüg ta umgøis mit horsa and fïs. ſo wors fïnd tem grós and fat ſen ſo bakkum nektst yr. súsa na is oftn askand ſen ſo wors bakwend. ha has samlo sum hikorj and wolnut and sum pluma. i du not no heër ſo kan
ferstand han skriðan, forjat høsamrun sín staba. ha du not opnkyp sín a, e, l, g and h, so þat þis kan undrþid tem from uþ r staba. þis is an bisi þim for fommíræ. þi kan get þim ta go tu skul onli evri afstrmidda duraðd rímunþ, as fadþ wil not hir fremd help sins þis abriso, so þi help fada formiddas and go tu skul afstrmiddas. þi am nþ in mc'gufeyno ndl, robinsono reknbuk, montþö orþbeskríbl, pineono spraklor, wilsono feranen-statagetel and pepperrkorno bodilor. mis pút-nam is kind tu us, for ha giv us onli furt lesná þi da. pepperrkorno bodilor hörtelis antim evri uþ r da. þo tu bo minita spndis þi da at sýgan. an das aftr þi livu us had wi am ser gefali gesamþip in yr hss. þi hördist wos hir samt mistir brþn mit sín weda and oldast sóna, abzt mi fullum. ha and þi hornist þim þoni and rjdo tu þim stad and bak gen in on (2) þra and þu (29) minita. þi hav not maþ nus ta tel þam þis þim þtn wi have grad nemen inbidiþ ta bi biþuk at þim wedip þro gebrokinþ henri jons. hi worþ wedis tu julia homs at þim brþdino hss nekst bida. þi brþðano fada ar zu far of ta hold þim wedip þer. boþ þi brþði and brþda ar twim bo and þu yira and flitik folk, sa fadþ and fada, henri jons worþ get am farm mit horsa and maþ fis from sín fadþ, so þi sink þa worþ get along wel. þi kud tel þam maþ möríta,
but jag måste samspela tem för mig nästa bröf. bak-
skrifta mig sån och let mig bli ği rätt bröfweksliär
hjälp av art awa. jag vid rädd ği brifan tå ola. jag ta
skrif betran ğan dö ugra at höm. ği sifra ğa skrif
mi am lok bröf och let mi nö olit abst ği gera-
da och ği samspela och ol dö litl hapninna och duña
lät förkum dörand ği stå at dekora. jag viss ju-
hav bön mit żäm och hörn żäm statholdär jöwano
spis. ği férbi ği zart luvand broa

anni jöns.

tå e. jöns.

§ tl. luvbröf a.
(övrsetn from iplif.)
tå am wel kenma.
jàkagö, ilinö, lmunö 15t, 1887.
mi li-bast julia!
jag har så lok genšn (enjoyed) żäm hapina ov
bönd annemen as am welkumen gest at ği er-
wörfi fadano hos ğat i skrif mit żäm mör getrust
on am ganstend möstö örnesthavi watiki tå mi
welfar. from bestandik mitand mit żäm och
bemerkand döm mös (1,000) händliya (acts) ov
luvlikj och kända ği försjö ği dalij lif, hav i
gradwis tusamun mi hopa tukumö hapina mit
żäm fot ov besitand żäm as ito järtr. tvö mi, li-
bast julia, ğis is na sttrak böfö ljudsp, but an
harti and heldi erfolg and lop and worm gerid
sinkart. it is luv grundun on aktip; and i
fil ovrbewisen sat si kenna mino biiwesen wors liid
sm ta spur mj beweggrunda tu itan rft kel.
ma i sen erbön sm ta berat si øn hart, and
jud i not hav bin mistakn in siim hapi tro sat mj
filiqa ar in sum mos bak günstun, ta bewilik mj
alvel ta meld siim sak tu si fada. tro mj, olw-ljbast julia,

si evr uprjik and ankstlik fren

frank brn.

tu julia smij.

afr baknemand am günstis ansr from julia
skrih hi tu siim ladino fad! jsus.

§ tp. tu siim ladino fad!
(ovrsetn from siim iplis.)
jkago, mimun's 4t, 1887.

ar wörji her.

i wag ta hop sat si wors kol si fremdli filipa
tu mj bistand in betraktand am antrag i am abst
ta forla sm, in hi mj hapina infasis stropli.

for am lop tim si sona julia has had am
strop hoid ovr mj hart, and i hav ursak ta tro
sat i am not lïkgultik tu ham. mj steli is su as
ta berjktik mj tro sat i kan undrhold ham in
§m stan (style) behago hif ha so wel ferdin, and hif it has bin sim standik absikt ta fersi sim samili. as angaand mi biwesn and gesini, i trust ita ar hinri wilnow tu sim ta giv sim fertrust in sim stsikt siro sonano hapina.

i hav not, haevr, wagn on eni stdrikli erklari sim miro fylinga mitat ant beratand sim on sim ganstend; as if fyl ovratn sat an strat forward mod is oltim sim best, and sat an fado gudneman wort nevr fernais, hen di umstanda sim fal biitu ito biand bewilikn. ankstlik awatand sim erfolg siro erwai on sis watik and inhiwand ganstend, ferbi i, her,

si getru and gehoersum dinfr
frank bran.

tu j. e. smis.

§ 1b. an wisipi brif.
(a scientific letter)

i must stun endu mj skriban as i kan not ars ta mak sim buk mus grosar for sim pris i hig itm seln as i had ta fersaf nu toksapina and bezal am hi pris for tokseti, so i wud fan hav givn sum fin ertilina in sis sprak.

as i hav szon sim faikis sim sprak for godlor bi ovrseti from sim bibl and bi givand am forlb, samt ito faik for grundli spraklori betraktina, olso ito faikis for brifskriban, wil i
dök farar ta mak ito förjö fulstandikar, inrük am wissipi brif hï i skribo tu am lörni frend not long age, hu is boś an hördist and hotjir.

§ tt. bristol, da kant, dak., pimun 3t, 1886.
hörd. e. m. mör is,
    st. pol, minesota.

lib hotjir and hördist!

as þe art an hotjir, an sprakist and hördist (rev.), art þe anfold wörjan bi mi. i frankli beken þat i hav lörnen mor from þi samtok and brifwekslan þan þat ov eni ur anlik erson. þe hast am ser fin gelanhud ta du muś gwudit tu dim folk. ön das in þm wök þe þi in þi plantskul livand þem sum gwud frisra for selfgerð, and on fiðas art þe lîvn frî ta bered þi prójona. hat an fin steliŋ for am man þat luv sin wörk, as i no þe du!

as þe þi am klis in reknlor wil i send þem am fu sglæ undr þat hed. tуда i fergnüg mi on mi hømsted etsid þi ʃorp bristol. þis is an stormi da and mensa and fis must sta in þar ʃakti høsa.

lib hotjir, i must tel þem þat þis is mi dat (41st) börståda, and evri börståda for dim last po yira has it bín mi rul ta dønskrıb for þukumi ferwarþ am fu dim best sglæ i kud jink abst on þat da. i jink i hav bín ser geluki tůda and as i hig
so muʃ ta mittɼ mi ɼota tu am besondri frend
wil i send ɼam ɼis da hat i kol mi ɺtra börldaʃota.
ɼis has naʃiŋ ta du mit ɺr gewönli umspikla,
namli sprakferbetriŋ, but is ano nütßlik reknlɔrı
gebriŋ, hiʃ i fiʃ siʃr an man suʃo wörldumfasand
hart, as i no ɼs hast, wors inhivis bi ɼim riʃdan
ʃerov.

§ ld. dayr ʃum.
(almanac.)
let us tiʃu ɼim yir intu pa (13) munʃa and ɼ
munʃ intu bs (28) das and hav am lipwɔk an-
tiʃ evri ʃent (6th) yir, hiʃ ad tu pmunʃ and am
ɺtra lipwɔk abat atiʃ in lo (100) yira and let
us infür ɼis nu yir mit ɼim beginiŋ sumo yir or
munʃ sat begin on pida and wi wors erhold am
ser bekwen inriktn yir. wi wors, ʃen, oltiʃ nɔ
ɼim daum (date) bi noand ɼim da, and ɼim da bi
noand ɼim daum. for pida (sunday) wors bi
ʃi ant, ʃent, pöt and bat (1, 8, 15, 22) and so on
mit diʃ uʃr wɔkdas. wi kud oltiʃ liʃikli nɔ
bs maʃ das from am munʃ tu am uʃr, forsat ol
munʃa ar likmasi loŋ. pida würdo not ferstoriș.
as an yir bestand in 365 das, 5 ʃra, 48 minita
and 49 minlina kan wi at eni tiʃ strekn gensli
hen ta inrük diʃ ferʃi ɺipwɔka for ta stfiʃ ɼim
gans yir.
§ tk. daintilip.

(division of the day.)

let ūm da intilis intā po (10) ṣra and y ṣr intā lo (100) minita and y minit intā lo (100) minlina, and farar let ūm krisl (circle) intilis intā mo (1,000) grada and y grad intā lo minita and ṣi minit inta lo minlina, and let, in orṣbeskriban, ūm ant (1st) brodgrad begin at ūm norṣpol and run tu ūm sərpöl önlo (500) grada, ṣen wi wud na longar niš tu sa formidda and aftrmidda nor norṣ or sərpbrodgrad (latitude). as di longrada (degrees of longitude) run from ist tu west from ūm beginplas arānd ūm hul world tu ūm startpont from grad i tu 1,000 wūrdo šer bi na ist- and westgrada. nā let us lak at ūm sön gestim twin ṣra, minita and grada. as šer ar 1,000 minita in am da and 1,000 grada and olsō 40,000 mitis (kilometer) arānd ūm orṣbol, kan wi lîtik berekni ūm an bi noand ūm uṣr.

ūs wud šrusjnil olsō lik tu no hat nama i wud giv tu mas and wat. i giv tem mitst ersākin.

mīta = m.m.  |  gra = m.g.
mīta = c.m.  |  gra = c.g.
mīta = d.m.  |  gra = d.g.
mīto = m.    |  gro = g.
mītö = d.m.  |  grō = d.g.
mɪ́tσ = h.m.
mɪ́tɪ = k.m.
mɪ́tσ = m.m.

gré = h.g.
gré = i.g.
grσ = m.g.
grú = quintal.
ton = ton.

lɪ́ta, lɪ́ta, lɪ́ta, lɪ́to, lɪ́tö, lɪ́te, lɪ́ti, etc.

let ol guds kə́fis and selis bɪ́ pə́s (10), lə́s (100) and mə́s (1,000), and bɪ́ mɪ́tos and bɪ́ grís. hɪ́ kan not ol folka antak jɪ́m feranenstata geltordset (money system) as ita ar sneli (rapidly) antakiŋ jɪ́m fransi ordset mə́sə́ and wat. wɪ́ ot olsə́ ta hav jɪ́m sam hɪ́tmasl (thermometer) ol ovr.

j wɪ́f, lɪ́h hördist (rev.) mə́rɪ́s, jat jə́ wil bɪ́ so kind as ta baksend mɪ́ jɪ́ mɪ́num (opinion) on jɪ́s reknlɔ́rə́ fraga and if jə́ jɪ́nk ita gud and nǘts-lɪ́k tu jɪ́m wörld, gefal (please) ta send tem mit jɪ́ anbefaliŋ tu jɪ́m grat wɪ́sjɪ́pi anstalt (the smithsonian) in dɪ́m hedstada wə́ʃjɪ́ntə́n, lʊ́ndə́n and bɛ́rɛ́lɪ́n. gefal bakskrɪ́b sə́n and let mɪ́ hör from jɪ́m and samili.

ma jɪ́ lɔ́rd bɪ́ mit jɪ́m and wawɪ́s jɪ́m.

jɪ́ hingivn frend

elías mə́lɪ́.

tu hördist e. m. mə́rɪ́s.
§ tg. bisnabrif.
(business letter in the most conservative style.)
A. C. McClurg & Gesamfp (Co.),
117, 119 & 121 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.

Lib her (Dear Sir):

Ji am kenmak1 ov ur grat bindum (firm) in
m "Chicago Tribune," and wud fan bekum
kenen2 mit ur has. ji send um am smol ordr for
buka mit insl3n draft on jim forst gefolki4
bank ov Chicago. send mi
tventi tu tena gefolki stabbuka.5
jri hundred fokn pena in kasa.6
fiv sosand fita skribpapr.
siks sosand hit umslsla.7
an ten Wilsono feranen8 stata getel.9
forti spraklor9 ov Volapük.
fihti "Pleas for an Amerikan Language, or
Germanic-English."

ji hop ur ordr wor11 ankum hir bi frida, as ji
abstand12 is onli for hundred and twenti an mila.

urw13 truli

HANS BUSCHBAUER.

* If American linguists think we have gone too far,
we may use capitals, English numerals, the old names
for days and months as well as the old names for weight
and measure. Agreement to do something is worth
more than anything else. If the intelligent people will
not consent, all efforts on our part are useless.
§ tge. slīs wörda.
(closing words.)

in sambandið ým amerikaf sprak hav í standik had an (3) mustra befor mi sga. í hav takn ým welkliðand swíðni sprak as am förbild wel-
lsto, and í have takn ým spraklør (grammar) ým íplif as am förbild anfoldikjö, and ý deŋ sprak has bín takn as am förbild frásiktikjö wördsamsetiða. in ýr wörda, í hav prüvn to stdro dým best oñosipa from ýr jörmannik spraka and baklið dým notgwad oñosipa.

ým amerikaf or íplif-deŋ sprak as fjūdn hír dů not förjötu ým best förzug (advantage) förjat wí hav not yet ým ferskidið tókano (type) þat wí níð, but þís is an kunstí and høndtúlik (me-
chanical) frág. þís has naðin to dů mit ým sprak in sigselv betrakttn. þís kan ferbetris in ým tå-
kum. þer ar unzwiðli sum wörda þat erþin be-
søndri tů dým deŋa, skandinaviaka, írisa and íplifá, but þís kan not helpis, for naman kan fer-
betr ýr sprak mitst förjstelend sumþin nu from dým old spraka, þat wörþ bí nu tů am grós til dýn

Plea. 18.
ferfdi folka. wi must not luk zu mu at dim smol folta and forget jím grat gudit jis sprak. di smol folta kan stridis in jím tükum hen wi erhöld am gefolki (national) frendl (association) sprakistano (of linguists). jí best yr frenda kan du is ta hamr awa on dim ferbetriña forsílan and lýt dim smol folta ta andris (be modified) bi am tükumi sprakferonal. sprakferbetriña kan onli fulfüris bi am smol týsín (select) bodi sprakistano jat luv dim jilda járo (of their) land and húso luv and gud wórk wórjís (be appreciated) bi yr land hií würdo ríp bós gewin (profit) and ar (honor) bi suí bísí (approval) i hóp and bón tu go d jat jí igsí, dós, íris and skandinaviak jörj and drukum (press) wil kem tu yr bìsind mit itan hul hart. wi must help dim igsí papra ta övrreat (persuade) jím folk. jí frag sprakferbetriña is oldo an grat geltfrag (financial question) as wel as belôrfrag (question of instruction). jí nekt jíí wi must du is ta entwikl am wördabuk indhöldand núf wörda for príją, týj, nusipri skribiín and ordini bref- weksiín. jí grät anzal hjaro wisipiwórda must övrletis tu sum tükumi jím. if yr spraklor and geminwörda ar welordsn, jen it is onli an frag tîmo, gesmak and urtíj tu sambor ol dim wisipi wörda findn in jím gans wördabuk. jer is na ursak hií wi kan not sambor wörda from yr
on gemit as wel as from latin and griek. hen si sprak worji fuli redi ol siru worji sir jilda hau am gud sprak hija kan ferstand on ol umspikla (topics) and hiso ja kan bi prad. an ferbetn sprak worji bi si best erbguds (inheritance) wi kan ovrtrag (convey) tu sir afromura. let dim uin folk bild feranla and begin ta ti in itm, ta spik and skrið in itm.

ol si gelt i mak from mi skriði nga i wil spend it for sim gudo sprakferbetriñ. helpo us werk sir frenda. i kan not spik opnlik self, but wil insriñk mi bestriñi nga ta upmut dim iplis, deñ, iñiñ and skandinaviak ðsgivira and hördista as fast as i kan.

ser høsk dú sir nu wörda bekum sort or ñan d oldana, as fiñlor and ichthyology, bördlor and ornithology, sturlor and astronomy; but sum-tim it worji hapn ñat ja bekum logar. ñat si nra-ðjik mikst iplis sprak is an find tu am wijd and ferðdarti kenna is klir. di iplisþarkanda must ñir ferbetñar sprak or tak baksita amon gesivn gefolka.

ma god forðhelp sir grat luvwerk!
| an = a, an, or one.   | ordin = ordinary.     |
| anlik = single.       | orṣmidlijn = equator. |
| alvēl = permission.  | orṣbeskrijbl = geograph. |
| akt = respect, attention. | orṣbelt = zone. |
| aktiq = respect.     | orn = earn.           |
| adl = noble.          | ol = oil.             |
| adlikji = nobility.   | onlō = 600.           |
| adlsumna = nobleness. | īnmō = 7,000.         |
| adlman = nobleman.    | ṣg = eye; a. s. eage, to distinguish from I. |
| adlstand = peerage.  | ṣgl = idea.           |
| ansentstampa = 2-cent stamps. | ṣtdrūk = expression. |
| abšikt = aim, object. | ṣtsikt = prospect.    |
| angōand = concerning. | urtikraft = judgment. |
| annem = receive.     | øvrtrag = convey.     |
| ar = honor.           | øpnlik = public.      |
| arwōrjsp = honorable, respected. | ṭakti = respectively. |
| aftrmidda = afternoon; noon meant the ninth hour. | ṭeṣ = eateth; ʧ oldmodik ṣap “eʃ” bewaris for biblik and ho-
| andris = is modified. | tjtjmlsi(solemn)tufala. |
branch dwördi endiga
kan wir folo ßis mustr:
i Åti, iÅ test, hi Åte, wir Åtem, uÅ tet, jaÅten;
i Åtoi, iÅ tost, hi Åto, wir Åtom, u Åtot, jaÅton; -i, -est, -e, -em.
ta dim namwördaha
kan wir ad for fala
"O" and "em," as
man, mano, manem,
and for tüspskifel
(vocative) "o," as
oman.
üb = practice.
übiÅ = exercise.
um = around, about.
umspÅkl = topic.
umsa = subject.
umsal = circumnavigate.
undrrikitÅ = instruction
information.
upriÅtik = sincere.
undrÅd = difference.
undrskriÅb = subscribe.
ufÅ = alas!
inrÅk = insert.

infÅs = embrace.
insrÅnk = confine.
inhyÅv = interest.
innÅs = enclose.
instanda = able.
erson = person.
ersin = think over, consider, muse.
erin = remember.
erinÅl = memory.
erÅtel = relate.
erfÅnd = invent.
erÅjak = discuss.
erÅfin = appear.
erÅhÅld = obtain.
erwerÅb = acquire.
erbå = entertain.
erfÅolg = result.
ermåniÅ = exhortation.
erklåriÅ = declaration.
enÅdÅ = to end, close.
tentwkÅl = develop.

mitÅlÅta.
påda = sunday.
pÅmunÅ = january.
bekÅn = confess.
bÅos = mere, only.
besondri = peculiar.
betrakt = consider.
berat = consult.
beweggrund = motives
bakgünst = reciprocate
bewilik = grant.
bodilor = physiology.
bispi = example.
bistand = assistance.
behag = comfort.
brøi = brother.
brøa = sister.
bestandik = continu-
ally.
bemark = remark, to
notice, observe.
besit = possess.
bestriviga = efforts.
biwesn = character.
tusamn = associate.
tufal = occasion.
til = part.
tilum = party.
tilu = divide.
trib = machine.
tribist = machinist.
tok = type.
tokjapin = matrix.
tif = table.
tukum = future.
trø = belief, faith.
trøst = comfort.
tør = high-priced.
døk = nevertheless,
anyhow.
ðáyrum = almanac.
dír = animal.
klír = explain.
klis = class; from a. s.
klis, to close in.
künst = art.
kas = box.
ken = to be acquainted.
kenna = knowledge.
kundi = knowledge.
kumtjm = future time
(gram.)
gerid = study; study
means to read dilli-
gently.
gerid = student (m.)
gerida = student (f.)
gelanhud = opportun-
ity.
gebriñ = nature; si jm
lat. nasci and natus.
gefolk = nation.
getel = history.
gefali = pleasant.
gebild = to culture.
ganstend = object; jör.
gegenstand.
gründlor = philosophy
godlor, or godken = theology.
goddlnl = religious service.
godtro = divine faith
goddnum = religion
drak = press upon.
drakum = the press in general.
gemütlik = cheerful.
gemüt = disposition.
gefarna = comrades.
gewön = habit.
grädwis = gradual.
gekum = convention.
grändu = to found.
grändla = foundation.
grändgrad = positive degree.
gesivn = civilized.
graf = paragraph.

gebrø = brother and sister; jörman geschwistern.
fortrek = prefer.
feradliŋ = ennobling.
ferwant = relative.
fersom = neglect.
frähl = leisure.
ferfin = refine.
faik = capable.
forʃo = exhibit.
 foresig = private.
flus = river.
fls = cattle.
ferbi = remain.
fergnug = pleasure.
forʃat = because.
forkum = occur.
ßerfin = merit.
fad = parent.
fadı = father.
faða = mother.
ferzir = ornament.
frag = question.
forbild = image.
forzug = advantage.
forstel = present.
forstel = represent.
forstand = manage.
fall = case.
ferndart = diversified, miscellaneous.
vörs = verse.
vinkyard = vineyard.
rat = counsel, advice.
rathsv = courthouse.
rekn = compute.
reknbuk = arithmetic.
reknlor = mathematics
land = country.
land = land.
līb = dear, beloved;
deer is hirs, high-priced is tor, animal is dir.
lörnīm = pupil.
lörnī = learner (m.)
lörna = learner (f.)
lav = low, changed to distinguish from lo (100); sk. lav.
lītik = easy.
līt = not heavy.
līst = light, lux.
līs = light, not dark.
līkgülti = indifferent.
līdsip = passion.
līdn = suffer.
līdsap = passive form.
līnu = reward, fee.
lī = lie, recline.
līg = lie, falsehood.
līn = gentle.
līnman = gentleman.
līnladi = gentlewoman.
līvwrjī = amiable.
mītīs = kilometer.
lō = 100.
mō = 1,000.
mōfold = 1,000-fold.
mod = manner.
minlin = second of time
mūstr = model.
mal = paint.
mūt = courage.
nūts = utility.
nūtslik = useful.
nā = no.
nō = know.
namwör = noun.
namwís = method of
naming
nīdwendik, or
nīdik = necessary.
nem = receive; a. s. ni-
man.
snel = rapid.
sprak = language.
sprakist = linguist.
samtok = converse.
stoś = clash.
si = see.
sö = sea.
ser = very.
serik = particular.
sitn = morals.
sitni = moral.
sitnikj = morality.
spikum = topic.
starlor = astronomy.
slis = close, shut.
sliswörda = closing words.
statolodir = governor.
samili = family.
streq = strict.
stan = style; d. staan,
style, something that stands.
standik = constant.
spur = track, trace.
sidn = page.

jön = beautiful.
jönj = beauty.
jönü = beautify.
jwer = difficult.
jam = shame.
jaml = scandal.
zał = number.
zwek = purpose.
zwifl = doubt.
zi = ornament.
ziru = adorn.
zükt = discipline, raising, rearing.
zerblo = explode.
zerstos = collision.
jörj = church.
ip = cheap.
jon = john.
japanir = japanese (n.)
japanik = japanese (a.)
sinkart = mode of thinking, disposition
∫ar = their, com. gender
∫ató = of that.
∫∫o = of these.
∫er = where.
∫enev = whenever.
∫il = while.
hejrum = climate.
hingivn = devoted.
hörtel = recite (lessons).
hōtlihr = professor.
hīg = desire.
hördist = pastor.
hör = hear.
hīr = here.
handliy = action.
hinriji = sufficient.
hirf = deer.
handtulik = mechanical.
handtulihr = mechanic.
handwörk = tradesman.
handwörk = trade.
weg = away, off.
won = ill, erroneous.
weksl = exchange.

wis = mode, manner.
wisfip = science.
weghīl = while away.
wedī = husband.
wedū = wife.
woordabuk = dictionary
wesn = essence, affair, concern.
wesnlīk = essential.
yard = yard.
yīr = year.
yōrintliy = division of the year.
yōrpō = decade.
yōrlō = century.
moyīrkīndum = millennium.
ū = you.
ūr = your.
ūm = you (obj.)
SPECIMENS

of self-developed scientific words according to Greek, German, Anglo-Saxon, Skandinavian and Irish models.

Scientific words must in the nature of the case be spoken only occasionally by the people, hence mental economy or long descriptive words are of more importance than brevity. The understanding and memory need more help than the strongly constructed tongue.

botany = plañtlor,
plantken, nolej of b.
zoology = dirlor.
mineral = urol.
mineralogy = urollor.
meteorology = luftkris-
lor.
air = luft.
circuit = kris.
atmosphere = luftkris.
horizon = sikt Kris. -
geography = örjbe-
skribl.
geology = örjkrustlor.
age = winkl.
geometry = winkllor.
chemistry = stuflor.
physiology = bodilor.
anatomy = zerlimlor.

hygiene = helflor.
membrane = hind; a. s.
hion, sk. hinde.
diaphragm = twinhind.
pericardium = hart-
hind.
hartsak, hartumla.
periostium = bonum-
hind.
circum, about = um.
ossification = ferbøniŋ.
intestine = darm.
duodenum = pasiŋdarm
gland = drüs.
duct = gaŋ.
viscera = ingehav.
protozoæ = urðra.
molusca = softðra.
mamalia = sukðra.
invertebrata = unrük-bōndīra.
back = rük (dors).
dorsal col. = rükgebōn.
vertebrāe = rūkhorī.
vertebrāta = rūkbōn-dīra.
scansores = klīmbōrda.
grallatores = wādbōrda
natores = sūmbōrda.
rodentia = gnodīra.
herbivora = plantīt-
dīra.
carnivora = fleʃtīdīra.
gender = kin.
phenogamia = kin-
planta, or frūtbār-
planta.
cryptogamia = nakin-
planta, or notfrūt-
barplanta.
exogens = stgrōela.
endogens = ingrōela.
cotyledon = sūdblād.
petiole = līfstok.
stypules = bilīfa.
apex = spis.
flower = blūm.
corolla = blūmkrūn.
calix = blūmkup.
petal = blūmkrūnblād.
sepal = blūmkupblād.
perianth = blūmum.
florescence = blūm-
stand.
state = stand.
hibernation = əvrvint-
riŋ.
class = klīs; a. s. klīs.
classification = klīsa.
APPENDIX.

Of the fifty different efforts that have been made during the last three hundred years to produce a good language, this is the most conservative. After a person begins to study language reform new possibilities open up before the imagination, and the temptation to follow new and charming creations is very great. The struggles that have taken place while elaborating the American or Germanic-English Language have been more of a moral nature with me than an intellectual one. I had at first worked out a philosophical plan, but in seeing how radical it became, and how little sympathy it awakened among my educated friends, I resolved to combine and systematize our old Germanic or Gothic material only as agreeably to the English and Germans as I knew how, especially to the English, who are in the majority. I have been so anxious to satisfy the English-speaking people that I have given them an advantage far beyond their proportion in a union language. They have been given most of the common words and compounds from English or Anglo-Saxon and the grammatical structure. This is a very great advantage to start with. Now, if the English people would show a desire to go part of the way, we can hope for a good, pure and easy language for the people. I know I am expressing the feelings of millions of people in the United States. But if the English element will not agree even to this conservative reform, I, for my part, am willing to add capital letters, use English numerals and English
names for months and days, and even take off some forms from the grammar. It is better for our children that we agree on something than do nothing through disagreement. Language can also be reformed gradually after it is introduced. Usage itself will further improve it. We ought to have an International Commission to settle points in pronunciation, spelling and meaning, and give to us a dictionary. The idea is to make a good, systematic language out of English and German. The smaller Germanic languages are used only occasionally as supplemental, which has been explained under different heads, especially in chapter \(\text{ph}\), on "Composition of the Amerikan Language," p. 163, and chapter \(\text{ph}\), "Grammar of the Amerikan Language," p. 182, and in the Reader of Amerikan or Germanic-English, p. 242.

The United States has no foreign enemies to fear and is politically so strong and so composite that she can afford to be liberal, and she must be liberal to gain the greatest measure of success internally and externally. Any improvement whatsoever in English will make it more Germanic than it now is. Even if we did no more than to spell \textit{phonetically} and make the vocabulary more \textit{self-explaining}, that alone would make it more Germanic, because we would be obliged to fall back on Anglo-Saxon material in compounding. The English people will do well to remember two things—\textit{First}, Without a self-explaining vocabulary our poor population cannot reach the highest possible measure of intelligence; and \textit{Second}, if we do not simplify and adopt a self-explaining vocabulary, with some friendly glances towards Skandinavia and Holland, Germany may do it. It is the
dream of such a linguist as Alexander J. Schem that Skandinavia and Holland may one day, through likeness of vocabulary, through the force of commerce, and through the desire of wider comprehension among these smaller people, finally induce them to adopt the German tongue. But the German grammar is too complex. Now if we could be morally great enough to give the world a simple, clear and euphonious grammar, and a friendly and filial vocabulary, we could do much good, and our children would be the greatest gainers. We cannot expect the approbation of our brothers unless we respect their feelings as much as we can, while at the same time respecting ourselves. Prof. Whitney says it is a sign of a high state of civilization when people consciously consider the improvement of their language. Savages never did or can think of so abstract questions.

1.

The feeling that English and German were the noblest languages in the world,—one on account of its simple grammatical structure, and the other on account of its simple, self-explaining vocabulary,—entered my mind when a boy. I have felt ever since I could understand several languages, however, that there was something wrong about English and German, as well as something wrong about the complex grammar of my Skandinavian forefathers. One day I read Bacon saying that "The most perfect language would be one combining the excellencies of several languages into one." That sentence has been a source of much strength and comfort to me. Bacon's thought has been confirmed in my mind by conversation with men of thought in various tongues, by reading, by
hearing lectures at school, and by teaching and by
seeing what class of words and rules are easiest learned
by boys and girls. I think I have read so much of
history and philosophy as to see that any improved
language likely to be adopted and become great must
not be offensive to the English and German-speaking
peoples, and also that a language likely to be adopted
at all must be a growth and a development, and rest on
what is and on what has been with some great people,
and not an arbitrary new creation, which cannot be suf-
ficiently loved to cause sacrifices for its introduction.
It is furthermore of more importance to the educa-
tion of our people that we should obtain a good lan-
guage rather than a universal language. A good home
language first and a universal one last. It does not
help our school-children that our borrowed Greek
and Latin is extensively spoken if they cannot under-
stand it at home on a wide range of subjects. Sci-
entific English is an enemy to common people for rea-
sons explained in this book. How to improve our
language in this respect with our own inherited
material, has also been explained as well as we have
been able to do.

2.

The only people of which I have spoken a few
seemingly harsh words is the people of England.
Such feeling may partially be due to the part England
took in the late war of 1861 to 1865. By taking part
with the South she prolonged the war and injured
both sections of the country, and indirectly supported
the upholding of slavery. What is said against En-
gland, however, has not been said because I feel the
slightest prejudice against that country, but because
there appears in certain quarters to be an Anglo-mania which is un-American. I desire the American people to be more independent and to strike out for themselves in language and literature, as our forefathers did in government. That is to say, if England will not agree to a joint improvement of our language. In criticizing the English People, I have never said anything dishonorable against them, but only mentioned their much borrowing and deplored their neglect to spell phonetically and to purify their language. But the English have spoken with contempt about us for the last hundred years. I will quote one passage from "Plea for the Queen's English," by Henry Alford, D. D., Dean of Canterbury, (Tenth Thousand), page 6:

"If the language is high-flown and bombastic, a character for national simplicity and truthfulness, we may be sure, cannot be long maintained. That nation must be (and it has ever been so in history) not far from rapid decline and from being degraded from its former glory. Every important feature in a people's language is reflected in its character and history.

"§ 8. Examples of American debasement. Look, to take one familiar example, at the process of deterioration which Our Queen's English has undergone at the hands of the Americans. Look at those phrases which so much amuse us in their speech and books; at their reckless exaggeration and contempt for congruity; and then compare the character and history of the nation—its blunted sense of moral obligation and duty to man; its open disregard of conventional right where aggrandizement is to be obtained; and, I may now say, its reckless and fruitless maintenance of the most cruel and unprincipled war in the history of the world. Such examples as these may serve to show that language is no trifle."

Plea. 19.
And this English Divine accusses the Americans of using bombastic and exaggerated language!! The cruel and unprincipled war he refers to is the war of 1861 for the preservation of our American Union. I think the Americans ought to change the Queen's English a little more and make a good Amerikan or Germanic-English of it.

My first desire is to see the whole Germanic race unite, if possible; if not, as much of the Germanic race as will unite. The American Constitution was a series of compromises, and we would do well in adopting an improved language to imitate that work, and to be a little brotherly about it, and to think about the greatness, goodness, convenience and glory of the bright child of our Germanic race, the Anglo-Germanic language. Our literary men would have something definite to live for. No very high degree of love is necessary to agree on the same language of our own common material. It is not like a question of marriage. When we think of our consanguinity of blood and speech, and of the future benefit of such an extensive union language, we cannot afford to have national prejudices. It would be easier for England to extend this simple, regular and easily learned language into her possessions. It would be easier for Germans to extend such language into the polyglot empire of Austria and into her foreign possessions, and to extend German science and thought everywhere. Such language would help the United States the more easily to educate its vast future population. Again, such a language, and even a friendship for such union language, would tend to strengthen the bonds of brotherly feeling between England and
Germany, as well as the United States. The danger of Europe, it seems to me, is an indudation of Pan-slavism, and for this reason it will undoubtedly be well for both those great powers to cultivate friendly feelings. A union language would strengthen kind sentiments, both in Europe and America, more than anything else could do. It would be the best means of melting our people into one solid nation.

The question of an Anglo-Germanic union language, it seems to me, is capable of becoming an educational question, cheaper and more knowledge and international friendship; that is, a school question, a financial question and also a high political one. Again, I have felt that England has not been interested enough in the welfare of school-children, hence I have spoken despondingly of England in one or two places. I have seen how Spain has made her language phonetic, how Holland, Germany and Skandinavia have simplified both spelling and vocabulary, while England has done nothing! Hence I have come to look upon England as a nation of shopkeepers, manufacturers and lawyers, with only a small proportion, comparatively, of learned men interested in popular wellfare. Too much conquest!

I have said very little about Americans, as I have been in doubts as to whether we have a real American nation yet or not. We are a conglomeration of Europeans as yet. For this reason I have referred to the descendants of the Colonists as Old Natives, to distinguish them from later immigrants. The term Americans I have reserved as a convenient term for the citizens of the United States in general. The
Indians I have never taken into consideration in language reform.

3.

If I have said anything offensive to any one class of people, I do not know it and did not mean to say it. If I have done so unawares, I take it back and ask pardon. An improved language cannot be forced upon a country, but if it is introduced at all it must come as a welcome friend, because the intelligent people of the country see something good in it.

With regard to the style employed in presenting my thoughts, I will say that though I have endeavored to use a simple and clear English, I must confess that I have been tumbled around among so many languages, and have thought so much more of what language ought to be than what language really is, that I find sentences here and there which would not have been used by such masters of English style as Addison or Washington Irving. There are also a few instances of the use of the singular instead of the plural number, due to an oversight in proof-reading.

4.

I would like to suggest to the friends of language reform that they confine their discussions as much as possible to the importance of systematic spelling and grammar; to a pure, self-explaining vocabulary with a home base and easy to learn by the world; to the value of re-uniting the Germanic people under one language, as they once were, and to the importance of a language council. The love of children and country are noble sentiments which must not be forgotten.

These topics will furnish thought enough for a thousand articles. If presented in a friendly spirit
and for the purpose of creating a wholesome "Public Opinion," such articles would become interesting to the people at large and be of moral and educational value to them. Even if the less intelligent people could not see the value of language improvement at first, it seems to me that it is the duty of the more intelligent people to act like older brothers and tell the younger and less intelligent brothers what they need to know, though they might not at first see the value of the information. So with parents and children. Schiller has given this beautiful advice to artists:

"Study to give your country and age what will ennoble them more than what they will praise, and if your work is truly great, praise will not be wanting."

I do not think it will have a good influence for the friends of language improvement to discuss additional reforms, as that is of too abstract and professional nature, and could only tend to bewilder and confuse the public. It will be time to discuss technical points as soon as we obtain a National Council of learned men. This council ought to be provided with funds by the minor lodges to enable its secretary to negotiate and travel among learned men in other Germanic countries. Until we get such National Council I think it will be best to discuss the more general sides of language improvement, and by so doing create a desire for a National and International Council.

5.

In improving language there are a hundred places where to stop, but we would hardly think a man went too far in systematizing and combining the French, Spanish and Italian, or any other language-family, if
he confined himself to his base, and only systematized what is and has been the proper inheritance of that family and adds nothing new of his own. If a people is not allowed to revive and systematize its own material, then language improvement is forbidden. There are some points about the Amerikan or Germanic-English which may be considered optional, as, for instance, the use of capital letters, alphabetic numerals, and the proposed names of the days and months. I favor those names for reasons given in "Grammar of the American Language," chapter 4k. I know there is danger of going too far, but there is also danger in not going far enough. Negligence is often as injurious as overdoing. We might improve on a small scale, but that might turn out to be of more damage to the country than good, because it would render it more difficult to make further improvements. By a very slight improvement we cannot follow Bacon's suggestion of "Combining the excellencies of several languages into one." Neither can we by a slight improvement follow the Greek, Anglo-Saxon and German plan of "self-development." Nor can we by a little modification obtain a regular and euphonious grammar. Neither can we obtain a brotherly union which will be a source of pride to us and a blessing to the world. It will simply be a question of two or three months longer study in introduction. Each family will buy its own books as before. The expense of introduction will be very small and the benefits very great. Less improvements than are implied by a unification and revival of our own material with systematic spelling and grammar is not worthy the exalted position which the English lan-
guage holds. As the English tongue is the most extensive, it ought to be the best language, not so much for the benefit of other nations, which can improve their own languages and seldom need English speech, but for the benefit of our own school children and the poor people, which could then spend their time in acquiring useful knowledge instead of wasting time and money in mastering an arbitrary and unsuggestive language.

The proportion of English-speaking people in the future I don't think can become much greater than now. As English-speaking countries increase in population, so will the rest, especially South America. There are no more countries likely to be conquered; and countries not governed by English laws cannot be expected to adopt it willingly unless it has special merit and like their own, as with Skandinavians and the Dutch.

6.

TO TEACHERS.

To teachers or others that wish to learn this language for the purpose of forming evening classes for instruction and practice I will say: Study the language thoroughly, so as to be able to translate correctly two chapters of the New Testament. Send this translation to me with fifty cents. If the translation is correct as far as our vocabulary goes, I will give a Certificate of Scholarship, which will give the teacher a higher moral standing with his pupils. If the translations are not correct I shall correct them and send them back and require two other chapters to be translated. If no Certificate is issued money will be returned, minus ten cents, which is my charge
for lessons through the mails. Any one that understands the language is allowed to form classes, but it is better for the teacher to have a Certificate, as he will then also be entitled to books at wholesale prices from my office at Bristol. Money must be sent by P. O. Order, Draft or Express Order, payable to me. Books on hand also at my office at the regular price. Strong paper binding, $1. Cloth with golden letters, $1.25 per book. Any one sending me five buyers, or $5, will get the sixth book free.

Address,

ÉLIAS MOLEE,

BRISTOL, DAY CO., DAKOTA.

To those who wish to send me plainly written articles for correction and instruction may do so by enclosing ten cents in stamps, two cents for the returning letter and eight cents as pay for instruction. I invite correspondence.

As there are so many men both on the Press and in the Church who favor this language improvement, we shall without any doubt soon have a SUPERVISING COUNCIL, under which sub-councils or lodges can be formed and subscribe for such papers as especially favor the reform. Until then we have to work together the best we can. We have a holy cause before us. It is a work of love to children and poor people who cannot go to the University to learn Greek and Latin words, hence we DEMAND self-explaining words, simple spelling, regular and well-sounding grammar. We shall organize a party that never will cease begging for our proper inheritance until we have obtained it. We want to send petitions to Congress from all parts of the United States. The
people are morally entitled to a more self-explaining language than they now have.

The people are excluded from scientific reading by reason of our Greek and Latin words. Is it patriotic or Christian-like for a few learned men to say, "We understand Greek and Latin, and that is enough?" Good Greek and Latin scholars can exist even with purer languages for home use.

Other languages are also defective, but their defects are not so vital and so expensive as those in English. That does not, however, do us any good. We want the best language in the world.

7.

IMMEDIATE ADVANTAGE.

As this language is made up only of Germanic words, and as men can thus comprehend each others meaning when the circumstances and general objects are known, it can be seen that if an American or Englishman learns this language he can make himself understood by talking to Germans or Skandinavians in the majority of cases, and again Skandinavians and Germans can better understand each other as well as understand the English-speaking people. This language is, hence a stepping-stone.

The Anglo-Saxon is already like the German or Skandinavian words, and by eliminating the Latin, French and Greek portion we will obtain the greatest measure of mutual intelligibility immediately, while at the same time laying the foundation for a grand and good world's language. The idea of uniting our languages will not only be of immediate advantage, but it will be an advantage to Americans and En-
glishmen forever, as well as to all. Even if it should not be adopted by Germany, Holland and Skandinavia, they would understand us in the majority of cases; besides it would be so easy for them to learn it that every school-master in those countries would understand it. Skandinavia and Holland are very prominent maritime nations which may join us wholly. This is a point which the friends of language improvement would do well to remember in conversation and in their articles to the press.

All parties can learn this language quicker than the regular tongue, while what is learned will serve as an installment in the learning of English, German or Skandinavian. Besides this great immediate advantage is the further advantage that the learners will get a clearer idea of grammar than they can get by studying their own language. Translation has in all ages been considered one of the greatest means of mental discipline known.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

From His Excellency, U. S. Minister to the Court of Denmark, Prof. R. B. Anderson.

United States Legation, Copenhagen, Denmark,

July 5th, 1885.

Elias Molee, Esq.

Dear Friend:

Your plan of a "Simplified American, or Germanic-English," received. It seems to me that your plan is a progressive one and that you are moving in
the right direction. Let, as you say, the Saxon or Germanic-English be made the groundwork, eliminate borrowed words where you can replace them by related Germanic ones, develop from within, spell according to sound, make the grammar regular, or nearly so, and there is your language all ready.

It does not seem that such a speech would be hard to construct, and, when once completed, it would forever be easy to master. We are, no doubt, laboring with cruel and soulless complexities. A homogeneous, self-explaining and regular language would be a great blessing to the Germanic Race as well as to the whole world. After common words have been learned, the few rules of composition and building from within the language would be easy to understand on a variety of subjects forever, and men could make new words as exigencies arise. It seems to me that children now acquainted with English, German or Scandinavian could easily learn this language in one month. What a great benefit such language would be in travel, literature and commerce, as it would have so strong a home base, and be so simple and easily learned that the educated men of all other nations would learn it in addition to their own and thus make the Germanic-English a desirable medium of communication both at home and abroad. Language needs the care of cunning hands as much as a garden or a park. After the grammar and a sufficient number of common words had been agreed on, it would only be a question of time and ingenuity to develop from these all the scientific words we needed.

I hope you will have many friends to partake in your noble efforts. Faithfully Yours

R. B. Anderson.
From Father Reverend H. Mensing.

Webster, Dak., Nov. 5th, 1887.

I have examined Elias Molee’s plan for a “Simplified American, or Germanic-English Language.” It seems to me that his plan is a good and practical one. He proposes to make the Saxon-Anglish words the basis and substitute self-explaining words in place of Greek and Latin ones from those of Anglo-Saxon or Germanic origin, and by this means obtain a good people’s language easy to be understood and learned by children as well as grown-up people. I think this is a good American idea, namely to obtain a simple language representing the best elements of the leading languages in the United States allied to English. Such a purified union language would be a great means of melting our people into one nationality. I hope he will find many friends in the Church and Press.

H. Mensing,
Catholic Priest.

From Reverend I. Skröndal.

Bristol, Dak., Dec. 15th, 1887.

I have read through Elias Molee’s book, in which he places before the public an outline of a plan for making the English language easier to understand and learn. I have also talked with Mr. Molee and know that he embraces the cause with a warm heart, and as I am of the opinion that a revision of the English language is highly desirable and even necessary, I wish that he may find many colaborers in order that this noble and christian work may finally attain realization.

I. Skröndal,
Lutheran Minister.
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From Father Reverend Chas. Koeberl.

Dayton’s Bluff, St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 14th, 1887.

Mr. Elias Molee’s plan of purifying and improving the English language by making it phonetic, regular and self-explaining I think is a very good one. He has invented nothing new of his own, but only collected and put into order the best ideas found in our related Germanic tongues. In this way he has succeeded in reconstructing the English language so that it is understood almost at first sight by any one understanding English or German. I think he is engaged in a noble cause, worthy of the friendship of Church and Press.

Chas. Koeberl, Catholic Priest.

From J. O. Tronson, Attorney at Law.

Bristol, Dak., Nov. 8th, 1887.

I have been acquainted with Elias Molee for a year or more and have examined his plan for simplifying and purifying the English language. It seems to me his plan is a good and fair one. I look upon the question like this. We have to choose between two evils. To change is inconvenient, and not to change is also bad. If the whole world spoke English, we would all be in the same boat, but as other great nations simplify and purify, we are either obliged to simplify also or be left behind, and we cannot help it. The best we can do, in my opinion, would be to openly confess the evils of so much Greek and Latin as it has been confessed by other allied nations and purify as they have done and and are doing. If we will not confess and simplify our language, we have to take the consequences, namely, a less average
amount of knowledge than those nations that have easily learned and self-explaining languages. We cannot hide the defects of our language from an intelligent world, and we cannot escape the disadvantages of those defects, except by a cheerful and willing improvement.

The grammar of the American, or Germanic-English, seems to me to be very good. That is, its regularity and euphony, consonants after vowels and vowels after consonants. When the alphabet is learned, a man will also know the numerals. The plan looks to me to be a patriotic and charitable one without conflicting interests. I regard Elias Molee as a needed and practical American philosopher, and I believe that the Church and the Press would serve the country best by treating him as kindly as the case will permit of. He does not merely represent himself but he expresses the opinion of millions of believers in this country.

JOHN O. TRONSON,
Attorney at Law.

From an English Physician and Author.

School of Culture, 47 N. Ashland Ave.,
Chicago, Feb. 16th, 1888.

Every earnest teacher and student of the English language has been burdened, vexed and tried by its crooked grammatical forms, changing in endless ways, without either wit or wisdom. An attempt to make our grammar uniform, and therefore easily learned, and to place the Germanic languages on a common basis, will result in a discussion of the whole subject of language by the people, and it will lead them to see what are the living roots of these families of speech,
and when they realize the vital vigor that remains in the Saxon and other Germanic roots, they will be willing to let these bear fruit of their own. (This is what Mr. Elias Molee proposes in his book.) They will not attempt to graft in the ill-fitting and ill-sounding words from Greek and Latin, words which always stand in our books as intruders, always as stumbling-blocks to the child or the man. The tendency of modern civilization is to unity of thought and knowledge, and it must also be toward unity of language. This subject cannot escape being drawn into the range of discussions in which all of our modern peoples engage, and these discussions must result in extensive changes for the better.

Dr. Sivarthta.

Jacob Danef, Rabbi of Beth-El Congregation,
534 Burling Street.
Chicago, February 17, 1888.
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